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ABSTRACT
The Limits of Indeterminacy: The Performance and Analysis of
Selected Indeterminate Compositions by John Cage and Earle Brown
by
Drake Ralph Andersen
Advisor: Joseph N. Straus
This study elucidates the relationship between notation, performance practice, and
musical realization in several indeterminate compositions by John Cage and Earle Brown. While
both Cage and Brown emphasized the multiplicity of possible outcomes in these works, the
distinct configurations of fixed and unfixed elements in each ensure particular kinds of musical
results to the exclusion of others. In tracing the musical limits and possibilities of each work, this
research project also seeks to correct a longstanding belief that indeterminate music is not
meaningfully responsive to the tools of music theory.
Chapter one historicizes the emergence, presentation, and reception of indeterminate
compositions within the European and American avant-garde, framing Cage’s 1958 lecture at
Darmstadt as only the most visible manifestation of aesthetic trends already underway in both
Europe and the United States. I subsequently address indeterminate music in the context of
contemporaneous improvised music, following the critique laid out by George E. Lewis, and
consider how it has been extended by artists and musicians working across disciplines.
Chapter two is an analysis of Cage’s composition Four2 for mixed chorus, composed in
1990. I begin by conducting a virtual Monte Carlo simulation of possible performances of the
work, which is then analyzed as a corpus to obtain the most prevalent musical results, and a
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comprehensive accounting of all possible pitch combinations, sonorities and textures. This is
followed by the presentation of four “imagined” performances that are intended to reveal some
of the most extreme variations in musical outcome possible in a given performance of the piece.
The chapter concludes with a comparison between the musical results obtained in the
simulations, real-world performances, and the imagined performances through the lens of
performance practice.
Chapter three focuses on Earle Brown’s open form composition Novara, composed in
1962 for mixed octet with conductor. Although many writers interpret the fragmentary
presentation of musical passages in Brown’s open form scores to indicate a discontinuous texture
in performance, Brown was adamant that the conductor must create formal continuities through
their intervention. Through a transcription and analysis of three performances of Novara
conducted by Brown, I highlight the ways in which the conductor can articulate form and
function, and by extension the unique agency accorded the conductor in Brown’s conception of
open form.
In chapter four I draw a comparison between Brown’s compositional activities in the late
1960s and 1970s and an aesthetic conceit exemplified by the early-1960s work of La Monte
Young and Robert Morris that I term the “minimalist dialectic.” Through a close reading of
scores and other performance materials, I propose an alternative reading of compositions such as
Modules (1965-6) and New Piece (1971) that centers the unique agential arrangements of
performance, along with a compositional focus on unitary and sustained sounds.
The Audio Examples for this document are available at https://archive.org/details/
drakeandersenaudio, and the software accompanying the analysis in chapter two, given as
Appendix A, is available at https://archive.org/details/drakeandersensoftware.
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INTRODUCTION
A Multiplicity of Meanings
Considering the developments which have taken place in extending the physical
parameters of sound within recent years it seems reasonable to consider the
potential of the human mind as a collaborative creative parameter. It always has
been, of course, but to consciously extend it further into the actual generation of
the work seems to me to be an inevitable and important step; a step which not
only expands the potential of the “environment” of relationships (the work) but
also the communicative potential, [its] inherent multiplicity of “meaning.”
Rather than diminish the responsibility of the composer or anyone else, it expands
and intensifies all of the dimensions of creating and perceiving. The performing of
music is one of the most intimate collaborative involvements that any of the arts
permit and the process and results are the most potentially ambiguous and
abstract, which is to say, limitless, multiple, and infinite in effect.
—Earle Brown, “Form in New Music,” 19651
In the 1950s and 1960s there appeared a flurry of musical works in which performers
extemporaneously shaped musical form and content in unprecedented ways. Instead of using
notation to indicate sound with increasing precision, composers began to systematically assign
aspects of their compositions, such as the arrangement of sections, duration of individual sounds,
and synchronization between parts, to be determined by musicians during the performance of the
work. A number of different terms have been applied to these compositions, both by the
composers themselves, and by others. Some of these descriptors, such as “open,” “modular,” or
“mobile,” suggest plasticity and receptiveness. Others, such as “stochastic,” “polyvalent,” or
“aleatoric,” sound more arcane, as though alluding to hidden and unknowable processes. In the
half century or so since these adjectives—and the compositions to which they refer—began to
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Earle Brown, “Form in New Music,” (1965), rpt. in Darmstädter Beiträge zur Neuen Musik 10 (Mainz: Schott,
1966), 58.
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accumulate, it has become only more evident that the distinct formulations outnumber even the
multiplicity of terms employed to describe them.2
Descriptions of this music—to which I will refer using the shorthand “indeterminate”
throughout—often relate it to John Cage’s formulation of indeterminacy, which Cage introduced
in 1958 in a series of lectures at the Darmstadt Summer Courses entitled “Composition as
Process.” Yet like each of the individual practices that will be discussed in this study, Cagean
indeterminacy was highly personal and contingent, and can only be compared to other
indeterminate works by composers like Earle Brown, Karlheinz Stockhausen, and Morton
Feldman in particular—and ultimately limited—ways. For Cage, indeterminacy entailed an
obscure constellation of rigid processes and practices: composition shaped by randomness, and
performance shaped by a studied rejection of rhythmic pulse, ensemble coordination, musical
instinct, and intention. In Cage’s view, the disciplined approach that characterized indeterminacy
was the means through which the composer, performer, and listener could access unfamiliar
sounds and, ideally, “dislocate [ourselves] from our convictions about what sound is and to open
our minds to radical alternatives to our musical practices.”3
It goes without saying that while few composers have aligned themselves with Cage’s
utopian program, many have recognized the unique opportunities for expression afforded by
indeterminate works. Earle Brown, in his well-known article “The Notation and Performance of
New Music,” emphasized the potential for novel collaborations amongst musicians in open form
compositions, describing his ideal work as “an endlessly transforming and generating

2

See, for example, pertinent discussions in Christian Wolff, “Open to Whom and to What,” in Occasional Pieces:
Writings and Interviews, 1952-2013 (New York: Oxford University Press, 2017), 178, and Jennifer Iverson,
Electronic Inspirations: Technologies of the Cold War Musical Avant-Garde (New York: Oxford University Press,
2019), 141-42.
3
Daniel Herwitz, Constructing Theory/Making Art: On the Authority of the Avant-Garde (Chicago: University of
Chicago Press, 1993), 152.
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‘organism’” that produces a “‘multi-ordinal’ communicative activity between the composer, the
work, and the performer, and a similarly ‘open’ potential of experience for the listener.”4 Others,
such as Frederic Rzewski and Cornelius Cardew, seized on the political implications of replacing
the hierarchal relationships between the composer, conductor and performer with alternative
distributions of responsibility and authority.5 Karlheinz Stockhausen’s use of what he called
polyvalent form seems to have been a way for him to acoustically recreate statistical techniques
first theorized in the electronic music studio, in which random events are deployed within
defined boundaries.6 By contrast, Pauline Oliveros saw Cage’s mission of changing the way we
hear and what we listen to as aligned with her own priorities as a composer, but chose
realizations far removed from Cage’s technique, bridging open and improvisatory musical
practices.7 Even Pierre Boulez, despite his skepticism of Cage’s use of chance techniques,
acknowledged the potential inherent in a music of “constantly renewed complexity,” and allowed
for the indeterminate rearrangement of sections by the performer in his Third Piano Sonata.8
The emergence of indeterminate musical practices was accompanied by extensive
theorizations and justifications, many of which recalled—and even overlapped with—the
conceptual underpinnings of mid-century serialism. Christian Wolff has summarized some of the
general ideas at play:
Theoretical and general observations about open form related it (roughly) (1) to early
twentieth century scientific thinking, especially in physics (notions of uncertainty,
indeterminacy, probability and field theories) and (2) to the—more elusive to describe—
transrational world of, say, Zen Buddhism, poetry and anarchic individualism, (1)

4

Earle Brown, “The Notation and Performance of New Music,” The Musical Quarterly 72, no. 2, 199.
Michael Nyman, Experimental Music: Cage and Beyond, 2nd ed. (New York: Cambridge University Press, 1999),
128-38.
6
Iverson, Electronic Inspirations, 140-152.
7
Pauline Oliveros, interviewed by Peter Dickinson in CageTalk: Dialogues with and about John Cage, edited by
Peter Dickinson (Rochester, NY: University of Rochester Press, 2006), 174.
8
Pierre Boulez, “Alea,” Darmstädter Beiträge 1 (1958), translated by David Noakes and Paul Jacobs, Perspectives
of New Music 3, no. 1 (Autumn-Winter 1964), 45 and 51-53.
5
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associated with more sophisticated and flexible models of control—both epistemological
and manipulative—and (2) with liberation, individual and possibly social.9
Wolff’s inventory enumerates not only some of different themes by which individual
composers differentiated the meaning of their aesthetic programs, but also the multiplicity of
threads that could be brought together within a single work. For example, Jennifer Iverson points
out that the conceptual foundations for Boulez’s Third Piano Sonata included “literary open
forms (Stéphane Mallarmé and James Joyce in particular), Cage’s varied chance and
indeterminacy practices (as critiqued in ‘Alea’), and the particular constraints and attitudes of the
midcentury electronic studio (the movements as ‘formants’).”10 Yet for all of the focus in the
literature on the historical, cultural, and political meanings of indeterminate music, relatively
little scholarly attention has been paid to the music itself, particularly as it emerges through the
process of performance.
This study elucidates the relationship between notation, performance practice, and
musical realization in several indeterminate compositions by John Cage and Earle Brown. While
both Cage and Brown generally emphasized the multiplicity of possible outcomes in these
works, the distinct configurations of determinate and indeterminate elements in each ensure
particular kinds of musical results to the exclusion of others. The range of possible musical
outcomes suggests, in turn, the musical limits of each work. To the extent that they appear to be
inconsistent with existing theoretical frameworks or the composers’ own accounts of their work,
these limits point towards alternative—and often more nuanced—understandings of
compositional practices, aesthetic influences, and performer collaboration. The first chapter
situates the emergence of indeterminate music in a historical and cultural context through a

9

Wolff, “Open to Whom and to What,” 176.
Iverson, Electronic Inspirations, 157.
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reappraisal of discursive trends in the primary and secondary literature. This critical overview is
followed by three distinct case studies that, while thematically related, propose divergent
methodologies that are responsive to the unique contours of the material under consideration.11
In chapters two and three, I evaluate the constellation of notational innovations and points of
performer intervention within a single composition; in chapter four, I trace a route through
several works that, in different ways, embody facets of a single underlying idea. Just as the first
chapter begins with Cage and gradually broadens in scope, the achronological progression of the
case studies roughly sketches a trajectory from the Cagean practice most closely associated with
indeterminate music through Brown’s less-scrutinized formulation of open form, and finally
towards meeting points with practices rarely discussed in the context of indeterminate music. In
other words, by staking out the limits of Cagean indeterminacy, I hope to set the stage for
alternative, and ultimately more expansive, understandings of indeterminate musical practices.
The works discussed in the case studies were composed between approximately 1960 and 1990,
though the historical frame spans from the early 1950s to the present.
This research project seeks in part to correct a longstanding belief that indeterminate
music is not meaningfully responsive to the tools of music theory. Although the clearest
indication of the prevalence of this point of view has been the scant scholarly notice, writers
have on occasion been more explicit. In 1967, Konrad Boehmer opined, “nothing in Cage’s
works lends itself to analysis—chance producing nothing that can sustain musical scrutiny.”12
Likewise Leonard Meyer wrote that, “[s]ince completely random or indeterminate music is

11

At the time of writing, each of these case studies has been published or accepted for publication. Chapter two is
published as “‘What can they have to do with one another?’: Approaches to analysis and performance in John
Cage’s Four2.” Music Theory Online 23, no. 4 (Dec. 2017). Chapters three and four have been accepted for
publication in Music Theory Online and Perspectives of New Music, respectively.
12
Konrad Boehmer, “Chance as Ideology,” translated by Ian Pepper, October 82 (Autumn 1997), 64.
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avowedly and purposefully without any organization, it is impossible to analyze or discuss its
form or process.”13 In an extreme example, William Brooks asserted that the imposition of
analysis onto indeterminate works is a mistake with “moral” dimensions.14 Even sympathetic
writers, such as Herman Sabbe, have acknowledged the “new situation” in which would-be
critics and commentators must orient themselves.15 Yet this assumption has also been
promulgated by the composers themselves, who in many cases were both reluctant to reveal the
details of their compositional processes and also eager to emphasize how radically they had
rejected various systems and schemes. A telling anecdote finds Cage delighted to learn, upon
asking Morton Feldman how he composed an early work, that Feldman did not know.16 Certainly
for the American composers, at least, it was a point of pride to have bypassed serialism and other
systematic approaches to composition associated with the Europeans, but the opposite extreme
came to be just as constraining for listeners and scholars. Alistair Noble, in the first chapter of
his monograph on Feldman’s early music, could be describing the reception of any number of
composers of indeterminate music when he writes “there is a tradition of understanding
Feldman’s work as being unsystematic, unstructured and perhaps ‘composed’ by either intuitive
or chance-driven methods.”17 Yet as the chapters that follow illustrate, attending closely to this
music reveals patterns, structures, and logic worth commenting upon in music-theoretic terms.

Leonard Meyer, Music, the Arts, and Ideas: Patterns and Predictions in Twentieth-Century Culture, 2nd ed.
(Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1994), 70.
14
William Brooks, “In re: Experimental Music,” Contemporary Music Review 33, nos. 5/6 (2014): 545. See also the
perspective of Petr Kotík, a longtime collaborator with Cage, as discussed in Kirsten L. Speyer Carithers, “The
Work of Indeterminacy: Interpretive Labor in Experimental Music,” (Ph.D. dissertation, Northwestern University,
2017), 84-85. Compare with Rob Haskins’s argument for the analysis of Cage’s works (Haskins, “‘An Anarchic
Society of Sounds’: The Number Pieces of John Cage,” (Ph.D. dissertation, Eastman School of Music, 2004), 137183.
15
Herman Sabbe, “Open Structure and the Problem of Criticism: Reflections on DeLio’s Circumscribing the Open
Universe,” Perspectives of New Music 27, no. 1 (Winter 1989), 315.
16
Morton Feldman, “Liner Notes” in Give My Regards to Eighth Street: Collected Writings, edited by B. H.
Friedman (Cambridge, MA: Exact Change, 2000), 4-5.
17
Alistair Noble, Composing Ambiguity: The Early Music of Morton Feldman (Burlington, VT: Ashgate Publishing,
2013), 7.
13
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The question of intention may come later, but it should not foreclose these kinds of observations,
just as it does not in the analysis of other musics.
Nevertheless, ascertaining the qualities, tendencies, and limits of indeterminate
compositions often requires novel analytical tools, or at least modifications to existing
methodologies. In her 2016 book, Reconceiving Structure in Contemporary Music: New Tools in
Music Theory and Analysis, Judy Lochhead argues for an approach that centers performance—
rather than the score—and which accordingly finds musical meaning in the differences between
performances, a notion that has informed my research methodology in chapters two and three of
this document.18 Consequently, a significant part of the research entails designing methodologies
that are responsive to questions centering the way these pieces are performed: What routes,
paths, or structures are possible? On what basis do performers make their choices? What, if any,
is the role of randomness in performance?
One approach with great promise for the analysis of indeterminate works is the use of
computational methods, such as Monte Carlo simulations, to cope with a multiplicity of possible
performances. In chapter two I use software to generate a corpus of random realizations of a
composition by Cage, which is then subjected to statistical analysis. Virtual realizations such as
this can then be compared with live (human) performances, leading to the emergence of
generalizable differences between the two categories of realizations as new objects of scrutiny.
These differences also present an opportunity to consider composers’ and performers’ accounts
of what should happen in a typical performance and, if pertinent, why other things may or may
not have occurred. An important part of the methodology involves synthesizing norms of
performance practice from official documentation, such as performance instructions in scores,
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liner notes, and published texts, as well as more informal sources such as interviews and
correspondence between composers and performers. The case studies in chapters two and three
also rely on the transcription and analysis of recorded performances.19
A concomitant theme throughout this study is recovering the distinctiveness of
indeterminate techniques as utilized by composers other than Cage. The passionate critical
fallout from Cage’s Darmstadt lecture ensured that the aesthetic concerns raised by his work
could not be ignored by any musician in the American or European avant-garde. Yet his
pervasive influence could also be stifling; by 1960, Cage was sufficiently ubiquitous that La
Monte Young opined, “It is often necessary that one be able to ask, ‘Who is John Cage?’”20
Since then, Cage has only become more central to the interpretation of indeterminate music. One
effect of this focus has been a kind of vacuum, in which other composers’ approaches to flexible
work are conflated with Cagean indeterminacy, or simply erased. Although Cage remains an
important point of comparison in many cases, I am trying to understand each approach as it has
been articulated by its practitioners within its specific cultural and historical context, and to get
away from the notion of Cage as an arbiter or authority for anyone’s music but his own. As
David Nicholls has written, even amongst the composers with whom Cage is most closely
associated—Brown, Feldman, and Wolff, who, along with pianist David Tudor, have been
characterized as the New York School—“there is no single style that identifies them.”21
Furthermore, while most composers of open works do acknowledge that openness is a tool for
producing specific kinds of musical results within a (reasonably) predictable range, Cage
19
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consistently argued that indeterminacy, done properly, was a method for accessing (only)
unfamiliar results—sounds that are, by definition, unpredictable. As I hope to illuminate, Cage’s
efforts to bar the familiar from his work were based on a deeply subjective conception of the
distinction between what he termed familiar and unfamiliar sounds, and ultimately established
aesthetic boundaries akin to any other composer’s range of acceptable results within an
indeterminate composition.
Chapter one historicizes the emergence, presentation, and reception of indeterminate
compositions within the European and American avant-garde, framing Cage’s 1958 lecture at
Darmstadt as only the most visible manifestation of aesthetic trends already underway in both
Europe and the United States, especially in electronic music studios. Following a discussion of
the intersections and parallels in Cage and Boulez’s important roles in cultural discourse, I
examine primary source texts from the late 1950s and early 1960s that propose refutations,
extensions, and transformations of Cage’s ideas. I subsequently address indeterminate music in
the context of contemporaneous improvised music, following the critique laid out by George E.
Lewis.22 This is followed by a reflection on the continuing relevance of indeterminate music to
musicians and artists in all disciplines, with a particular emphasis on the performance of works
by Cage by popular musicians in recent years, and a review of the secondary literature.
Chapter two is an analysis of Cage’s composition Four2 for mixed chorus, composed in
1990. Four2 is one of Cage’s Number Pieces, a series of forty-seven works composed from 1987
until Cage’s death in 1992 characterized by “radical simplicity” of content and the use of what
has come to be known as time-bracket notation.23 I begin by conducting a virtual Monte Carlo
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simulation of possible performances of the work, which is then analyzed as a corpus to obtain the
most prevalent musical results, and a comprehensive accounting of all possible pitch
combinations, sonorities and textures. This is followed by the presentation of four “imagined”
performances—devised intentionally—which are intended to reveal some of the most extreme
variations in musical outcome possible in a given performance of the piece. Next, I account for
the differences between the most prevalent results of the simulations, the real-world
performances, and the extremes represented by the imagined performances by reflecting on
aspects of performance practice, both as expressed by Cage and in conductors’ and performers’
accounts. The chapter concludes with an appraisal of how Cage’s notated and non-notated
directions to performers both support and seemingly undermine his stated aesthetic aims.
Chapter three focuses on Earle Brown’s open form composition Novara, composed in
1962 for mixed octet with conductor. Many writers on Brown’s works interpret the fragmentary
presentation of musical passages (events) in the score to mean that any performance of Brown’s
music must be highly discontinuous, or even an example of “moment form.”24 However, Brown
writes in the performance notes to Novara that although “the first impression derived from the
score will be one of many sporadic fragments,” a successful performance emphasizes continuity
through “smooth transitions and long lines of connected material.” This distinction underlines
the importance of the conductor, who must shape the form of the composition in real time during
the performance. Through a transcription and analysis of three performances of Novara
conducted by Brown, I highlight the ways in which the conductor can articulate form and
function, and by extension the unique agency accorded the conductor in Brown’s conception of
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open form. Woven into these analyses is a discussion of Jonathan Kramer’s theory of multiplydirected musical time as it pertains to indeterminate works.
In chapter four I draw a comparison between Brown’s compositional activities in the late
1960s and 1970s and an aesthetic conceit exemplified by the early-1960s work of La Monte
Young and Robert Morris that I term the “minimalist dialectic.” This dynamic, which has been
characterized by the art historian Branden W. Joseph as a “conflict between transcendent ideal
and contingent performance,” was circulating in the Fluxus and proto-minimalist circles of
which Brown was a part in the early 1960s.25 As Joseph’s recent scholarship shows, the
minimalist dialectic was highly influential, and it can be read in many disparate works.26
Brown’s explicit, if underdeveloped, acknowledgements of the significance of Young and Morris
to his own aesthetic become a starting point from which I read the minimalist dialectic in works
such as Modules (1965-6) and New Piece (1971). My analysis centers the unique agential
arrangements in the performance of these compositions, along with an increasing compositional
focus on unitary sounds and works based on a single, gestalt-like harmony that might serve the
function of the ideal described by Joseph. In addition to score analysis, my research takes into
account comments by Brown and various performers about the performance practice of these
works, along with archival materials from the Earle Brown Music Foundation and the Baltimore
Museum of Art, where Brown organized events in the early 1970s in his capacity as Composerin-Residence at the Peabody Institute.
While much of the existing literature—including texts by the composers, themselves—
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emphasizes the possibilities of indeterminacy, the title of this dissertation suggests a central
focus on its limits. Although the methodologies and types of claims vary considerably from
chapter to chapter, each case study aims to inflect the notion of the limits of indeterminacy with a
different valence. The conclusion serves as a brief reflection upon this theme, addressing why
attending to limits is both necessary and productive.
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CHAPTER ONE
“A Complete Break Within History”: Historicizing Indeterminate Music
As Paul Griffiths acknowledges at the beginning of his Oxford Music Online entry for
“Aleatory,” all music is “undetermined” to some extent.1 Although Cage was no doubt needling
his European audience when he compared recently composed indeterminate compositions to J. S.
Bach’s Art of the Fugue in his 1958 Darmstadt lecture, it is true that Bach’s score appears to
allow for a variety of choices regarding instrumentation, timbre, dynamics, articulation, and
tempo.2 Of course, the score is not the only way to circumscribe musical possibilities:
performances of Bach’s music—and art music in general—reflect not only the notation in the
score, but also stylistic and generic conventions, interpretive observations passed informally
from teacher to student, modifications and work-arounds due to organological developments, and
codified norms of performance practice. Together, these factors establish the boundaries within
which an acceptable performance can take place, and mark interpretations that fall without.
Griffiths points to a number of “established usages” of flexible techniques that are
generally excluded from the rubric of indeterminate music, such as “keyboard improvisation, the
cadenza, the ossia, the ad libitum, unmeasured pauses, alternative scorings and the provision of
sets of potentially independent pieces.”3 Beyond these specific techniques, there are a number of
compositions from before the surge in the 1950s and 1960s that seem to anticipate indeterminate
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techniques.4 Most of these works cannot be considered direct influences, though some have been
specifically cited by composers. Cage, for instance, saw Henry Cowell’s “elastic” music as an
important precedent for indeterminate music.5 Griffiths’s conclusion, echoed elsewhere, holds
that indeterminate music is characterized by “a deliberate withdrawal of control” on the part of
the composer.6
A more immediately consequential pre-history of indeterminate composition can be
traced through work being done in the postwar European electronic music studios. As Jennifer
Iverson has shown, interest in indeterminate and unpredictable musical systems in Europe in the
1950s was catalyzed around what was then called “statistical form” in the Westdeutscher
Rundfunk (WDR) electronic music studio in Cologne, West Germany.7 In many cases, ideas
regarding specific musical applications originated with scientists and technicians, who shared
them with the composers alongside whom they worked. For instance, Iverson describes how
Werner Meyer-Eppler’s research in acoustics shaped aspects of Stockhausen’s thinking in the
electronic studio, which he later conveyed to his friend the composer Henri Pousseur.8 Likewise,
György Ligeti created his fixed media work Artikulation (1958) with technical assistance from
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Gottfried Michael Koenig using “controlled aleatory,” while also integrating aspects of MeyerEppler’s work in experimental phonetics.9 The first issue of Die Reihe—first published in 1955
and edited by Stockhausen and Herbert Eimert—takes as its theme electronic music, yet is
suffused with references to “uncontrollable” sounds, “aleatoric modulation,” and other “statistic
phenomena.”10 Indeed, Stockhausen himself consistently attributed his interest in flexible
structure not to Cage, but rather to modern science, suggesting that indeterminacy was well
underway before Cage’s 1958 visit to Darmstadt.11 Given all that was going on in the WDR
studio, this claim cannot be dismissed entirely. Yet for all of the shared conceptual
underpinnings, the extent to which many of these electronic works in Europe resembled later
compositions of indeterminate music should not be overstated. In general, unpredictable or
flexible elements were severely restricted so as not to have a significant bearing on the musical
form. Furthermore, in all cases except for Pousseur’s composition Scambi (1957), they were
fixed at the time of composition. These works, therefore, in some ways more closely resembled
the chance-determined compositional process that Cage had been using since 1949 than post1958 indeterminacy.12
In the early texts on both sides of the Atlantic, to the extent that a common project
towards indeterminate techniques was recognized, there is a clear investment in determining
from where exactly this new practice emerged. In the years since, this debate has been largely
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simplified into a divide between European and American practices, even though these
geographical groupings have proven to be highly unstable. As will be discussed below, the
assertion of the geographical divide by the composers themselves in various primary source texts
of the era can often be better understood as a kind of discursive strategy born out of a desire to
distinguish different musical practices, as opposed to coherent reflections of reality.
As Iverson suggests, Stockhausen’s use of alternative terminology, such as “statistical”
(or “polyvalent”), may have been “a way of co-opting or neutralizing Cage’s ideas,” and thus an
avenue by which originality may be claimed.13 The fact that many of the terms chosen had
objective or scientistic connotations is not incidental: the language of science suffused postwar
aesthetic discourse among the avant-garde, endowing compositions with the prestige of
genuinely new discoveries achieved through rigorously pursued research programs.14 Yet even
Meyer-Eppler recognized a common project between the European composers and Cage as early
as 1955.15
Taking another tack, Earle Brown saw fit to explicate his “open form” and various
notational innovations to the audience at Darmstadt in 1964 by comparing it to the notation of
pre-1600 art music. As Brown writes, “the notation and performance concerns of some of
today’s composers are not necessarily in the nature of a fortuitous revolt,” but rather, “[t]oday’s
music seems to be approaching the art in a way which is closer to the old conception of ‘music
making’ than it is to the deterministic, ‘heroic’ ideal of music of the eighteenth and nineteenth
centuries.” 16 The contrast between Cage’s 1958 lecture and Brown’s presentation is stark: where
13
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Cage asserted independence, Brown’s argument is modulated so that the work might be seen as
part of a (European) tradition. Indeed, compared with Feldman and Cage, Brown was much less
invested in a split between American and European practices. This can be explained, at least in
part, by the overwhelming receptiveness of European audiences and performers to his music.17 In
Brown’s own account, the uniqueness of his own aesthetic allowed him to avoid taking sides
amongst some of the more partisan European composers. As he later recounted in an interview,
“They had things between themselves! I was kind of a neutral party, because I was doing a kind
of music that was not a threat to them; it was not in Boulez’s style, it was not in Karlheinz’s
style...”18 Although Brown didn’t see his work as fundamentally opposed to that of the European
composers, he did occasionally express the concern that what he saw as his own notational
innovations had been attributed to others. For instance, Richard Toop describes correspondence
between Brown and Stockhausen from 1971 in which Brown complains that certain European
musicologists were attributing the first use of “interchangeable elements” in a score to
Stockhausen, when Brown’s first scores exhibiting these qualities predated Stockhausen’s by
three or four years.19 Along the same lines, the European framing of indeterminate composition
as both a fresh start and as the logical extension of the affordances of the electronic music studio
suggests an interest in downplaying Cage’s influence. In a 1968 article, Richard Toop was
already alert to this possibility, writing (perhaps somewhat overzealously) that while
indeterminacy was the culmination of a “demonstrably logical train of thought” in Cage’s career,
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for the Europeans “it was little more than a convenient solution to an extremely awkward
historical situation.”20
These concerns, in turn, are closely related to the shifting presentation of the New York
School composers as alternately aesthetically aligned or independent. Brown, for instance, often
took great pains to distinguish his work from that of Cage and Feldman in his texts and
interviews.21 Yet in 1973, in an open letter addressed to “some critics and some friends,” Brown
wrote that:
I have frequently (and very much now) wondered why American music critics and/or
musicologists don’t take American music seriously? There is a clear (and ancient)
tradition of inferiority to EUROPE in the habits of hiring conductors, concertmasters, etc.,
and insecurity with regard to European tastes and publicity as being our guidelines to the
‘acceptable,’ ‘the significant,’ but I had thought that the foggy dew had lifted a bit and
that someone out there could take a chance on believing that we had contributed
something to the common (un-common) cause...22
This passage, despite its bluster, reveals a vulnerability no doubt experienced by each of
Brown’s American colleagues to varying degrees in the face of what Brown describes later in the
letter as the European “magic publicity machine.”23 This suggests, in turn, that the presentation
of a united “New York School” was, perhaps above all, a strategic choice intended to carve out a
place for American music in a perpetually Eurocentric musical landscape. At the same time, for
Brown to acknowledge elsewhere that “I can’t imagine my music without Europe” suggests that
amongst many conflicting feelings there was, at the core, a fundamental kinship.24 Indeed, while
there was some personal animosity present, Iverson makes the case that the camaraderie and
friendship between many of the European and American composers in the 1950s and 1960s
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suggests that many of the disagreements can more productively be viewed “as a sign of shared
investment.”25
Nevertheless, it is perhaps unsurprising that the electronic music studio does not figure
prominently in accounts of the origins of indeterminate music by the American composers. In
1957, Christian Wolff wrote a short article called “New and Electronic Music,” in which he
surveyed chance-based, statistical, and indeterminate approaches in the music of Cage, Brown,
Feldman, Varèse, Stockhausen, Boulez, and Pousseur. Although Wolff prefaces his discussion
with the observation that all of their music is concerned with “a kind of objectivity,” he quickly
delves into distinctions between American and European practices, deploying Stockhausen as his
primary foil, and ultimately declines to propose any significant parallels between developments
in electronic music and indeterminate music.26 In “History of Experimental Music in the United
States,” published in 1959, Cage dismissed contemporaneous developments in the American
electronic music studio by comparing them unfavorably even with what was going on in Europe,
writing that “Otto Luening and Vladimir Ussachevsky call themselves experimental because of
their use of this new medium. However they just continue conventional musical practices...[they]
do not move in directions that are as experimental as those taken by the Europeans: Pousseur,
Berio, Maderna, Boulez, Stockhausen, and so forth.”27 From these comments it becomes clear
that for Cage a truly experimental practice was not merely a question of employing new
technology (or the new sounds thereby afforded), but a new conceptual approach to these
materials.28
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Yet at least one early electronic composition by Cage suggests a possible point of
departure. Concurrent with their first indeterminate works for performers, in the early 1950s
Cage, Wolff, Feldman, and Brown composed electronic works—Williams Mix, For Magnetic
Tape, Intersection, and Octet, respectively—as part of the Project for Music for Magnetic Tape
funded by architect Paul Williams. Although these compositions were realized on fixed media,
Cage asserted that Williams Mix was indeterminate with respect to its performance by virtue of
the flexible synchronization of its eight constitutive tapes.29 A further correspondence can be
uncovered in Brown’s description of the painstaking process of composing his chance-based
composition Indices, which he undertook from 1954-1955, as a “handmade computer piece.”30
Although Brown does not make an explicit connection with the work being done in European
electronic music studios at the time, aspects of his process strongly resemble the program of
“controlled aleatory” pursued by Ligeti and Koenig in composing Artikulation.31 As Kim points
out, Brown identified Indices as a pivotal step in his progress towards the groundbreaking open
form works of the early 1960s, suggesting at least a partial conceptual parallel to the European
composers’ trajectory from statistical form in the studio to indeterminacy on the concert stage.32
Without a doubt, Cage’s 1958 Darmstadt lecture, “Composition as Process:
Indeterminacy,” was the defining statement of the period regarding indeterminate composition,
both as a vision and as a foil. Rebecca Y. Kim has pointed out that indeterminacy is first and
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foremost a “term of negation” that frames all other music—and especially Western art music to
that point—as “determined.”33 Cage’s visit to Darmstadt, since mythologized as the “Cage
shock,” crystallizes Kim’s observation that “[o]pposition has always been an essential aspect of
Cage’s proposals” through the image of the American upstart laying down a gauntlet at the altar
of tradition (an image Cage did little to dispel).34
Indeed, the intended takeaway for Cage’s European audience was a sense that the
Americans alone were leading the way towards a new kind of music.35 This seems to have been
the favored viewpoint amongst Cage’s circle generally. In a short text from the same year,
Feldman wrote with colorful, if bracing, derision that “[r]ecently I heard news from Europe that
Boulez is adopting the chance techniques of John Cage and perhaps myself. Like Mathieu, he is
going to show us Katzenjammer Kids how an ambitious Frenchman can really do it.”36 Along
similar lines, the German music critic and theorist Heinz-Klaus Metzger mounted a fierce
defense of Cage against his European detractors in his well-known 1959 article “John Cage, or
Liberated Music,” characterizing Cage’s innovations as a “slap in the face” to European aesthetic
logic.37
As might be expected, the response to Cage in the European press was critical and
extensive, though the immediate response amongst the musicians in attendance was more
mixed.38 As Martin Iddon points out, then-up-and-coming composers Mauricio Kagel and Nam
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June Paik both expressed genuine excitement at Cage’s music and ideas in their respective
reports of the proceedings.39 The following summer, Stockhausen’s featured lecture at Darmstadt
presented Cage’s music without criticism as part of a continuum (of which he himself was also
part) dedicated to exploring the “indeterminate” space between music as notated and music as it
is heard.40 This perhaps surprisingly generous gesture contrasts sharply with the valence of Luigi
Nono’s lecture at the 1959 session, during which he assailed the entire European avant-garde
through the figure of Cage.41 If Cage was perhaps the most obvious and politically expedient
target for Nono, it is possible that elements of Cage’s original lecture were not solely informed
by musical concerns either. As will be discussed below, Cage’ lecture as a whole can be
understood as a response to Boulez’s critical article “Alea” published the previous year.
Furthermore, as Kim has pointed out, Cage’s harsh critique of Brown’s Four Systems and
Indices, along with his implicit characterization of Brown as a “composer of the past,” may have
been motivated by frustration regarding Brown’s relatively warm reception in Europe in
comparison with his own.42 Indeed, it is ironic that if Cage’s lecture served as a starting pistol for
anyone, it was Brown, given his extraordinary creative output over the next few years.
In any case, if “Indeterminacy” clearly establishes what indeterminacy actually is (and
isn’t), it is less lucid regarding its origins and progenitors. Cage makes several references to
Meister Eckhardt, the medieval German mystic, but it is principally through the choice of
musical examples, rather than the content, that Cage suggests a historical trajectory by which
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indeterminacy may have emerged.43 The examples chosen for the lecture, along with Cage’s
conclusions, are given in Table 1.1 below.

Composer
J. S. Bach
Earle Brown
Earle Brown
John Cage
Morton Feldman
Karlheinz Stockhausen
Christian Wolff

Title
The Art of the Fugue
Four Systems
Indices
Music of Changes
Intersection 3
Klavierstück XI
Duo II for Pianists

Indeterminate?
YES
YES
NO
NO
YES
YES
YES

Composition and Notation
Non-chance, fixed
Non-chance, graphic contour
Chance, fixed
Chance, fixed
Non-chance, graph boxes
Non-chance, open form
Non-chance, open form

Table 1.1. Musical Examples in “Composition as Process: II. Indeterminacy”

Cage began his lecture by conceding that Stockhausen’s work is indeterminate, but only
marginally. He points out that the experimental qualities of Stockhausen’s work are largely
cancelled out by his reliance on the stylistic conventions of postwar avant-garde art music.44
Excluding the mention of Bach—a provocation more than anything—Cage’s remaining
examples are all by American composers, to the exclusion of major European figures (and
Darmstadt regulars) like Boulez, Pousseur, and Berio. As Amy Beal has shown, in the late 1950s
and early 1960s, Cage was heavily invested in promoting a particular view of American
experimental composition, and the genealogy presented by Cage in other texts around this time
emphasizes the significance of Charles Ives, Henry Cowell, and Edgard Varèse.45 The
forcefulness with which Cage asserted the geographical divide can be read as an intentional
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correction to his previously cozy status with what he now regarded to be less forward-looking
composers. Even before Cage and Tudor’s visit to Europe in 1954, Cage’s friendship with
Boulez, dating from 1949, led to the rather incongruous—at least in hindsight—quartet of Cage,
Boulez, Wolff, and Feldman being profiled in print twice in 1952, including an article by Henry
Cowell for The Musical Quarterly.46 In this light, Cage’s lecture at Darmstadt, especially the
third part, “Communication,” can be understood not only as an aesthetic statement of intent, but
also as a central part of a canon-building project.47

Cage, Boulez, Serialism, and Modernism
“Composition as Process” was also a rejoinder to Boulez’s polemical 1957 article “Alea,”
which was widely understood to be directed at Cage personally. In “Alea,” Boulez criticized the
“refusal of choice” underpinning chance-based works, while establishing the indeterminate
elements of his own Third Piano Sonata as part of the same European tradition upon which
Umberto Eco would later elaborate in The Open Work.48 Many subsequent critiques of Cage and
his circle echoed Boulez’s suggestion that in refusing to make certain choices, composers of
indeterminate music had essentially withdrawn any meaningful claim to such a title. In a
particularly vociferous dismissal, the composer Iannis Xenakis argued that the turn to
indeterminacy represented an untenable “act of resignation.”49
The comparison between Cage and Boulez is especially illuminating in framing
indeterminacy, as Boulez was an important part of the musical and critical context into which it
46
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was introduced.50 In the 1950s, Cage seemed to revel in the role of the gadfly of the musical
establishment, defining indeterminacy as in many ways opposed to the postwar total serialist
style that Boulez exemplified and championed.51 In the third part of his 1958 lecture, Cage took
advantage of Boulez’s unexpected absence from the Darmstadt Summer Course to impishly ask
the audience if they “agree with Boulez when he says what he says?”52 Cage found himself wellpositioned to offer an alternative to total serialism, even on the basis of earlier writings. Where
Boulez decried musicians working outside the confines of his own compositional technique as
“useless,” Cage had long espoused a seemingly more welcoming musical future encompassing
chance, indeterminacy, and literally “any and all sounds that can be heard.”53 Although Cage
represented his conception as fundamentally inclusive, his interest was limited to what he
considered to be “unfamiliar” sounds—those that had not yet been heard. It was this caveat that
led him to criticize improvisation, on the grounds that “[m]ost people who improvise slip back
into their likes and dislikes, and their memory, and…they don’t arrive at any revelation that
they’re unaware of.”54 This speaks to a general discursive strategy of negation common to both
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Cage and Boulez that differed only in degree: Boulez claimed to reject all known musical styles
but one; Cage purported to reject them all. In actual fact, like Boulez, Cage deployed a strategy
of aesthetic negation as an expedient pretext for the introduction and cultural legitimation of
highly personal and contingent compositional practice.55
Boulez became known and, in some quarters, reviled, for his savage denunciations and
“quasi-manifestos” in the 1940s and 1950s.56 While in these instances Boulez was clearly
invested in projecting his own personal musical preferences, he took care to frame his arguments
in objective terms. He would often express his ideas in relation to long-term historical trends and
invoke thinkers from diverse fields of study, implicitly asserting a broad cultural significance for
himself.57 As Georgina Born writes, through various closely allied roles in the cultural sphere
Boulez performed “a complete break within music history: a crisis…necessitating a new
language.”58 Just as with Cage, the urgency of Boulez’s rhetoric was bolstered by an aesthetic
program oriented towards freedom. Although this was a highly idiosyncratic freedom geared
towards purging one’s own inherited musical preferences, as will be discussed below, it took on
greater dimensions and stakes through tacit association with more overtly political freedoms
beyond the domain of music. As Jennifer Iverson has written, “[w]hen Cage and Boulez argued
the ‘necessity’ of compositional systems based on their affordances of liberty and freedom, they
revealed that their aesthetic choices were implicitly linked to historically conditioned, politicalaesthetic circumstances.”59
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The discursive stakes of proving the necessity of aesthetic developments to which Iverson
refers is reflected in the moralizing tone adopted not only by Cage and Boulez, but also by their
critics. For instance, in 1962 critic Michael Steinberg wrote that “[w]hile Mr. Cage’s famous
silent ‘piano piece’ or his Landscapes for a dozen radio receivers may be of little interest as
music, they are of enormous importance historically as representing the complete abdication of
the artist’s power.”60 For Steinberg, indeterminate techniques entail a complementary evasion of
responsibility for the musical results. In describing a hypothetical performance of Stockhausen’s
Klavierstück XI, he writes:
When we hear a version that seems unsatisfactory—over-extended perhaps, or choppy—
shall we blame [pianists] Mr. Paul Jacobs or Mr. David Tudor, or blind chance, or Mr.
Stockhausen, who however has abandoned the tradition in which the composer assumes
responsibility for making his piece as foolproof as possible, given anything like
reasonable performance conditions.61
One refuge from such criticism is the identification of the composer with the scientific
researcher, through which role the artist’s task is not to create, but to reveal or discover. In
Cage’s case, it is not the artist who speaks at all, but rather nature, itself conceived as the domain
of objective fact.62 This positioning takes the form of a kind of self-abnegation similar to what
Cage demands of performers in his music. However, as Benjamin Piekut points out, it is less an
abnegation of the self than a “self-invisibility,” through which Cage elides his own opinions with
a “path of transcendental truth” seemingly derived from nature (nature having been endowed
with an unassailable authority in the Cagean cosmos).63 Nevertheless, when given the
opportunity to stand up for American experimental music as a whole, Cage, not unlike Boulez,
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imagined a heroic and consequential role for the music of his country to decisively and
permanently reshape art music.64 Ironically, as Frank Mauceri has written, “what is silently
passed over” in the Cagean polemic “is the fact that the avant-garde gesture of rejecting tradition
is a European one.”65
In any case, for many the crisis provoked by Cage’s chance-based and indeterminate
music from the 1950s onward was more significant than Boulez’s rejection of tonality and 19thcentury syntax. In an oft-cited passage in “From Work to Text,” Roland Barthes identifies the
elevated role of the performer in indeterminate compositions as the indication of a fundamentally
new kind of music.66 Even more starkly, for some Cage’s music represented “a rejection of
history, a repudiation of all music—indeed, all culture—which had come before.”67 In other
words, both developments have been framed as revolutions, though their respective scopes
remain contentious.
Georgina Born compares Boulez to Arnold Schoenberg, who she describes as “an
ambivalent revolutionary, believing his work to lay the basis both for continuing the Germanic
tradition, and for an irrevocable break with the past.”68 In seeking to distinguish between their
projects, many writers have attempted to project Cage and Boulez onto the aesthetic categories
of modernism and postmodernism.69 Born concludes that Boulez extends the pre-war modernist
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tradition, and that Cage’s work has more in common with postmodernist art, despite relying on
modernist premises in several respects. For instance, Born reiterates the link between Cage and
Boulez once again through their common strategy of aesthetic negation, writing that “since the
postmodern tendency to negation itself repeats a defining category of modernism, it also
embodies a basic discursive continuity.”70 Indeed, several writers have commented on the ways
in which Cage reproduces modernist themes and strategies. In his article “Sound’s Modest
Witness: Notes on Cage and Modernism,” Benjamin Piekut seems to agree, summarizing the
evidence on both sides and concluding that even if Cage is postmodern in some ways, his work is
saturated in the assumptions of a modernist ontology that is by now so thoroughly ingrained that
one might fail to recognize it as such.71 For instance, Cage scrupulously adhered to art music
conventions regarding performing etiquette and the packaging and authorship of the work, even
in his most sonically radical works. As Lydia Goehr writes of 4’33”, “whatever changes have
come about in our material understanding of musical sound, the formal constraints of the workconcept have ironically been maintained.”72 Cage’s voluminous writings and often didactic tone
in particular suggest a correlation with modernism, through its investment, as Georgina Born
observes, of “an unprecedented power in exegetical texts,” in this way becoming “implicated in
the avant-garde’s pedagogic and prescriptive mission.”73 Elsewhere, Piekut notes that Cage’s
composition 26’ 1.1499” for a String Player “is representative of the modernist impulse to
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divide musical sound into its component parts: pitch, duration, timbre, and amplitude.”74 Even
Cage’s emphasis on chronometric time, as opposed to pulse-based rhythmic time, suggests a
decidedly modern, scientistic reframing of duration.75 In other words, Cage’s revolution was not
the categorical repudiation of prior culture presumed above, but rather something more
measured: “a revolt against that version of modernism which had been domesticated in the
1950s,” as Andreas Huyssen argues.76
Perhaps even more than total serialism, it was abstract expressionism that was most
emblematic of this newly “domesticated” modernism. In her important article “Finishing School:
John Cage and the Abstract Expressionist Ego,” Caroline A. Jones describes Cage’s critique of
abstract expressionism, writing memorably that “it was the effigy of the Individual Ego that
Cage burned in his meteoric rise to avant-garde heaven.”77 Jones goes on to describe silence as a
negation that critiques abstract expressionism by representing alternatives to its garrulous
subjectivities.78 Jones’s analysis goes some length towards describing how Cage’s aesthetic
negations function discursively parallel to those of Boulez. As Born writes of Cage and his
colleagues, “the experimentalists themselves remained theoreticist and determinist while
searching for alternative philosophies…to legitimize and prescribe compositional practice. The
music was still constructed in discursive texts. Cage, like Boulez, was also known as a writer and
philosopher.”79 Similarly, Adorno recognized that even art that “expresses the absence of
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meaning…through determinate negation maintains the category of meaning; this is what makes
its interpretation possible, indeed, demands it.”80
Although both Cage and Boulez were invested in establishing boundaries through the
construction of aesthetic difference—the foundation of a negational aesthetic—intrinsically both
integral serialism and indeterminacy are methods for the creation of new works. Born writes
eloquently on this paradox, noting that serialism can also appear to be “a positive and
nonnegational development” owing to its being “a highly rationalist and structuralist method that
aspires to the status of a new musical ‘language.’”81 Indeed, both methods were described
contemporaneously (and especially by their practitioners) with a sense of possibility and
potential bordering on the utopian.82 Allusion to an idealized future state or paradigmatic artwork
is facilitated through theoretical work, which, as Born emphasizes in her description above, both
Boulez and Cage took on. Thus, in addition to being a means for the legitimation of a new
aesthetic, as Daniel Herwitz observes, “theory is the avant-garde’s way of attaining some
imaginative perspective on utopia.”83 Cage’s supporters were quick to link his embrace of
unforeseen sounds to utopian politics: consider Metzger’s claim that Cage’s “experimental”
practice “dares to gravitate toward the precise political meaning of a future world that has been
emancipated from the principle of domination.”84 Yet there are clearly limits—both musical and
otherwise—to these different practices. In the analysis of Cage’s Variations II in his important
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book Circumscribing the Open Universe, Thomas DeLio echoes Cage’s inclusive rhetoric by
referring to the “infinite multiplicity of structures which any collection of materials might
engender,” despite laying out definite limits for possible sounds in each work he discusses.85
Similarly, Frank Hoogerwerf writes that “[t]he aleatoric composer, no matter how distantly he
removes himself from the conscious act of choice, nevertheless does retain an ultimate measure
of control or authority.”86 In this light, it is unsurprising that Kim finds that “the musical creeds
and practices associated with indeterminacy during the 1950s and 1960s appear in hindsight
flawed by an idealism cocooned in modernist, high culture ideology.”87 The idealism to which
Kim refers can be traced, in different forms, through the work of countless other composers
whose work can be brought into dialogue with Cage’s influential model.

Interlocutors of Indeterminacy
By the middle of the 1960s, a number of composers had written texts refuting, building
upon, and otherwise navigating the ideas presented in Cage’s Darmstadt lecture. In 1960,
Christian Wolff published a short article entitled “On Form,” in which he relates formal
considerations arising from Cage’s rhythmic structure technique to the indeterminate qualities of
Stockhausen’s Klavierstück XI.88 One of the most wide-ranging is Cornelius Cardew’s 1961
article “Notation: Interpretation, etc.” In this article, Cardew—who had worked in Cologne as
Stockhausen’s assistant from 1958-1960—attempts a survey of the terminology, techniques,
notations, and concerns of composers of indeterminate music, including musical examples by
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Feldman, Stockhausen, Wolff, and himself. Although Cardew references Cage’s ideas
repeatedly, his concerns clearly differ. As he writes at one point, “What I am looking for is a
notation (way of writing a text) where fidelity to this text is possible,” which he comes to
conclude might emerge from directing the notation towards the activity of the performers, rather
than the sounds themselves.89 In 1964, Brown gave a lecture at Darmstadt in which he presented
indeterminate composition as a modern inflection of longstanding European musical traditions,
informed by the poetics of recent work in literature and the visual arts. His Darmstadt lecture of
the following year elaborated on many of the same themes, but took a sharper focus upon his
own practice and aesthetic aims.90 Two short texts by Feldman from this time period are also
worth mentioning. In “Liner Notes,” from 1962, Feldman lays out some of his fundamental
musical principles, including the notion of “projecting” sounds into time, his reasons for
abandoning the graph technique, and his subsequent move towards flexible vertical
synchronization of otherwise linear material in his Durations series.91 Three years later, in
“Predeterminate/Indeterminate,” Feldman describes how the New York School composers
engaged in a constant play of fixed and unfixed parameters through notational innovations, while
also critiquing the statistical approach of Boulez and Stockhausen.92 If the texts above are best
understood as statements of aesthetic purpose, other composers writing during this time period
took a more analytical approach. For instance, Pauline Oliveros published an analysis of Karl
Kohn’s Concerto mutabile in 1963, followed by David Behrman’s “What Indeterminate Notation
Determines,” centered around close analyses of works by Brown, Feldman, and Wolff.93 A short
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1965 article by Roger Reynolds entitled “Indeterminacy: Some Considerations,” in which
Reynolds characterized improvisation, indeterminacy, and chance as “progressive degrees of a
tendency to leave detail unspecified” examines the musical implications of indeterminate works
from the perspectives of both composers and performers.94
The music theoretical approach in these articles contrasts sharply with the cadre of
writers who emerged as important interlocutors regarding the philosophical, cultural, and
political meaning of indeterminate music. From the mid-1950s to the early 1960s, Theodor
Adorno and Heinz-Klaus Metzger maintained a lively public dialogue through several articles
that can been characterized as published responses to one another. As Martin Iddon has
summarized, Adorno’s “The Aging of New Music,” written in 1954 and revised in 1955,
recapitulated Adorno’s concern, first presented in the Philosophy of New Music several years
earlier, that what the Darmstadt composers represented as a newfound objectivity in serial
music—and, by extension, in related statistical techniques—was really just a convenient
solution, and ultimately a disguised and highly focused subjectivity.95 To give Iddon’s gloss of
Adorno’s argument, composers of serial music were working “in contradiction to the reflexive,
questioning nature” which gave new music its meaning and status as such.96 In other words,
Adorno was expressing skepticism that truly new musical developments could proceed from a
compositional process that relied on a preexisting system, while also, rather unfairly, suggesting
that all of the Darmstadt composers had taken up a rigorous, systems-based approach.
Metzger shot back in 1957 with a radio broadcast pointedly titled “The Aging of the
Philosophy of New Music.” In this broadcast, later published in Die Reihe as “Just Who is
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Growing Old?,” Metzger argued that Adorno’s critique was in itself evidence that he was not
sufficiently engaged with the music of the young European composers.97 Iddon summarizes how
Metzger’s more carefully chosen musical examples obviated Adorno’s major point, writing:
Metzger concluded it was precisely Boulez, Stockhausen, and Pousseur...who had taken
up the challenge to deal with the dialectic between these [i.e. serial, ed.] processes and
compositional will. This was exactly what Adorno had suggested would be at the heart of
a progressive compositional attitude to material.98
Despite a “good-natured and good-humored” joint radio appearance a few months later in
which Metzger and Adorno sought to settle some of their differences, in a subsequent article
Adorno rearticulated his previous critique with a slightly altered valence, arguing that new music
should not escape from traditional categories of musical meaning into a “technocratic obsession
with constructivist, scientistic models, which were essentially blind to musical
meaningfulness.”99
Cage’s 1958 intervention at Darmstadt raised the discursive stakes significantly, while
also complicating ongoing discussions concerning objectivity and subjectivity in music by
thrusting indeterminacy into the spotlight. Cage’s lecture was followed closely by Metzger’s
article, “John Cage, or Liberated Music,” in which Metzger read in Cage’s music an anti-fascist
political statement.100 As Martin Iddon writes, “in Metzger’s hands, Cage became a class
fighter.”101 Stockhausen, who Metzger had previously presented to Adorno as representative of
the younger European composers with progressive concerns, now became Cage’s foil—the
dictator to Cage’s freedom fighter. As Iddon hardly needs to point out, “[w]hoever this modeler
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of social truths may have been, this class fighter for freedom in a leftist European sense, it was
certainly not Cage. In Metzger’s version of him, Cage became a totem.”102 In 1960, Metzger
delivered a lecture at Darmstadt on Stockhausen’s behalf entitled “Ambiguous Form” that, with a
variable order of pages and an indeterminate speed and duration, emulated aspects of several of
Cage’s previous presentations.103 Although a partially satirical intent is not beyond the realm of
possibility, Stockhausen—and Metzger, through extemporaneous commentary on the text which
Stockhausen had requested—seems to have been primarily concerned with pushing back against
Boulez and Nono, the latter of whom had taken aim at Cage’s methods and politics in his own
lecture at Darmstadt the year before.
In 1961, Adorno delivered a two-part lecture entitled “Vers une musique informelle,”
which can be understood partly as a reevaluation of the earlier dismissal for which he had been
criticized by Metzger. In this talk, however, Adorno also puts forward the notion of “informal
music” through which he imagines an idealized musical practice in which formal schemes are
not received, but rather emanate from the new musical materials at hand.104 Although it might
have sounded like Adorno had shifted somewhat from his previous, rather conservative, position,
he clearly remained invested in a theory of musical form and function that was fundamentally
incompatible with Cage’s project. As he wrote, “[t]he problem...is not to restore the traditional
categories, but to develop equivalents to suit the new materials.”105 For Adorno, the withdrawal
of subjectivity that characterized the work of Cage and others was also a dead end. Drawing a
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parallel between cultural conditions enforcing the “social emasculation of the individual” and
artistic inspiration, Adorno writes:
It is scarcely imaginable that in an age when the individual is so diminished and is
conscious of his impotence and apathy, he should feel the same compulsion to produce as
did individuals in more heroic epochs...Composers tend to react to it by renouncing any
control of their music by their ego. They prefer to drift and to refrain from intervening, in
the hope that, as in Cage’s bon mot, it will be not Webern speaking, but the music
itself.106
Adorno’s concept of “musique informelle” is ultimately vague and framed as a
prescriptive for music to come, rather than as a way of characterizing existing works. That said,
he does praise specific works by Boulez and Stockhausen, as though acknowledging Metzger’s
earlier suggestions regarding repertory relevant to his critique. In turn, Metzger himself seemed
to take seriously Adorno’s concerns regarding the seeming complacency of the avant-garde in a
1963 radio broadcast called “The Aging of the Most Recent Music.” Yet for Metzger, the most
obvious evidence of risk-averse artistic activity was to be found in recent works by Boulez,
Nono, and Stockhausen, the latter of whom is lambasted for deploying “semi-Cageisms” in order
to stay “up to date.”107 Perhaps ironically, for Adorno it was the internal rigor of Cage’s music—
a “law of inexorable aleatoriness”—that signaled its appropriateness as a model for how meaning
was constructed through negation in avant-garde music.108 As Adorno muses in Aesthetic
Theory, published posthumously in 1970 after a protracted writing process that overlapped with
several of the texts described above, “[t]ruly, one of the enigmas of art, and evidence of the force
of its logicality, is that all radical consistency, even that called absurd, culminates in similitude to
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meaning.”109 While Adorno’s can hardly be considered the last word on Cage, his
problematization of the nature of the rupture Cage’s music proposed would be taken up again
and again as a starting point in ensuing decades.

Improvisation and its Discontents
Many indeterminate works were presented first and foremost as expressions of originality
and opposition: previously unimaginable configurations of sound, mutinous gestures against the
hierarchies of the concert stage, and new avenues by which performers and audiences might
contribute to music making. As Christian Wolff has written, interest in these works first surged
“in the context of the emerging Cold War and for a short time had a heroic feeling about it, as of
a force running, in some cases under considerable economic and cultural risk, against the grain
of quiescent and complacent establishments.”110 Similarly, in his important monograph
Experimental Music: Cage and Beyond, Michael Nyman contends that “[e]xperimental music
appears to have sprung up quite spontaneously in the early fifties: it was not the culmination of a
long line of development, being largely without a linear history.”111 In fact, this is how these
works are received to this day. At the same time, there are undeniable continuities with other
traditions of spontaneous music making, including the minimally prescriptive notation of early
art music, contemporaneous improvisatory traditions such as jazz, and, as mentioned above, the
interpretive latitude that attends any live performance of a musical work. The acknowledgment
of these antecedents, however, has been remarkably irregular in both composers’ theorizations
and commentators’ receptions of these works. One cause is undoubtedly the reification of a post-
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Cagean genealogy. Although Nyman describes some historical precedents for what he considers
to be experimental music—which largely encompasses indeterminate music—improvisation is
not among them. In fact, he is circumspect in acknowledging potential sources of influence even
within the avant-garde: “[o]ne can find in the work of many early twentieth-century composers
certain attitudes and techniques which, without directly influencing experimental music,
provided parallels for, or intimations of, some of the concepts and methods that experimental
composers have been developing in the last twenty years.”112 More broadly, however, there is an
inherent tension between framing indeterminate music as aesthetically unprecedented—clearly
of interest to composers and other writers—and the possibility that one’s approach is not
completely original. With this realization, one’s claimed musical lineage becomes overtly
political, and it is in this context that concrete motivations underpinning many terminological
omissions, elisions, and neologisms begin to be revealed as well, many of which have been
discussed above.
By far, the greatest source of anxiety regarding influence and continuity for many of these
composers was the practice of improvisation, particularly as it pertained to jazz traditions. As
Sabine Feisst writes, “many composers did not feel at ease with the term improvisation and its
semantic baggage,” replacing this referent with other terms that “served to stake out individual
aesthetic and musico-political territories and to hide or expose artistic influences and
associations.”113 Cage’s misgivings about improvisation, and jazz in particular, are welldocumented in the literature.114 Along the same lines, Martin Iddon summarizes how
Stockhausen’s lecture “Musik und Graphik”—presented at Darmstadt the year after Cage’s
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infamous visit—evinces a pointed mistrust that improvisation can result in truly new musical
expression.115 In his landmark essay “Improvised Music After 1950: Afrological and Eurological
Perspectives,” George E. Lewis argues that the terminological inventions and contortions
employed by Cage and others are designed to sidestep the historical and cultural context of
improvisation, while accessing many of the same techniques, themes and ideals. In other words,
Lewis regards the innovations claimed by composers of indeterminate music dubiously,
identifying them as recontextualizations of longstanding improvisatory practices that are neither
new nor exclusively European in origin.
Focusing on jazz in particular, Lewis argues that “circumstantially at least, bebop’s
combination of spontaneity, structural radicalism, and uniqueness, antedating by several years
the reappearance of improvisation in Eurological music, posed a challenge to that music which
needed to be answered in some way.”116 The composers’ response, as Lewis describes it, was a
process of “exnomination” in which “coded qualifiers” were deployed to “delineate a racialized
location of this tradition within the space of whiteness,” subsequently ensuring that “erasure or
(brief) inclusion of Afrological music can then be framed as responsible chronicling and
‘objective’ taxonomy.”117 And indeed, many of the foundational writers on experimental music
have defended their chosen groupings along such lines, as discussed above. However, alternative
explanations such as Lewis’s become quite compelling given the systematic omissions and
ferocity of denial by the composers themselves. Consider, for example, Cage’s sharp opposition
to Leonard Bernstein’s inclusion of an orchestral improvisation as part of a New York
Philharmonic performance of works by Cage, Brown, and Feldman in 1964. Cage’s charged
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letter to Bernstein, in which he writes that improvisation “is not related to what the three of us
are doing in our works,” underlines the intensity of Cage’s fear of being misunderstood.118
Similarly, as Sabine Feisst points out, even many improvisers with jazz backgrounds consciously
“embraced ‘free’ or ‘non-idiomatic’ improvisation and experimental techniques to ‘free’ or
‘emancipate’ themselves from the influence of American jazz.”119 As Lewis concludes,
“[c]learly jazz must have been a powerful force in postwar improvisative music, since so many
fledgling Eurological improvisers needed to distance themselves from it in one way or
another.”120
To be sure, some composers of indeterminate music did readily acknowledge the
influence of improvisation on their work. For example, Earle Brown describes his early
experiences as a jazz musician as pivotal for his later compositional work, suggesting that this
formed an impetus for his open form work that predated his contact with Cage.121 Pauline
Oliveros has also emphasized the significance of improvisation in her musical development,
alongside other practices.122 Others saw potentially fertile common ground explicitly between the
avant-garde and jazz improvisation. In 1970, David Behrman described his hope of bringing
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together white avant-garde musicians with “black jazz musicians...[i]n the hope that something
new might arise.”123
By and large, however, where improvisation was addressed directly by composers of
indeterminate music, it was typically rejected on nominally objective aesthetic grounds.124 Cage
and Stockhausen, for instance, both assumed that improvisation is little more than the
arrangement of memorized licks, and therefore neither original nor spontaneous.125 As Lewis
observes, however, it can be difficult to discern what exactly distinguishes certain spontaneous
elements of their work from improvisation.126 In fact, despite the protests described above, Cage
himself even improvised some of the electronic elements of the 1964 New York Philharmonic
performance of his composition Atlas Eclipticalis.127 This would suggest that it was not the
practice of improvisation to which Cage objected, but, ironically, the unpredictability of its
result. As Piekut writes regarding Cage’s improvisation during the New York Philharmonic
performance (along with James Tenney, acting as Cage’s assistant conductor for the
performance):
I would contend that Cage improvised at the mixing board because he (and Tenney) had
lived with and in the sound-world of indeterminacy for many years. He knew how it
usually sounded; he understood its peculiar rhythms, surprising interruptions, and
stochastic texture. Indeed, he had created indeterminacy—controlled it and served as its
primary discursive gatekeeper.128
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With an understanding of improvisation as a means by which Cage could access a known
sound world—or at least one familiar in its consistent unfamiliarity—Cage’s commitment to
spontaneity also comes up for debate. Indeed, a conception of indeterminacy as encompassing
not only an abstract process but also specific kinds of sounds would explain his acceptance of the
painstakingly worked-out performance scores from which David Tudor would play Cage’s
Winter Music and other works.129 This instability likewise attends the music of so-called “free”
improvisers like Frederic Rzewski, Alvin Curran, Richard Teitelbaum, and Cornelius Cardew in
the 1960s and 1970s. As David Borgo writes, “[t]he primary musical bond shared among these
diverse performers is a fascination with sonic possibilities and surprising musical occurrences
and a desire to improvise, to a significant degree, both the content and the form of the
performance.”130 Using language that echoed Cage’s descriptions of indeterminacy, Cardew
argued that discipline was essential for successful improvisers, along with “responsibility,
integrity, selflessness, forbearance, preparedness, and awakeness.”131 Remarkably, by the early
1970s, Cardew seems to have rejected Cage’s music on the grounds that it did not go far enough:
Contrary to his own “beautiful idea,” Cage himself, in his performance of this piece
[Variations I] with David Tudor never let the sounds be just sounds. Their performances
were full of crashes, bangs, radio music and speech, etc. No opportunity for including
emotive material was lost.132
Yet the extent to which Cardew and other “free” musicians were truly carrying on the
legacy that Cage had purportedly abandoned is far from clear, given that, as Piekut observes:
The post-Cagean free improvisation groups AMM and MEV [Musica Elettronica Viva]
129
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are also commonly thought to have employed a special kind of improvisation that avoids
self-expression and emotion, even though members of both groups (particularly Cardew,
Curran, and Rzewski) often commented on their practice in precisely these terms.”133
In any case, Cage’s stated aesthetic outlook presupposes a mistrust of memory and
history that was by no means uncommon in the postwar era. Morton Feldman’s comments about
the flowering of improvisatory practices in the United Kingdom in the 1960s could be applied to
any number of experimental musicians at the time: “What’s going on in England these days is
not a return to the past or a rebellion against it. It’s what I’ve described elsewhere as a getting out
of history.”134 While it is true that many young composers sought to distance themselves from
the past through new aesthetic orientations in the wake of the Stunde Null (Zero Hour) in
Germany, recent scholarship has demonstrated that the reality was more complex than a simple
cultural reset.135 Indeed, just as many European composers sought to distance themselves from
their own recent history, Feldman saw his efforts—along with those of his American
colleagues—as a peculiarly agnostic form of counterrevolution:
For ten years of my life I worked in an environment committed to neither the past nor the
future...What we did was not in protest against the past. To rebel against history is still to
be a part of it. We were simply not concerned with historical processes...Our work did
not have the authoritarianism, I might almost say, the terror, inherent in the teachings of
Boulez, Schoenberg, and now Stockhausen.136
By contrast, Cage’s writings from this period frame his own disavowal of memory and
history in musical expression in a spiritual context, explicitly derived from Indian (and later, Zen
Buddhist) philosophy.137 Accordingly, Cage’s work can be understood as a meeting ground for a
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number of previously unaffiliated tendencies. As Richard Taruskin observes regarding Cage’s
emergence onto the scene, “[t]he postwar existentialist mood...and especially the European ‘zero
hour,’ brought the mainstream round to him.”138 However, Cage’s refusal of history was also
highly contingent upon his subject position, as Lewis points out:
This response to historical conditions, moreover, may be viewed...with respect to the
quintessential American myth of the frontier, where that which lies before us must take
precedence over “the past.” On the other hand, the African-American improviser, coming
from a legacy of slavery and oppression, cannot countenance the erasure of history.139
Although aesthetic experimentation was linked to progressive politics in both Europe and
the United States in the postwar period, Lewis’s observation underlines the subjective
assumptions upon which this connection rests.140 In this light, comments like those of Henri
Pousseur, who described his electronic indeterminate work Scambi as part of a widespread desire
amongst composers to “bring back a dimension of ‘freedom’ into music,” which, he argued, was
“the driving force behind the whole musical revolution today,” must be regarded with
scrutiny.141 Indeed, this oft-repeated notion that composers of indeterminate music “freed”
performers can only be understood contextually, in relation to the traditional hierarchies of
European art music. At the same time, consolidating a political justification for this music was
clearly of importance: how else but through such a desire could Heinz-Klaus Metzger have
concluded that Cage “set the musicians free, allowing them to do what they like in his works.”142
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On the contrary, as Piekut avers, “Cage and his associates had been strict about limiting a
performer’s liberties.”143 In Cage’s case especially, this is corroborated by many who were close
to the composer, including Petr Kotík, who has made clear his opinion that the idea that Cage’s
scores offer “a wide field of interpretation” is “a complete mistake.”144 In fact, a recurring theme
in Cage’s writings and interviews is a pointed frustration over performances in which he felt
musicians had usurped his permissions.145 Likewise, Feldman apparently considered “liberating
the performer” to be the “most important flaw” of his graph music, though unlike Cage he
supposed that “if the performance sounded bad it was less because of [the performer’s] lapses of
taste than because I was still involved with passages and continuity that allowed their presence to
be felt.”146 In both cases, however, it was the sounds, rather than the performers, for whom
freedom was prioritized. As Feldman remarked elsewhere, “sound does not know its history,”
and Cage and Feldman, among others, saw their work as a way to restore this Edenic state.147
Of course, sounds do have histories (even if they do not know it) and, more importantly,
they are produced by individuals who have histories—among other things, a “cultural, ethnic,
and personal location.”148 Even as many European and white American composers dreamed of
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new sounds free from troubling political and historical connotations—often turning to the
electronic music studio to produce them—they introduced elaborate notated and unnotated
systems of guidance and control wherever performers were brought into the music-making
process.149 In this way, performers were free to make certain choices that were not previously
available to them in the tradition of European art music, but in many works the options were
constrained by a preexisting sound ideal that axiomatically excluded any sound that might be in
any way familiar. When one considers that, according to Cage at least, literally any sound for
which one has the slightest preference, or which has any personal association or meaning would
be nominally forbidden, the situation comes to resemble “freedom” less and less.
Just as the Cagean notion of freedom is contingent upon the Cagean subject position,
David Borgo reminds us that “[t]he ‘freedoms’ frequently associated with contemporary
improvised music are mediated by specific personal, social, and cultural experiences.”150
Accordingly, it is unsurprising that freedom for non-white musicians would have a different
valence. Lewis points out that the musicians of the Association for the Advancement of Creative
Musicians (AACM), active during the same period as both the Cagean experimentalists and the
free improvisers discussed above, cultivated an aesthetic program in “opposition to the silencing
of black perspectives.”151 For these musicians, freedom was not to be found through Cagean selfabnegation or the “Eurologically-based binary of notation versus freedom” that informed
contemporaneous free improvisation.152 On the contrary, Lewis describes “an ideology that
privileged fluidity, mobility, and hybridity” through which the musicians could express aspects
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of their own identities that had been systematically repressed and undervalued.153 This aligns
closely with the freedom ideal in jazz characterized by David Borgo as the ability to transcend
“previous social and structural constraints.”154 Furthermore, as Lewis observes, “freedom in
Afrological improvisation is perceived as being possible only through discipline, defined as
technical knowledge of music theory and of one’s instrument as well as thorough attention to the
background, history, and culture of ones’ music.”155 This conception of discipline inverts Cage’s
understanding completely: if for Cage discipline was the means by which the performer could
transcend their subjectivity, for the improvisers to which Lewis refers, discipline was the path by
which subjectivity could be reclaimed, asserted, and celebrated.
Despite the divergent conceptions of freedom at play, much of the music produced in
these parallel traditions has similar stylistic traits. Consider, for instance, Piekut’s suggestion that
“the difference between these groups [AMM or MEV] and, say, London’s Spontaneous Music
Ensemble (SME) or the Art Ensemble of Chicago, would seem to turn on questions of
educational background and the racial associations that accrued to musical style,” rather than the
sounds themselves.156 Combined with the sonic catholicity of examples in, for instance, Nyman’s
book, the similarity here only makes the inherited taxonomical schemes more untenable. Indeed,
it would seem that the category of experimental music—as defined by Nyman and others—is
stylistically incoherent both through the dramatic differences amongst its included works as well
as through the affinities with those excluded. As Piekut has argued elsewhere, “[i]f definitions of
experimentalism, to quote Nyman, ‘ultimately depend on purely musical considerations,’ there
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can be no adequate explanation of the experimental music network that we have ended up
with.”157
Lewis’s (and Piekut’s) conclusion that racial and sociological (rather than stylistic)
differences largely account for differences in the reception of the various musical strands
demands that we attend closely to how these differences are articulated and reinforced.158 Even
more imperative is addressing why these distinctions have persisted so stubbornly. Fred Moten,
for instance, points out that the cultural legitimacy or “seriousness” of the white avant-garde
“requires either an active forgetting of black performances or a relegation of them to mere source
material.”159 Indeed, one of the ways experimental or “new music” has continually renewed itself
is through the construction—coded as “discovery”—of musical others.160 Certainly there are
material benefits at stake as well: as funding for “classical” music has always outstripped support
for jazz, insisting on the separateness of indeterminate music and improvisation could be used to
justify access to resources.161
The facility with which certain musical and political freedoms have been historically—
and often strategically—conflated underlines how essential it is that the claims of composers of
indeterminate music be assessed critically. As Richard Taruskin has observed, the most “obvious
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of all mistakes with regard to Cage” is “seeing him as a liberator of people rather than
sounds.”162 For Cage in particular, freedom was offered under the assumption that musicians
would adopt his methods and practices, given the choice. Or as he put it, “I’ve given them
freedom and I would hope they would use that freedom to change themselves rather than to
continue being foolish.”163 As will become clear below, the transformations undertaken far
outstripped anything Cage could have had in mind.

“All the Wayward Sons and Daughters”: The Legacies of Indeterminacy
Asked to describe Cage’s influence, Christian Wolff characterized it as simultaneously
“obvious” and “extraordinarily diffuse.”164 Over the past half century, claims of Cage’s influence
have proliferated amongst musicians and artists in all disciplines. However, these claims—as the
preceding discussion might suggest—often rest upon highly idiosyncratic interpretations of his
practice. Since Cage’s death in 1992, many have bristled at the invocation of his name for
projects that don’t particularly resemble the techniques he actually used. Richard Taruskin, for
example, concedes that Cage has had a greater impact than any other twentieth-century
American composer, but only “if his impact is measured by the number of artists (not just
musicians) who have acknowledged Cage as an influence or an enabler.”165 He has taken a rather
pessimistic view of Cage’s legacy, writing that “many if not most of the artists and musicians
who venerated Cage and thought of themselves as his disciples seem to have misunderstood him
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in a very significant way.”166 However, Taruskin’s examples of unruly emulations—abstract
expressionist art and the music of Xenakis—are not particularly revealing. As discussed above
(and again in chapter four), much of Cage’s work can be understood as a critique of abstract
expressionist subjectivity, while Xenakis’s opinion on Cage appears to have been deeply
ambivalent, falling well short of veneration, or even admiration.167
This is not to say that Cage was not genuinely influential to many; on the contrary, it is
possible to enumerate several substantial threads and practices which do seem to have emerged
largely from or through Cage’s innovations.168 For instance, Cage played a critical—even
“apostolic”—role amongst the multidisciplinary artists of the Fluxus movement in the early
1960s in New York.169 His famous experimental composition course at the New School for
Social Research, held from 1956 to 1960 and attended by Fluxus-adjacent artists including
George Brecht, Dick Higgins, Allan Kaprow, Jackson Mac Low, was not only a venue by which
Cage could disseminate his aesthetic ideas, but also fostered friendships and collaborations
between many of the students.170 Earle Brown was also closely involved in this milieu for a
period, as will be discussed in chapter four. Many of the artists involved with Fluxus have since
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become known as important figures in minimalism—in music and other disciplines—including
La Monte Young, Robert Morris, and Terry Jennings. Jonathan Bernard’s important article “The
Minimalist Aesthetic in the Plastic Arts and in Music” makes a compelling case for Cage’s
significance to early minimalist thought, if often as a useful foil.171 Cage’s role as described by
Bernard dovetails closely with Christian Wolff’s observation that Cage’s influence typically
manifested in two related forms: as a “negative influence” that allowed younger composers to
move beyond his works, and as a facilitator—one whose works give broader “permission,” even
where the subsequent work is dissimilar.172 Artists working in other disciplines who have
expressed the significance of aspects of Cage’s practice to their own include the poet John
Ashbery, the sculptor Richard Serra, and the choreographer and dancer Bill T. Jones.173
Jones’s description of his work Story/Time, itself self-consciously modeled after Cage’s
Indeterminacy, again positions Cage as a kind of foil:
John Cage is certainly my “straw man.” My self, my creative self, struggles to connect to
a way of thinking, a modernist tradition, and—more precisely—the New York School
John Cage became a leader of. Cage’s body of work and, most importantly, the
philosophy and practice that inform it elicit a set of responses in me, a maker who
continues in Cage’s wake.174
Elsewhere, Jones draws attention to the conflicting feelings he has experienced in
acknowledging Cage’s influence, writing that, “Yes, Cage is my father, but his strategy becomes
stranger still because of the divergence and contrast in our personalities; expression of the idea of
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Indeterminacy; and how, where, when, and for whom it is presented.”175 Jones characterizes his
artistic encounter with Cage as akin to making an effigy: he becomes a “troubling compass” with
which to navigate areas of interest in Jones’s work, including “race, identity, aesthetic
influences, tradition, spirituality, memory, beauty, intention, and non-intention.”176 Through
Jones’s intervention, Cage’s promise of personal transformation through art—of “disappearing in
the work”—turns the figure of Cage into “an ally in my struggle for truth, honesty, freedom—all
those things that have come very much from my position as a Black man born in the midtwentieth century.”177 Though not uncomplicated, Jones’s critical engagement proposes a kind of
creative and productive recontextualization of Cage’s work that has become increasingly
prevalent in recent years.
Another essential facet of Cage’s legacy has been the many musicians working in popular
music genres that have enthusiastically cited Cage as an influence.178 He is often invoked
reverentially as a trailblazer for the unusual or the experimental in music: “a liberator of
performers and the inspiration for all noise, or anything that sounds vaguely weird,” in one
succinct assessment.179 Cage’s name often comes up in interviews when musicians are asked to
justify or explain a particular tendency or technique in their work that seems in some way out of
the ordinary, no matter how distantly related to Cage’s actual practice.180 The following
exchange from a 1981 interview with Brian Eno is instructive in how the process typically
works:
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BRIAN ENO: The thing that the recording studio enables you to do is work empirically
with sound. You don't have to sit and imagine it and then get someone to do it for you.
You can actually do it. [...]
An example of this would be the difference in architecture between planning a building,
which means specifying all the dimensions and all the materials and where all the pipes
go, the difference between that and deciding to build one yourself in your garden. You
just get a few bricks and you start, and you say, "Oh, that corner looks pretty good - I'll
make another corner like that. No, I won't have the roof over here, I think I'll stick it over
there."
JIM AIKIN: The idea of not specifying things in advance naturally brings to mind
aleatoric music, and specifically John Cage. Any feelings or thoughts about Cage?
BRIAN ENO: For me, as for many other people Cage was the most influential
theorist at one time. He was a completely liberating factor. I now disagree with
nearly everything he said [laughs].181
Eno begins by reiterating some of the central points from his well-known article “The
Studio as Compositional Tool,” which had been published two years earlier in Downbeat. Eno’s
interest in Cage is well known, which partially explains what would otherwise seem like a
complete non-sequitur from interviewer Jim Aikin in bringing him up. However, Eno’s analogy
is sufficiently vague that the interviewer’s segue to Cage—“not specifying things in advance”—
could have led in any number of directions. Furthermore, Eno’s description of the spontaneous
compositional process he undertakes in the studio is everywhere shaped by decidedly un-Cagean
value judgments that reflect the preferences of the composer (“Oh, that corner looks pretty
good”). Eno is well known for improvising in the studio (and asking other musicians to do so),
yet the referent is, once again, Cage and not, say, Charlie Parker. Eno sportingly acknowledges
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that his perspective has changed over time, but without mentioning particular techniques or
compositions, leaves the nature of this shift to the reader’s imagination.
When musicians and other artists describe Cage’s influence, they often characterize
Cage as a “theorist” or philosopher of music: one whose ideas are more influential and circulate
more readily than the actual sounds. It is so prevalent, in fact, that James Pritchett found it
necessary to begin his introduction to The Music of John Cage by affirming that John Cage was,
indeed, a composer.182 However, in the microgenre of popular musicians’ paeans to Cage, Eno’s
acknowledgement of difference is a relative rarity. More common are conflations by which Cage
comes to represent traditions so disparate as to be wholly unrelated. Consider Benjamin Piekut’s
recounting of a particularly vague statement in the popular press by which Cage became “the
progenitor not only of Cardew’s Scratch Orchestra and AMM, but also of the free improvisation
of Evan Parker, drummers John Stevens and Frank Perry, and vocalist Maggie Nicols.”183 As
Piekut reiterates with understandable incredulity, “[t]he meeting ground for these traditions, it
must again be stressed, was improvisation.”184 Even Cage’s closest collaborators have sometimes
taken an overly broad view of his practice. In 2003, the rock bands Radiohead and Sigur Rós
allowed a toss of the die to determine which group would perform in which half of Merce
Cunningham’s Split Sides at the Brooklyn Academy of Music.185 The resulting music could
hardly be confused with one of Cage’s compositions, given its modern synthesizer timbres,
tempo-based effects and repetitive, motivic textures.186 Through what frame can we understand
such a gesture as Cageian?
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My purpose in dwelling on these examples is neither to mount a defense of Cage against
his “appropriators” (in Richard Toop’s rather polemical phrasing), nor to pass judgment on
particular inflections of Cage’s legacy. Rather, these moments are meant to typify how Cage has
come to be understood in many quarters, and also how much the cultural embedding around his
work has changed in recent decades. Although Cage was a prolific writer, many details of the
performance practice of his works were left unnotated, and Cage often coached (or at least
oversaw) both live performances and recordings of his work. In the latter case, record labels
made sure to indicate when recordings were “composer-supervised.”187 Since Cage’s death,
details of performance practice have circulated largely through a handful of performers who
worked with him personally.188 It is no coincidence, then, that his works are often performed
by—or in collaboration with—specialists. These musicians hold that his scores, like any other,
require coaching to perform idiomatically. For example, Petr Kotík—who worked with Cage and
has performed many of his works—has expressed regarding Cage’s compositions that “[t]he very
notion that you can buy the sheet music without knowing anything about it and can read
everything out of the notes and instructions is just as nonsensical as the idea that you could learn
to play the flute on a correspondence course, by e-mail. That is not the way music is done.”189
While it is true that many of these musicians have been critical or outright dismissive of
the shifting understandings described above, discrepancies between Cage’s practice and
subsequent practices in which he is invoked need not be reduced to distortions,
misinterpretations, or failures. As Benjamin Piekut writes, “the role of the historian is to
document and explain these drifts and shifts in valence, not to dismiss them as perversions or
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‘incorrect’ versions.”190 Piekut goes on to argue that “[s]uch dismissals, in fact, are all too
common in exegetical scholarship on Cage’s philosophy and aesthetics, scholarship that is so
focused on explaining what Cage meant that it bypasses the realities of what Cage meant in the
world, where his spokespersons travelled widely and often forged unseen connections.”191 Of
course, Cage’s ideas and compositional techniques might have value for musicians who did not
share his broader political or philosophical concerns. At the same time, the musical knowledge,
experience, and expertise that is brought into dialogue with Cage’s work through the extension
and transformation of his work can be illuminating. In fact, as will be discussed in chapter two,
even some of those most committed to Cage’s original performance practices have periodically
made use of rather un-Cageian workarounds in service of more amenable musical results. (Given
the irregularities in Cage’s own practice described above, these musicians, in fact, find
themselves in incongruous alignment with the composer.)
A more productive framing might be to return to Wolff’s characterization of Cage as one
who gives “permission,” and to consider what the invocation of Cage has made possible for
subsequent generations of musicians. For example, Lee Ranaldo, who recorded Cage’s quartet
Four6 as a member of Sonic Youth, has explained that "[m]usicians love his scores so much
because you can interpret them any way that you want. You can ignore them, you can adhere to
them, it’s all good."192 As with the Eno example above, Ranaldo seems to be describing
improvisation, which has a long history as part of popular music. This might sit awkwardly with
some, given Cage’s insistence on sobriety, discipline and nonintention in the performance of his
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works. As Richard Taruskin memorably asked, "Whoever started the rumor that this composer
was Mr. Fun?"193 Yet for Ranaldo, Cage’s presumed authorization seems to carry a unique
gravity: the permission to break rules, to insert noises, pauses, and interruptions—through
Cage—comes from a position of authority and ideology, rather than sloppiness, ignorance, or a
lack of rigor.
Elizabeth Ann Lindau has proposed George Lipsitz’s notion of the “creative
misunderstanding” as a profitable way of reading Sonic Youth’s interpretation of Cage’s
music.194 As Lindau writes, Sonic Youth’s “understanding of Cage differs from that of most new
music scholars and enthusiasts, but it raises perceptive questions about the composer’s practice,
specifically in the supposed divide between indeterminacy and improvisation.”195 Accordingly,
Lindau concludes that:
The main difference between [the Sonic Youth] performances and those of new music
performers is not that Sonic Youth fail to understand Cage’s instructions...It is that the
performers draw on their deep knowledge and experiences of a host of American
vernacular musical idioms: rock, free jazz, funk, punk, no wave, and others.196
Of course, the cultural politics of popular musicians’ engagement with the avant-garde
has long been scrutinized.197 Most recently, Benjamin Piekut has introduced the concept of a
“vernacular avant-garde” in an effort to describe and theorize this phenomenon.198 As Piekut
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points out, the phrase names an undertheorized space within music scholarship, while
complementing existing accounts of “elite” avant-garde artists who appropriate popular
culture.199 The dynamics, motivations, and chains of reasoning at play are, as might be expected,
too numerous and complex to discuss in detail here, though it is possible to sketch several
common themes. Undoubtedly for some popular musicians, invoking Cage is a way of
legitimizing certain rough-edged practices; by presiding from afar, ensconced within the canon
of art music, Cage lends cultural prestige to musical techniques that might otherwise provoke
accusations of amateurism.200 Beyond particular sounds or techniques, gesturing towards the
avant-garde is also a means by which musicians may co-opt Cage’s relationship to traditional art
music—his rebellion becomes theirs—as a way of rearranging their relationships to their own
canons and conventions of genre.201 Consider the thousands of covers of 4’33” on YouTube, in
which deadpan musicians assemble in front of their instruments, noisily tune and warm up, and
then suddenly become silent to allow the microphone to pick up ambient sound. Less about the
sound itself, such gestures are perhaps better understood as a statement of affiliation—the
shibboleth of a like-minded avant-garde. In this and a multiplicity of other ways, “all the
wayward sons and daughters”—as the American composer Alvin Curran once put it—
continually inflect what was originally a culturally-specific phenomenon with new meaning and
valence.202
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A more comprehensive survey of the influence of all of the major composers of
indeterminate music is beyond the scope of this document. Furthermore, as discussed above,
many of the ideas and techniques that seems to have originated with other composers have
ultimately been, in one way or another, attributed to Cage in the literature. However, I will
briefly enumerate some aspects of Earle Brown’s influence who, along with Cage, is at the
center of the present study. In Modern Music and After, Paul Griffiths writes that although
Brown was a critical contributor to the “heyday of open form in Europe” in the 1950s and 1960s,
after this period “he went on virtually alone, so that mobile form became his signature.”203
Indeed, while Brown continued to compose completely open form works into the 1990s, the
others who continued after the 1960s were few. From the mid-1960s onward, Brown also used
what has come to be known as “linear open form,” in which indeterminate or open sections are
framed within a determined formal structure.204 This practice seems to have anticipated the
“controlled” aleatory of works by Lutoslawski and others. The other two most widely influential
of Brown’s innovations for subsequent generations of composers are probably his graphic
notations and proportional or “time” notation.205 Two musicians whose work has been informed
by Brown’s are John Zorn—particularly his “game pieces”—and Walter Thompson, who
developed the Soundpainting sign language for real-time composition.206
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A more recent development that can be at least partially attributed to Brown is the
proliferation of compositions using real-time notation over the past two decades. Real-time
notation (also known as dynamic musical notation and virtual scoring) refers to the creation and
transformation of notation during live performance, typically using computers.207 Composers
who have worked with virtual scores include Jason Freeman, Jakub Ciupinski, Nick Didkovsky,
David Kim-Boyle, and Georg Hajdu. Many virtual score compositions function analogously to
Brown’s open form compositions in that the performers may choose one of several paths through
pre-composed musical material. Composer Pedro Rebelo has described his virtual score practice
in the context of Brown’s onetime ambition to create a mechanical version of December 1952 in
which the graphic symbols constantly rearranged themselves within the frame.208 In addition,
many virtual score works make use of a distributed agency, whether between multiple
performers or between performers and audience, a practice that resonates with Brown’s use of
multiple conductors in works such as Available Forms II (1962) and Modules (1965-66).

Secondary Literature
The secondary literature has, by and large, concerned itself far more with the aesthetic
and philosophical implications of indeterminate music than with details of notation and
performance. This tendency is evident from the very start, with Umberto Eco’s important
monograph The Open Work (1962), itself adapted from an earlier essay. Eco’s book proposes a
multidisciplinary tradition of “openness” extending back at least to the nineteenth-century poet
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Stéphane Mallarmé. The first chapter, entitled “The Poetics of the Open Work,” asserts that
indeterminate works by Boulez, Stockhausen, Pousseur, and Berio represent only the latest and
most modern incarnation of the tradition. Perhaps anticipating that a book on “open” works that
excluded Cage—or indeed any American composers—might strike some as partisan, Eco lays
out a seemingly objective framework by which to justify his grouping:
The common factor is a mutability which is always deployed within the specific limits of
a given taste, or of predetermined formal tendencies, and is authorized by the concrete
pliability of the materials offered for the performer’s manipulation. [...] All these
examples of ‘open’ works and ‘works in movement’ have this latent characteristic, which
guarantees that they will always be seen as ‘works’ and not just as a conglomeration of
random components ready to emerge from chaos in which they previously stood and
permitted to assume any form whatsoever.209
By way of elaboration, Eco proposes a somewhat disingenuous hypothetical:
Now, a dictionary clearly presents us with thousands upon thousands of words which we
could freely use to compose poetry, essays on physics, anonymous letters, or grocery
lists. In this sense, the dictionary is clearly open to the reconstitution of its raw material in
any way that the manipulator wishes. But this does not make it a ‘work.’ The ‘openness’
and dynamism of an artistic work consist in factors which make it susceptible to a whole
range of integrations. They provide it with organic complements which they graft into the
structural vitality which the work already possesses, even if it is incomplete. This
structural vitality is still seen as a positive property of the work, even though it admits of
all kinds of different conclusions and solutions for it.210
Eco’s reasoning culminates in a highly contingent, and even conservative, defense of the
work concept: not only is it possible to go too far—to be too “open”—but creative production
must appeal to traditional artistic values such as organicism and “structural vitality.” Otherwise,
Eco contends, one risks collapsing into a “conglomeration of random components ready to
emerge from chaos”—an obvious caricature of Cagean indeterminacy. More convincing is Eco’s
subsequent argument that the work is a “personal production” that “displays the personal imprint
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that makes it a specific, vital, and significant act of communication.”211 Indeed, Eco’s emphasis
on subjectivity and communication suggests that Cage is rightly excluded on the basis of his own
stated aesthetic program of nonintention. Yet as the following chapters of this document aim to
show, subjectivity and “personal imprint” are precisely what is encountered through a careful
consideration of the actual music—performance and notation—of Cage (and, for that matter,
Brown). Nevertheless, positing an understanding of Cage’s music through his words alone—as
appears to have taken place here—is a mistake that would be repeated again and again.
Several years later, Konrad Boehmer’s Zur Theorie der offenen Form in der Neuen Musik
[“On the Theory of Open Form in New Music”] would offer a much more musically literate
survey, though as only one chapter, “Zufall als Ideologie” [“Chance as Ideology”], has been
translated into English, its broader impact remains limited.212 Leonard Meyer, in a well-known
chapter from his 1967 book Music, the Arts, and Ideas: Patterns and Predictions in TwentiethCentury Culture entitled “The End of the Renaissance?” identified indeterminate composition—
and chance-based composition—with an aesthetic program that he called “radical
empiricism.”213 Unlike Eco, who focused on the role of the performer and listener in
“completing” the open work, Meyer emphasized the fundamentally anti-teleological nature of
such work, whose basis lay in a rejection of the laws of cause and effect.214 Like Adorno, Meyer
saw this new perspective in art as reflective of broader cultural changes, though in general his
analysis is more sympathetic to the work of Cage and his circle. A further (albeit much later)
rejoinder to Eco is Marjorie Perloff’s 1981 monograph, The Poetics of Indeterminacy, which
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considers Cage alongside Gertrude Stein, William Carlos Williams, Samuel Beckett, John
Ashbery, and others as part of a post-Rimbaldian tradition of indeterminacy or
“undecidability.”215
In 1974, Peter Bürger’s Theory of the Avant-Garde returned to some of the central
questions in Adorno’s writing regarding new music, including the extent to which it truly
diverged from previous avant-garde movements and techniques.216 Bürger finds fault with
Adorno for identifying the works of the postwar avant-garde with a historical break, arguing that
“[n]ewness as an aesthetic category existed long before Modernism, even as a program.”217 For
Bürger, the adaptation to the alienation of the commodity society is not a form of resistance, as
Adorno posits, but rather closer to something like acquiescence, and thus incompatible with
Adorno’s category of the new.218 Although the link to indeterminate music in particular is left
implicit, Bürger’s discussion of chance later in the same chapter has important implications,
particularly his elucidation of two distinct methods for the production of chance in art. The first
category refers to what he calls direct methods, such as action painting, in which the artist’s
spontaneity produces an unforeseeable result which only in retrospect can be “interpreted as
individual expression.”219 The second method, which Bürger calls “mediated production,” is not
the result of “blind spontaneity” as above, but rather “its very opposite, the most painstaking
calculation.”220 Bürger acknowledges Adorno’s observation regarding the convergence of two
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nominally opposed mediated chance production techniques—rigorous chance procedures (such
as those practiced by Cage) and rigorous serial procedures (such as those practiced by Boulez)—
but, as above, takes issue with Adorno’s interpretation of these techniques as a critical response
to cultural conditions. Far from resisting the commodity society, as Bürger writes, “[t]he Neoavant-garde...stages for a second time the avant-gardiste break with tradition [and] becomes a
manifestation that is void of sense and that permits the positing of any meaning whatever.”221
1974 was also the year in which Michael Nyman published the first edition of his
important monograph, Experimental Music: Cage and Beyond. While the limitations of this book
have been addressed above, in bringing together diverse strands of “experimental” music such as
Fluxus, interactive electronic performance, free improvisation, and minimalism with Cagean
indeterminacy, Nyman was among the first to systematically and convincingly argue for a rich
constellation of post-Cagean practices distinct from the continental avant-garde by virtue of their
concern for musical processes, rather than musical objects.222 Nyman suggests that experimental
composers are motivated by “the prospect of outlining a situation in which sounds may occur, a
process of generating action (sounding or otherwise), [or] a field delineated by certain
compositional ‘rules,’” rather than works in which elements are defined in advance.223
In laying out a “purely musical” framework for experimental music, Nyman proposes
five potential categories of process: (1) chance determination processes, (2) people processes, (3)
contextual processes, (4) repetition processes, and (5) electronic processes.224 Flexible works, in
this schema, mostly fall under the rubric of people processes or contextual processes, though as
Nyman points out, works like Terry Riley’s In C make use of repetition processes as well.
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Nyman also underlines the new engagement with the performer in these works.225 This jibes with
Behrman’s assertion a decade earlier that the composer of indeterminate works deploys
notational innovations primarily to recast the performer’s “experience of playing.”226
The constraints of Nyman’s scope, however, come into relief through consideration of
Ekkehard Jost’s Free Jazz, published in the same year. Jost’s careful and thorough analysis of
the music of artists like Ornette Coleman, Cecil Taylor, Sun Ra, and the Art Ensemble of
Chicago illustrates the wealth of innovative music-making—including techniques that could
easily be described as not only experimental, but indeterminate—that, although
contemporaneous with Nyman’s examples, had escaped the reach of his project.227
In the years that followed, the emergence of new performance paradigms and practices
commonly associated with postmodernism in music and other disciplines more broadly was
accompanied by a reevaluation of the Cageian legacy. While many artists and writers—
particularly those occupied with emerging forms of interactive electronic performance—
emphasized the centrality of an aesthetics of indeterminacy, others began to push back against
Cage’s conclusions.228 Many of these critiques took aim at Cage’s politics—both as he expressed
them and as they emerged given his seeming disavowal—often from a Marxist perspective, as in
Cornelius Cardew’s Stockhausen Serves Imperialism, originally published in 1974. A few years
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later, Moira Roth interpreted the “indifference” of Cage’s aesthetics as a kind of paralysis shaped
by “the political ambience of hysterical anti-Communism and right-wing action” in the 1950s.229
In 1981, Yvonne Rainer’s seminal “Looking Myself in the Mouth” pushed back against an
understanding of Cage’s works as embodying an authorial ambiguity as laid out in Roland
Barthes’s influential essay, “Death of the Author”:
It is important that Cage’s efforts to eliminate and suppress meaning should in no way be
confused with the refusal to fix meaning of which Barthes speaks. Cage’s refusal of
meaning is an abandonment, an appeal to a Higher Authority. The refusal that has been of
more concern to me is a confrontation with—and within—authorial signifying codes.230
Rainer argues that by eliminating the signifying subject, Cage sidesteps engagement with
“the unconscious which manifests itself in the heterogeneity and contradictions of the subject as
it positioned in relationship of identity and difference,” and thus escapes into an uncritical,
apolitical “realm of idealism.”231 According to Rainer, this move allows Cage to give his work
the appearance of a challenge to authorship while simultaneously claiming the cultural status of
any other “monolithic, unassailable, and properly validated masterpiece.”232 Consequently, by
failing to critically engage with his own status as author, Cage’s work does not adequately
problematize the matters of semiotics, subjectivity, and narratology that Rainer identifies as
important concerns in contemporaneous art.233
While writers like Rainer and Roth illuminated some of the unexamined contradictions
inherent in indeterminate musical practices, other writers sought to retrospectively consider what
might be valuable and meaningful in indeterminate works, sharpening their claims with details of
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performance practice and notation, and largely turning away from the broader philosophical
concerns that had occupied previous generations of commentators. Terence O’Grady, for
instance, seeks in his 1981 article “Aesthetic Value in Indeterminate Music” to “reckon with
indeterminate music in musical terms,” rather than “artificially [restricting] any dialogue to the
sort of vague and uninteresting cosmological platitudes which must result from a discussion of
any such general and ill-defined ‘philosophy.’”234 Despite his apparent skepticism, O’Grady
proceeds to distinguish several different categories of indeterminate work with uncommon care,
acknowledging previous analyses, including those of Behrman and Reynolds discussed above.
The works discussed—including Feldman’s Duration I, Wolff’s Duo for Pianists II, Terry
Riley’s In C, Steve Reich’s Pendulum Music, Cage’s Cartridge Music, and Cage and Lejaren
Hiller’s HPSCHD—are all found in Nyman’s Experimental Music as well, but from a
contemporary perspective the inclusion of Riley and Reich alongside the composers of the New
York School is a welcome change of pace. O’Grady’s article is also significant for pushing back
against the common assumption that “the degree of perceivable musical logic or potential for
such logic is relative to the amount of conscious control exercised by the performer or
composer.”235 Indeed, as will be discussed in chapter three, although Earle Brown’s open form
compositions for conductor and ensemble allow for many possible arrangements of material in
time, the fact that it is the conductor’s intervention that determines the ordering—rather than the
composer’s—does not diminish the musical logic in any way. O’Grady sets the stage for future
scholarly interventions by arguing that the question as to whether “a piece, indeterminate or not,
[provides] valid possibilities for aesthetic reflection” is more significant than concerns regarding
the amount of indeterminacy or how much ego is involved, and concludes unequivocally that “no
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listener is required to accept Cage’s philosophy as a necessary precondition for accepting all or
part of his music.”236 This second point, in particular, presages the tenor of most Cage
scholarship from the 1990s onward.
In 1984, Thomas DeLio published his groundbreaking Circumscribing the Open
Universe, a close music-theoretical analysis of works by five composers of indeterminate music.
DeLio’s chosen composers—Cage, Feldman, Wolff, Robert Ashley, and Alvin Lucier are all
American, though DeLio acknowledges several European antecedents that also appear in Eco’s
The Open Work, including D. H. Lawrence, Maurice Merleau-Ponty, Alain Robbe-Grillet, and
Italo Calvino, though not Eco himself.237 Like Eco, DeLio also links flexible musical
compositions with open works from other disciplines, such as poetry and the visual arts.238 The
subject matter overlaps considerably with Nyman’s, again reinforcing a post-Cagean genealogy,
though in the each chapter DeLio is careful to distinguish each composers’ stated aesthetic
priorities. Indeed, Phil Jones notes in his review in Tempo that DeLio is “very sympathetic to the
composers’ intentions and the particular ways they set about realizing those intentions.”239 Yet
like O’Grady, Jones expresses skepticism regarding the extent to which a composer’s aesthetic
philosophy should (or can) shape its meaning for the listener:
[T]he work of experimental composers will more readily gain acceptance when such
terms as ‘closed’ and ‘open structure’ are restricted to a purely technical vocabulary, and
the works themselves allowed to drift into our minds and memories unhindered by the
particular aesthetic stances taken by those who happen to be responsible for their
creation.240
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Jones concludes by asserting that “we need to get down to the serious task of devising a
real criticism,” a challenge taken up several years later in a colloquy and review of
Circumscribing the Open Universe in Perspectives of New Music. Reviewer Susan Blaustein
asserts that DeLio on the whole has failed to develop a critical interpretive viewpoint, describing
several of the essays as “more apologias and contextualizations than analyses per se: new
symbols and procedures are explained, and statements are sometimes made about what sorts of
things are likely to happen.”241 Blaustein also finds fault with DeLio for failing to include
analyses of specific realizations of the works—whether imagined or existing—suggesting that
many of his analytical techniques would be most revealing if applied in concrete circumstances,
rather than the abstract.242 Blaustein’s central critique, however, regards what she describes as
DeLio’s “sweeping statements of questionable usefulness,” identifying in DeLio’s works the
same kind of overgeneralized philosophizing that O’Grady objects to in earlier analyses.243
These kinds of statements—especially DeLio’s comments on the listener’s perception of process,
Blaustein argues—are so broad as to be applicable not only to indeterminate music, but to a great
deal of traditional music as well, in this way failing to illuminate what is unique about the
experience of these works. In DeLio’s response to this review, published in the same issue, he
argues, rather unconvincingly, that the broader philosophical statements to which Blaustein
objected constitute the very interpretive standpoints and syntheses Blaustein felt were missing.
Indeed, the fact that DeLio focuses so much on the composers’ aesthetic aims and, in some
cases, the compositional process itself, makes it difficult to distinguish DeLio’s interpretive
position from that of each composer. Consequently, the distinction between the perception of the
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composer and the listener also becomes vague. In short, while DeLio’s monograph remains a
touchstone decades later, Blaustein’s critique underlines the numerous challenges and pitfalls—
by no means unique to DeLio—that lie before scholars of indeterminate music.
The same issue of Perspectives also featured an article by Herman Sabbe entitled “Open
Structure and the Problem of Criticism: Reflections on DeLio’s Circumscribing the Open
Universe.” As its title suggests, Sabbe’s article is less of a review and more of a rhapsodic
contemplation of concerns arising in the analysis and criticism of indeterminate music. As Sabbe
points out, writers on indeterminate music are “deprived of both the subject of musical creation
and the created object,” at least when working from the score, and are therefore obliged to focus
on the entire range of possible realizations.244 For Sabbe, a focus on a single realization of an
indeterminate composition is of little critical value, as in presenting a single model realization
“the critic would surely reintroduce the very constraints of a psychological or cultural or
ideological nature that the composer had set out to eliminate,” in addition to restoring “the
illusion of a predicate structure relating a subject (the composer) to an object (an implementation
of the model).”245 As will be discussed below, more recent scholarship that focuses on particular
performances of indeterminate works—including the second and third chapters of this
document—suggests that Sabbe’s concerns here were perhaps overstated insofar as individual
realizations can be effectively compared to give a sense of the possibilities, while at the same
time supplying concrete material for analytical scrutiny. Ultimately, Sabbe finds DeLio’s
analyses compelling, both in their foregrounding of the critical concerns Sabbe lays out, and also
for the focus on “circumscribing” the limits of indeterminate compositions, rather than relying on
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descriptive or prescriptive methodologies.246 Characterizing DeLio’s work as an effective first
step towards a new mode of criticism, Sabbe underlines the importance of establishing new
research questions and criteria in approaching the analysis of indeterminate music:
In order to respond to a new situation, the critic has to ask new, different questions, and
establish alternative criteria for excellence. The more radical the openness of the project
or model, the more fundamental the questions should be, the more radically they should
be oriented towards the basic communicative intent: Does it communicate? What does it
communicate? How does it communicate it?247
Sabbe’s reference to “excellence,” though intended in reference to compositions
themselves, also foreshadows scholarly interest regarding the quality—and even the success—of
performances of indeterminate works that would emerge in the literature in subsequent decades,
and which is central to chapter three of this document.
Sabbe’s analytical focus on the musical score—as opposed to the musical performance—
is characteristic of much scholarship from this period. Jonathan Kramer’s The Time of Music
(1988) exhibits a similar preoccupation with notation over realization, even as he discusses
indeterminate works at several points. His concept of “multiply-directed linear time” in
particular is taken up in chapter three of this text, where its implications with regard to Earle
Brown’s open form compositions for conductor and ensemble are explored. This extension of
Kramer’s theory contravenes his own conclusions, which essentially hold that because of the
fundamentally nonlinear presentation of musical material in Brown’s scores, time cannot be
experienced linearly in performance.248 The central position of performance in the most recent
scholarship on indeterminate music can be traced, at least partially, to developments in jazz and
popular music studies in the 1980s and 1990s, which through their analytical focus on recordings
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provided a model for later scholarly interventions.249 Derek Bailey’s important book
Improvisation, first published in 1980 and introduced to a wider audience through its 1992
reissue, is also worth noting for bringing a variety of indeterminate and improvised musics into
dialogue together from the perspective of the performer.250
Cage’s death in 1992 was followed by an explosion of scholarship focusing on his music,
and indeterminate music more generally. In 1993, James Pritchett published his indispensable
monograph The Music of John Cage. Pritchett began his survey by insisting that “[t]he
frameworks for Cage’s chance systems were crafted with an ear towards what sorts of results
they would produce,” outlining a blueprint for future scholarly work while unequivocally
rejecting of the popular notion that Cage was more of a philosopher than a composer.251
Numerous publications attending to all facets of his life and career followed throughout the
1990s, including an important edited volume entitled Writings Through John Cage’s Music,
Poetry, and Art that emerged from a 1995 colloquium on Cage at Mills College.252 Judy
Lochhead’s short but influential article on performance practice in Cage’s works also bears
particular mention for presciently advocating an approach to the music through recordings “from
the perspective of what performers do,” thus “positing analytic access to the music through the
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sounds themselves rather than through a score as in some sense a ‘representation’ of an ideal
piece.”253 It also diverges from the focus many analyses of the period maintained on the process
of composition, rather than the process of performance. In any case, historical, biographical and
critical work continued to accumulate such that by 2001, which saw the publication of David
Nicholls’s wide-ranging edited volume The Cambridge Companion to John Cage, there had
blossomed a vibrant landscape of scholarly Cage studies.
Scholarship focusing on the other composers of the New York School emerged more
slowly, and with considerably less momentum until quite recently. A notable early example is
John P. Welsh’s detailed 1994 analysis of Earle Brown’s Modules, the first published analysis of
a work by Brown of which I am aware, and an important step in linking the musical details of
Brown’s scores to his stated aesthetic priorities. Around the same time, John Holzaepfel’s
comprehensive dissertation on David Tudor’s realizations of scores of the New York School
contextualized both Tudor’s role within the group and the indeterminate techniques employed by
the composers themselves. In the late 1990s, analyses of Feldman’s music began to appear with
more regularity, especially following the appearance of Thomas DeLio’s The Music of Morton
Feldman in 1996.254 More recent books of note include David Cline’s 2017 study of Feldman’s
graph music and Alistair Noble’s 2013 analysis of Feldman’s early music; at the time of writing
Ryan Dohoney has two books on Feldman in press. Compared with Feldman, Wolff and Brown
have received little scholarly attention. Notable recent interventions pertaining to Wolff include
Christian Wolff by Michael Hicks and Christian Asplund, and the publication of Wolff’s
collected texts and interviews as Occasional Pieces: Writings and Interviews, 1952-2013. Brown
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was the subject of a special edition of Contemporary Music Review in 2007 and, more recently,
the 2017 edited volume Beyond Notation.255
The link between indeterminate music and minimalism—taken up via Earle Brown in the
fourth chapter of this document—was laid out in Jonathan Bernard’s important 1994 article,
“The Minimalist Aesthetic in Music and the Visual Arts,” and subsequently taken up in art
historian Branden W. Joseph’s recent scholarship. The emerging field of experimental music
studies has also produced a number of important histories covering artists whose work is
informed by indeterminate practices, including David Toop’s Into the Maelstrom and Jennie
Gottschalk’s Experimental Music Since 1970, as well as critical edited volumes such as
Benjamin Piekut’s Tomorrow is the Question.256 The chapters in Piekut’s volume address topics
such as the performance of Cage’s works by popular musicians, post-Nyman canon-building, and
the role of identity in experimental music-making.
Commensurate with the work described above is an emerging interest in the limits of
indeterminate systems, particularly in the context of composers like Cage who emphasized the
openness of their compositions. Of paramount concern to the present study are inquiries into the
extent to which composers of indeterminate music were invested in particular musical results
(despite a rhetoric of openness), and how those results were obtained (the extent to which things
other than the score affect the outcome). The importance of these questions, while obvious to
scholars like Pritchett since the early 1990s, has been acknowledged only gradually in the
literature. This reluctance is no doubt at least partially due to many composers’ careful
presentation of their work as embodying coherent aesthetic programs, and the circulation of
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interpretive information not reflected in the scores. Benjamin Piekut’s Experimentalism
Otherwise, published in 2011, is an essential corrective in this regard with its emphasis on
“experimentalism actually existing” as opposed to the sometimes unreliable accounts provided
by the composers themselves. Along similar lines, Jennifer Iverson’s Electronic Inspirations
(2019) traces the circulation of sounds, ideas, and techniques amongst composers and studio
personnel in postwar electronic music studios at a granular level. Like Piekut, Iverson shows
how musical results were mediated by a network of human and nonhuman agents, pushing back
against composers’ tendency to represent their compositions as direct applications of aestheticphilosophical theorizations. Both studies embody recent trends in understanding the practice and
production of music through methodologies sensitive to social contours, particularly Bruno
Latour’s actor-network theory.257 These more recent developments are supported by a robustly
multidisciplinary methodology, such as that pioneered by Georgina Born in her critical
ethnography of the electronic music institution IRCAM, Rationalizing Culture. Born’s granular
social and cultural analysis continues to serve as a model for music scholars, as do her more
recent works focusing on musical ontology and mediation.258
A complementary turn within the discipline of music theory has seen a surge of interest
in developing analyses responsive to aspects of performance, rather than scores.259 This turn is
extended in the computational analyses of Alexandre Popoff in particular, who has generated
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randomized virtual performances of several compositions by John Cage and subjected the results
to statistical evaluation.260 Popoff’s findings seem to empirically confirm and outline musical
limits in works by Cage—particularly his late Number Pieces—and I have adopted aspects of his
methodology in the second chapter. The recent analytical focus on performance has reopened
avenues for critical evaluation previously proposed but not rigorously pursued, such as that
outlined by David Behrman in the 1960s: “[o]ne of the criteria with which to judge a notation is
the question of what, if any, the consequences are of playing well or badly (what incentives are
there for realizing the notation in the way intended and expressed by the composer).”261
Conductor Stephen Drury’s chapter on the performance of Brown’s open form works in Beyond
Notation takes up this and other related questions directly, informing my research in chapter
three.
As discussed above, the late 1990s also saw the emergence of new critical perspectives
that interrogated the racially-inflected separation of indeterminate music from improvised music.
George E. Lewis’s “Improvised Music after 1950,” published in 1996, most prominently
established the stakes—and, circumstantially, the potential motives—of such a separation, which
has been articulated in many composers’ disavowals of improvisation and subsequently repeated
in the way the music is presented, performed, heard, and studied. As recently as 2004, Lewis
characterized the “near–absence of scholarship on African-American experimental improvisers
emerging since the death of Coltrane” as a “yawning black hole.”262 Recent work has drawn
attention both to this imbalance, and to the sophisticated musical techniques and strategies
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Stochastic Processes: A Large-scale Analysis,” arXiv:1311.5853v1 (2013). See also Benny Sluchin and Mikhail
Malt, “A Computer Aided Interpretation Interface for John Cage’s Number Piece Two5,” paper presented at Actes
des Journées d’Informatique Musicale (JIM 2012), Mons, Belgique, May 9-11, 2012 (2012), 211–17.
261
Behrman, “What Indeterminate Notation Determines,” 73.
262
Lewis, “Afterword to Improvised Music after 1950,” 168.
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deployed in the music of figures like Ornette Coleman and Anthony Braxton.263 The founding of
the online journal Critical Studies in Improvisation in 2004 and the publication of the twovolume Oxford Handbook of Critical Improvisation Studies in 2016—the latter edited by Lewis
and Piekut—have brought improvisation to the fore across several disciplines, both as a musical
practice and a framework for theorization. In the Oxford Handbook, Sabine Feisst’s chapter
“Negotiating Freedom and Control in Composition: Improvisation and Its Offshoots, 1950 to
1980” provides particularly important context for the present study.
Finally, I would like to acknowledge several recent dissertations that have definitively
shaped aspects of the present study. The first is Rebecca Y. Kim’s thorough and insightful “In
No Uncertain Terms: The Cultural Politics of Indeterminacy,” which offers a comprehensive
examination and contextualization of Cage’s presentation, promotion, and practice of
indeterminacy. Natilee Harren’s “Objects Without Object: The Artwork in Flux, 1958-1969” was
essential in clarifying Earle Brown’s role within the Fluxus milieu, and its subsequent influence
on his work. Lastly, Kirsten Carithers’s “The Work of Indeterminacy: Interpretive Labor in
Experimental Music” foregrounds the labor demanded of performers in indeterminate
compositions, and theorizes several useful models for conceptualizing this labor in different
musical contexts.
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For examples of the former, see Borgo, “Negotiating Freedom”; Fred Moten, In the Break; Piekut,
Experimentalism Otherwise and “Indeterminacy, Free Improvisation, and the Mixed Avant-Garde”; and Kim, “John
Cage in Separate Togetherness with Jazz.” For examples of the latter, see Eric Charry, “Freedom and Form in
Ornette Coleman’s Early Atlantic Recordings,” Annual Review of Jazz Studies (1997/1998), 261-294 and Paul
Steinbeck, “Improvisation and Collaboration in Anthony Braxton’s Composition 76,” Journal of Music Theory 62,
no. 2 (October 2018), 249-278.
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CHAPTER TWO
Approaches to Analysis and Performance in John Cage’s Four2 1
Composing’s one thing, performing’s another, listening’s a third. What can they
have to do with one another?
—John Cage, “Experimental Music: Doctrine,” 19552
The time-bracket notation that John Cage employs in his Number Pieces permits
performers to produce different renditions of a given composition by choosing the position and
duration of sounds within a flexible time range.3 These works, from late in Cage’s career, are
typically fully determined with respect to pitch, dynamics, instrumentation, and total duration.
However, their relative flexibility and Cage’s own poetics of non-intention have inhibited
analytical discussion of sonic relationships, even though the possible variation of the sounds
themselves is highly regimented.4
In this chapter, I analyze the sonic relationships in one such piece, Four2 (1990) for
mixed chorus, by approaching the work from three interpretive perspectives: a Monte Carlo
simulation of many (virtual) performances of the work; real-world performances; and four
imagined performances, designed intuitively by the author to reflect distinct interpretive
priorities embodied by four invented conductors.5 These divergent strategies produce

1

This chapter was adapted from and previously published as Drake Andersen, “What can they have to do with one
another?”: Approaches to Analysis and Performance in John Cage’s Four2,” Music Theory Online 23, no. 4 (Dec.
2017).
2
John Cage, “Experimental Music: Doctrine,” The Score (1955), rpt. in Silence: Lectures and Writings by John
Cage (Middletown, CT: Wesleyan University Press, 1961), 15.
3
These compositions are known as the Number Pieces because their titles refer to the number of parts and the order
in which each piece was composed. For instance, Four2 is the second piece for four parts in the series. For more on
Cage’s Number Pieces (and his time-bracket notation in general), see Weisser, “Time Brackets and the Number
Pieces”; Haskins, “On John Cage’s Late Music, Analysis and the Model of Renga in ‘Two,’” American Music 27,
no. 32 (2009), and Pritchett, The Music of John Cage, 199-204.
4
For a typical argument against “evaluative” analysis of Cage’s works, see Brooks, “In re: Experimental Analysis.”
5
A Monte Carlo simulation is a computational technique in which random sampling is used to model the behavior
of systems that are complex or otherwise difficult to predict. Random sampling is typically repeated over many trials
to produce better results. In this case, Cage’s time-bracket structure is randomly determined by the computer over
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characteristic results that emphasize competing—and sometimes contradictory—concerns in the
performance of Cage’s Number Pieces. Taken as a whole, they contribute to a more complete
account of the musical possibilities of Four2.
First, I describe the methodology of the Monte Carlo simulation and summarize the data
obtained therein to establish some characteristic likelihoods in the piece. In the next section, I
introduce each of the fictional conductors’ interpretations through a score-like transcription and
brief analytical narrative. These interpretations were generated by the author to illustrate specific
possibilities within the piece. Many aspects of them are statistically unlikely, but are included
here to provide a more comprehensive understanding of what is possible in a performance of
Four2. The simulation data and fictional conductors’ performances are then evaluated alongside
real-world performances, transcribed from commercially available recordings.
This comparative approach responds to Judy Lochhead’s suggestion to “[approach] the
music from the perspective of what performers do,” as well as concerns expressed by Alexandre
Popoff regarding how to account for differences between computational simulations and live
performances of Cage’s Number Pieces.6 The live performances vary in some ways from the
simulated performances; accordingly, I proceed with a discussion of the performance practice of
Four2, and the Number Pieces in general, in order to account for some of the differences. The
variety of performance practices in use suggests broader questions about the extent and meaning
of indeterminacy in the Number Pieces, which I address in the concluding section.

many trials. For a concise and general introduction to this technique, see the first three chapters of J. M.
Hammersley and D. C. Handscomb, Monte Carlo Methods (New York: Wiley, 1964).
6
Lochhead, “Performance Practice in the Indeterminate Works of John Cage,” 241; Popoff, “Stochastic Processes,”
20, 24.
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Example 2.1. Soprano Part of Four2

Example 2.1 gives the soprano part of Four2. The soprano part consists of three sounds,
each positioned within a unique time bracket. Cage’s time-bracket notation specifies two
windows of time for each sound: one in which each sound may begin and one in which each may
end.7 The first bracket, consisting of an F4 sung on the vowel “e,” allows for the sound to begin
anywhere between 0’00” and 1’00” from the start of the piece, and for the sound to end
anywhere between 0’40” and 1’40”. This means that, for example, an 80-second sound
beginning at 0’10” and ending at 1’30” would be permissible, as would an 8-second sound
beginning at 0’51” and ending at 0’59”. In other words, the time-bracket notation allows for a
wide range of durations.8

For a detailed discussion of Cage’s time brackets and the compositional process for Four2, see Tobias Hünermann,
“‘Back from Weather Which Had Been Reached to Object’: John Cage’s Number Pieces Two (1987) and Four2
(1990),” Contemporary Music Review 33, nos. 5/6 (2014): 597–615.
8
To produce sounds lasting for longer than one’s breath allows, in the performance directions Cage suggests that
performers within the same section may stagger breathe while treating each choral part as a whole.
7
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A unique feature of these brackets is the overlap between the starting and ending
windows—in this case, between 0’40” and 1’00”. This internal overlap allows for greater sonic
indeterminacy, permitting, for instance, the flexible placement of sounds of extremely short
duration, and avoiding an intermediary interval of obligatory sound between the starting and
ending intervals.

Example 2.2. A Transcription of the Time-Bracket Structure of Four2

Example 2.2 is a transcription of the twenty time brackets of the four parts in Four2 into a
score-like format, using solid horizontal lines to represent individual sounds. Phonemes and
dynamics are also included for each sound. As the legend below the score explains, the starting
interval of any given time bracket extends from the leftmost edge of the black line to the right
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edge of the internal overlap box in the middle of each line. The ending interval of any given time
bracket extends from the left edge of the internal overlap box to the rightmost edge of the black
line.
Often the time brackets of two successive notes in the same part overlap externally, such
as the first two notes of the tenor part. In the transcription above, when these notes are different,
it is generally clear visually where the two brackets begin and end. However, the last two notes
of the alto part overlap externally on the same pitch (D♭); in this case, I use a dotted line to
indicate the extent of the overlap.

Computational Simulation of Four2
Cage’s Number Pieces have rarely been analyzed in detail for two primary reasons: due
to their unfixed structures they embody a multiplicity of possible performances, and a
teleological analytical narrative seems to contravene Cage’s description of his indeterminate
works and what we know of his compositional process. I will address the latter concern in the
conclusion of this chapter; regarding the former, the Monte Carlo simulation provides a potential
solution.
Using this technique, virtual performances of Four2 are obtained by computationally
determining the random variables (i.e. the starting and end points of the sounds) corresponding to
Cage’s notated constraints. Alexandre Popoff advocates this approach:
By averaging over a large number of realizations (which is achieved through a computer
program running the determination of the parts repeatedly) we can access the probability
distributions of each pitch-class set over time, thus turning the Number Pieces into
stochastic processes. By doing so, we solve the problem posed by Haskins and Weisser of
coping with all the possibilities offered by the Number Pieces.9

9

Popoff, “Stochastic Processes,” 3.
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I have carried out a Monte Carlo simulation of over one thousand virtual performances of
Four2; however, before discussing the results, I will raise a few specific points regarding the
methodology. First, I created a specialized random value generator using Max software.
Complete performances of the piece were generated as lists of time values (corresponding to the
beginnings and endings of sounds) using the interval of a second as both the generative grain and
sampling rate, since this is the smallest unit of subdivision in Cage’s notation. As each
performance lasts exactly seven minutes, each simulation contains 420 data points, each
corresponding to one second of the performance.
Truly random selection of values within the (overlapping) starting and ending brackets of
each sound means that, in a computational environment, a sound could end before it begins. To
avoid this paradox, the software chooses a starting point first, then tests randomly-selected
ending points, rejecting and discarding any that precede the starting point in time. The entire
“performance” is then tested for any external overlaps, and if any are found, the entire
performance is discarded and a new performance is generated in its place.
Additionally, in the software I have established that a sound is equally likely to begin or
end at any time during a given bracket—in other words, amongst many performances of the
work, the distribution of each bracket approaches uniformity. This random (uniform) approach
may be contrasted with that of Popoff’s 2013 study, in which a Gaussian curve is used to
distribute starting and ending points within the time brackets.10 This approach emphasizes the
10

While Popoff employs a Gaussian distribution in “Stochastic Processes,” he uses a uniform distribution in an
earlier article in order to project a Cagean ideal of “full randomicity” that is “devoid of any bias” (Popoff, “John
Cage’s Number Pieces,” 70). Although using different flavors of randomness might seem to introduce an additional
(and unnecessary) variable, Popoff asserts that “the results of the analysis of the Number Pieces do not depend on a
large scale on the distribution chosen for the realization of the time brackets” (“Stochastic Processes,” 5). For a
comparison of different distributions and their potential to reflect human decision-making processes, see Popoff,
“Indeterminate Music and Probability Spaces: The Case of John Cage’s Number Pieces.” In Mathematics and
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center of each starting and ending bracket and “gives less prevalence to sound events occurring
at the very beginning or end of their time interval.”11 The random approach I am employing
emphasizes all parts of each bracket equally, enriching the analysis with a wider variety of
possible results.

Table 2.1. Prevalence of All Pitch Class Sets in All Simulations, Organized by Set Class12

Computation in Music: Third International Conference, MCM 2011 Proceedings, Paris, June 15-17, 2011 (Springer,
2011), 220–29.
11
Popoff, “Stochastic Processes,” 5.
12
In this table and subsequently, percentages may not add up to 100% due to rounding.
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Table 2.1 displays all of the pitch-class sets (pc sets), including multisets, obtained in
1099 simulations of Four2, organized by set class (sc). The raw number of seconds during which
each set class sounds, added together in all simulations, is displayed in the column to the right of
the pc set. The rightmost column displays the prevalence of each set compared to the others (of
any cardinality) as a percentage. The percentage is obtained by dividing the raw number of
seconds by 461,580, the total number of data points amongst all simulations (1099 simulations
multiplied by 420 data points per simulation). The total number of values and total percentage
per set class is displayed at the bottom of each box. The boxes display the set classes in Forte
order from left to right and top to bottom.
The single most prevalent pitch-class set is the null set—silence—which occurs 13.6% of
the time amongst all simulations. The least prevalent pitch-class set is {0479}—an instance of sc
(0358)—which occurs only once, or approximately 0.0000022% of the time. Between these two
extremes lies a varied collection of sonorities, with 21 of 49 possible set classes of cardinality
0-4 represented. Tobias Hünermann observes that, “[t]he increased probability of traditional
harmonic content rests upon the simplicity of pitch material and the reduction of density.”13
Indeed, there are only seven distinct pitch classes available in the piece: the D-minor diatonic
collection minus B♭, plus the raised seventh degree written as both C♯ and D♭. The limited pitch
material ensures that many of the sonorities that emerge from any given performance will be
recognizable subsets of the same diatonic scale. Further constraining the harmonic possibilities is
the fact that ic6 is not possible as part of any simultaneity in the piece.

13

Hünermann, “Back from Weather,” 612.
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Table 2.2. Prevalence of All Pitch Class Sets in All Simulations, Organized by Cardinality
Table 2.2 presents the same data as Table 2.1 organized by (multiset) cardinality: the
number of active voices, even when two voices are singing the same pitch class concurrently.
Thus {0115} reflects a cardinality of 4, even though in normal form it would be reduced down to
the cardinality-3 set {015}. Comparing the total percentages in the lower-right cells of each
column shows that the piece is silent approximately 13.6% of the time (about 57 seconds per
simulation), one voice is sounding 31.2% of the time (about 2’11”), two voices 33.4% of the
time (about 2’20”), three voices 17.1% of the time (about 1’12”), and four voices just under 5%
of the time (about 20 seconds). This data helps illustrate the sparseness of the music: in a
composition with four parts, textures of two or fewer parts are heard over 75% of the time.
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Figure 2.1. Prevalence of Set Classes Over Time in Simulations of Four2, showing
(a) Prevalence of Set Classes Over Time (All Cardinalities)

(b) Prevalence of Set Classes Over Time (Cardinalities 0–2)
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(c) Prevalence of Set Classes Over Time (Cardinalities 3–4)

Figure 2.1 depicts the prevalence of each set class obtained in the simulations of Four2
graphically over time, using lines of different colors to represent each of the 21 set classes listed
in Table 2.1. In Tables 2.1 and 2.2, prevalence is expressed as a proportion of the total duration
of the piece; the graphs in Example 5 demonstrate how prevalence changes over time during a
performance of the piece. The horizontal axis represents time (in seconds) and the vertical axis
expresses the percentage of simulations in which a given set is sounding at a given time. For
instance, in the opening seconds of the piece, almost 90% of the simulations are silent. Figure
2.1(a) gives all 21 set classes; Figures 2.1(b) and 2.1(c) depict only sets of cardinalities 0–2 and
3–4, respectively, for legibility.
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Figure 2.2. Prevalence of Set Class (03) Over Time

As Table 2.1 demonstrates, many of the set classes in Four2 may be constituted by
several different pitch class sets. Figure 2.2 depicts all of the instances of a single set class—sc
(03)—over time. In the simulations of Four2, sc (03) was formed by five different pitch-class
sets which, because of the presence of duplicate pitch classes, reflect three distinct pitch-class
pairings. Over the course of the piece, four distinct peaks can be ascertained: pcs (25) and (255),
pcs (47) and (477), pcs (14), and a return to pcs (25). The vertical axis displays the prevalence of
each particular pitch-class set (as a decimal) in relation to every other pitch-class set obtained
among our simulations at each unit time (in seconds).
In addition to the prevalence of diatonic harmony in Four2 already discussed, writers
have remarked specifically on the strong potential for triadic harmony. Hünermann describes “an
undeniably consonant sound environment circling around d minor,” through which, in relation to
the chromatic material in the final minutes of the piece, “the listener may well perceive (and
Cage at least facilitates) a teleological harmonic process.”14 While a discussion of perception is

14

Ibid.
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beyond the scope of this chapter, the simulation data provides a quantitative description of the
prevalence of triads within the piece.

Figure 2.3. Prevalence of Set Class (037) Over Time

Figure 2.3 depicts the prevalence of sc (037) over time. As before, the lines of different
colors represent different pitch-class sets that form triads in this piece. There are three distinct
instances of sc (037): pcs (259) and (2559); pcs (047) and (0477); and pcs (149), corresponding
to D minor, C major and A major triads, respectively. The first and third peaks (D minor and A
major) are much more prevalent—both in the percentage of simulations containing these triads
and in their duration—than the middle peak (C major), and the first and second can be formed by
all four voices simultaneously, while the third cannot.
While there are many intervening sonorities to consider as well, taken in isolation the
data in Figure 2.3 supports Hünermann’s assertion that D minor is central to the harmony of
Four2. By taking the data in Figures 2.2 and 2.3 together, it emerges that the progression of triads
and intervals roughly conforms to a recognizable harmonic progression: a strong emphasis on D
minor in the first two minutes; a shorter and weaker appearance of a related triad (C major); a
strong dominant function (A major); and a return to D minor—not with a triad, but through the
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D–F dyad that peaks at around 330 seconds (5’30”) as depicted in Figure 2.2. I make no claims
with respect to the composer’s intention here—the data merely indicates that these results are
likely if the piece is performed many times with the time brackets determined at random.
Scholars have acknowledged that the presence of triads like these in many of Cage’s late
works—particularly the Number Pieces—is striking, though there is disagreement on how to
account for them in the context of Cage’s longstanding rejection of familiar harmonic patterns.15
Setting aside this dispute for the moment, I simply wish to assert that the triads’ prevalence and
arrangement in Four2 is remarkable and, for this reason, I will employ the triads as reference
points for much of the analytical narrative of the fictional conductors’ interpretations. By
identifying prevalent sonorities such as these triads, the interpretations of the four conductors can
be more effectively contrasted—specifically by evaluating the extent to which each
interpretation conforms to statistical likelihoods or contravenes them. Analysis of other
parameters of the simulation data, such as density, additional sonorities, and a more general
discussion of consonance and dissonance, are folded into a discussion towards the end of the
chapter comparing the conductors’ interpretations and real-world performances.

Four Conductors and Four Imagined Performances
Given the musical possibilities ascertained from the simulation data, I invented four
conductors with complementary aesthetic priorities, assigning each a name—Acuta, Metera,
Soportia and Varia—and a collection of preferences, which are summarized at the beginning of

15

For a more general discussion of the ways in which the Number Pieces diverge from Cage’s previous
compositions, see Haskins, “An Anarchic Society of Sounds,” 138–64; Weisser, “Time Brackets and the Number
Pieces,” 191 and 200–1; and William Brooks “Choice and Change in Cage’s Recent Music” in A John Cage Reader:
In Celebration of His 70th Birthday, ed. Peter Gena and Jonathan Brent, supplementary ed. Don Gillespie (New
York: C. F. Peters, 1983), 94–8.
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each analytical narrative below. Amongst the four, many of the preferences are directly
oppositional—for instance, Soportia has a preference for full textures, whereas Acuta has a
preference for sparse textures. These oppositions were conceived intentionally so that the
conductors’ respective (virtual) decisions in a given analytical moment might most dramatically
illuminate the potential differences in musical outcomes.
I imagined a performance that reflects each conductor’s unique priorities and determined
the time brackets of each performance accordingly. These imagined interpretations were
generated by hand and not culled from the simulations. I want to emphasize that in generating
each interpretation I chose the placement and duration of the sounds of each part intentionally,
with an awareness of the other parts, and have thus consciously deviated from the typical
performance practice of Cage’s indeterminate works, in which the parts are determined
independently of one another. This methodology is a heuristic intended to portray a range of
possibilities within performances of Four2.16

Soportia’s Interpretation of Four2
Soportia seeks an interpretation that emphasizes a constant, underlying harmony. She
prefers to carefully prepare changes in harmony step by step, building slowly. She avoids
silences, as well as sudden changes in sonority. It follows that Soportia will want to sustain each
of the three triads as long as possible. Her interpretation and a MIDI realization of it are given in
Example 2.3 and Audio Example 2.1.17 In her interpretation, the constituent pitches of the
16

My purpose in projecting these defined musical priorities is illustrative and not intended as a model of
performance practice. However, as discussed in chapter one, alternative approaches to the performance of Cage’s
Number Pieces potentially represent a “compelling new performance practice” (Lindau, “Goodbye 20th Century!,”
15). Although some argue that such performances are not valid, many performances and recordings of Cage’s
Number Pieces are facilitated by subtle (or not-so-subtle) workarounds in contravention of Cage’s preferred
methods, as will be evident in the discussion of performance practice below.
17
All Audio Examples can be downloaded from https://archive.org/details/drakeandersenaudio.
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opening D-minor triad—corresponding to each part’s first sound—enter one by one, in order
from low to high. The D-minor sonority is established through this pyramid figure within the
first twenty seconds and is sustained in four voices for about a minute.

Example 2.3. Soportia’s Interpretation of Four2

As the D-minor chord disintegrates voice by voice, the bass’s sustained F2, the chordal
third, provides continuity when the tenor’s C4 enters above, preparing the C-major harmony to
follow via an exposed fifth that echoes the ic5 formed by A–D in the previous triad. Example 2.4
highlights these events. The C-major triad then assembles itself amongst the four voices and
disappears in similar fashion to the previous D-minor triad, with the third of the chord again
sustained the longest after the triad has sounded. This E4 in the alto is joined by A3 in the bass
around 2’45”, producing another open fifth.
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Example 2.4. C Major and Surrounding Fifths (Soportia)

The A3 in the bass is taken up by the tenor and, between the two voices, is sustained for
nearly two and a half minutes. This A occurs in a familiar register, recalling the tenor’s opening
pitch and suggesting a potentially drone-like continuity throughout the interpretation. Sounding
alongside this A are first a D (in the tenor), then an F (bass), and then an E (bass), echoing the
previous progression from the D-minor triad to the sound of ic5. This time, E and A are joined
by a D♭, to form an (enharmonic) A-major triad which is sustained for about thirty seconds. The
second D in the tenor—and, later, the F in the soprano—can be heard as a resolution of the
dominant-functioning A-major, after which the bass C4 in conjunction with F5 in the soprano
establishes not only another F–C dyad, but also a registral inversion of the pitch-class F about
C4, as indicated by the thick, horizontal dotted line in Example 2.5.
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Example 2.5. A Major and Surrounding Fifths (Soportia)

Just as the bass F at the beginning of the piece provides continuity against changing
harmony in the other parts, the soprano F here provides continuity against the D♭and C♯ in the
alto and tenor, respectively, ultimately closing the piece on the same pitch-class as that on which
it started (and, as stated above, explicitly linking the two with the inversion described above).
Although Soportia prefers traditionally consonant harmonies, the overlap of the alto’s final
D♭and the bass’s closing C is unavoidable, as the latest possible start time for the D♭is 6’10”
and earliest possible end point for the C is 6’15”. Bearing this in mind, Soportia sustains the D♭
(and subsequently the tenor’s C♯ an octave below) for an especially long time to defuse the
dissonance at 6’10” and retain the sense of a slow-paced—if not quite conventional—harmonic
motion.
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Example 2.6. Possibilities for Sustained Drones on A and F

Soportia’s interpretation emphasizes two particular sustained tones, A and F, which are
the two most prevalent notes (by duration) amongst the composition’s time brackets for all parts.
In fact, as Example 2.6 illustrates, it would be possible to sustain an A drone in the same register
nearly throughout the entire piece between the tenor and bass, with gaps necessary only from
1’40” to 2’35” and from 5’20” to the end of the piece (7’00”). In other words, by using the full
duration of the time brackets containing the pitch A, one could perform the seven-minute piece
so that only 2’35” of it did not have an A sounding in the background.
A similar feat could be achieved with the pitch F, which could be sustained between the
bass and soprano for the entire duration apart from 2’30” to 3’40” and a brief pause from 4’30”
to 4’55”, for a total gap of only 1’35”. Example 2.6 gives both of these possibilities, using solid
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lines to show where time brackets may be overlapped without a pause, and dotted lines to
indicate a link across a gap in which the given pitch is not present.
Soportia’s interpretation balances continuity of these two pitches with other concerns,
such as harmony. Sustaining the F and A too long potentially results in a number of dissonant
intervals, particularly seconds, which she aims to avoid. Soportia nevertheless makes use of both
possible direct (i.e. overlapping) voice exchanges—a marked contrast with Acuta, for example,
who avoids these drone possibilities by making these particular pitches noticeably short in
duration, as demonstrated below.

Acuta’s Interpretation of Four2

Example 2.7. Acuta’s Interpretation of Four2

Acuta prefers unsettled, pointillistic musical textures. She emphasizes moments of silence
and harmonic ambiguity, and often draws attention to discontinuities and transformations of
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harmony, destabilizing static sonorities when possible. Her version and a MIDI realization are
given in Example 2.7 and Audio Example 2.2.18
Because Cage’s time brackets allow for a wide range of possible durations for the sounds
within, there are numerous options for short patterns in which no two sounds overlap. Acuta
considered, but ultimately rejected, such an interpretation in favor of a balance between
pointillism and certain satisfyingly dissonant verticalities. At first glance, Acuta’s interpretation
most strikingly differs from Soportia’s in the greater amount of silence. Additionally, the triads
that were so clearly expressed in Soportia’s interpretation are significantly obscured. After a long
opening silence, the tenor voice produces the first sound on A3. Following a pause, the bass and
soprano enter on F2 and F4, respectively, overlapping slightly as, according to the time brackets,
1’00” is both the latest time at which the soprano may begin singing and the earliest that the bass
may stop.

Example 2.8. Destabilization of Opening D-minor Sonority (Acuta)

18

Actua’s interpretation begins with about thirty seconds of silence; this silence is preserved in the MIDI rendition.
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The alto’s D4, the root of the D-minor triad, begins after another pause and after the
entrance of the tenor’s second sound, a C4, further destabilizing the opening harmony (Example
2.8). This reordering is statistically unlikely, but possible because the starting interval of the time
bracket for the alto’s D ends at 1’30”, while the time bracket for the tenor’s C begins at 1’25”.
The dissonant second formed between them—which also defuses the perception of an F-major
triad—is sustained much longer than any sound heard so far.

Example 2.9. Emphasis on ic1 at the End of the Piece (Acuta)

The C–D dyad gives way to another pause, after which the constituent tones of the Cmajor triad sound one by one, interspersed with silences. Around 4’30”, the longest sustained
sound of the piece—E3 in the bass—begins, above which the notes D♭4, F5 and D4 emerge,
producing a highly dissonant sc (0134) sonority by around 5’20” (boxed in Example 2.9) that
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contrasts sharply with the A-major triad we hear around that time in the other conductors’
interpretations (the A-major triad occurs at this point in about 44% of the simulations as well).
There are a number of relatively dissonant harmonic options at this point in the piece,
including an augmented triad between the soprano’s F5, the alto’s D♭4 and the tenor’s A3
around 5’00”. However, Acuta opts to cut short the tenor’s A3 and instead build up to the even
more dissonant sc (0134), which comes to resemble a climax, being the only four-note sonority
in the entire performance. The emphasis on ic1 in this sonority is reinforced in the closing
moments of the piece through the semitonal oscillation between the alto’s D♭4 and tenor’s D4,
and the brief overlap of the tenor’s C♯3 and the bass’s C4. This emphasis on ic1 neatly fits within
Acuta’s stated preferences, but it is also responsive to analytical interpretations of the piece that
identify the D♭s and C♯ in the final 2’30” of the piece as a “teleological” harmonic incursion—in
other words, a drastic harmonic shift that would appeal to Acuta.19

Varia’s Interpretation of Four2
Varia relishes in revealing chains of transformations in music. She likes to follow
labyrinthine pathways through scores in search of echoed intervals and buried cycles. The logic
within her interpretations is rigorous, but often resides at a deeper, abstract level, often requiring
several hearings to fully grasp it. Her interpretation and a MIDI realization are given in Example
2.10 and Audio Example 2.3.

19

See, for instance, Hünermann, “Back from Weather,” 612.
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Example 2.10. Varia’s Interpretation of Four2

Varia’s interest in intervallic patterns leads her to notice that in the simulation data, the
opening D-minor triad is typically preceded by the major third F–A and followed by the minor
third D–F. Even though there are three pitch classes—D, F, and A—available amongst the
opening time brackets of each part, the pitches are not equally likely to sound at all times. First,
the time brackets for the soprano and tenor, and the alto and bass, are different, resulting in
different concentrations of sounds at different times. Secondly, both the soprano and bass begin
on the pitch class F; therefore, that note is more likely to be sounding at any given time than the
others.
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(a) Transcription of the First Time
Bracket for Each Part

(b) Prevalence of Notes in the First Time
Bracket for Each Part in Random Simulations

Figure 2.4. First Four Time Brackets of Four2, represented as (a) Transcription
of the First Time Bracket for Each Part, and (b) Prevalence of Notes in the First
Time Bracket for Each Part in Random Simulations
As Figure 2.4(a) illustrates, all of the brackets begin at 0’00”, but the total length of the
bracket for the soprano and tenor is 1’40”, whereas the total length of the bracket for the alto and
bass is 2’30”. It follows that the soprano and tenor’s first sounds (F and A, respectively) can
potentially last from the beginning of the piece until 1’40”. This means that in all simulations,
the initial sounds are concentrated within this window. By contrast, the time brackets for the alto
and bass’s first sounds (D and F) last until 2’30”, meaning that their sounds are distributed over a
broader time interval, and the internal overlap—which statistically represents the highest
concentration of sounds—occurs later in time.
Thus, while all of the pitch classes are available in the first minute and a half of the piece,
the alto’s D and the bass’s F will be skewed to arrive later on average, since their time bracket
extends beyond that of the soprano and tenor. Figure 2.4(b) displays the randomly determined
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results of these opening time brackets in the simulations, measuring the percentage of
simulations that contain each part’s first note along the vertical axis. The data in Figure 2.4(b)
clearly illustrates the difference in time between the peaks of the two pairs, as well as the
progression from A and F to D and F.

Figure 2.5. Flowchart of Likely Harmonic Progression from 0’00” to 1’30”

Figure 2.5 represents this data as a flowchart.20 This flowchart—derived from the
prevalence data above—depicts the first minute and a half of a typical performance of the piece,
during which time the computational simulations tend to progress from silence to a single note,
to sc (04) (via pcs 59 or 559), to sc (037) (via pcs 259 or 2559), to sc (03) (via pcs 25 or 255). By
generalizing this observation into a progression from sc (04) to sc (037) to sc (03), Varia
considers whether a similar pattern can be applied to the other two triads. Example 2.11
illustrates the solution she employs in her interpretation for each triad—which is just one of
many possible solutions.

20

This flowchart is modeled after a representation of transitions between pitch-class sets in Popoff, “Stochastic
Processes,” 18–19.
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Example 2.11. Progressions from sc (04) to sc (037) to sc (03) (Varia)

In order to create a parallel structure around the C-major triad, Varia delays the G4 in the
soprano as long as possible (the latest possible entrance time is 2’40”) and sustains the C4 in the
tenor as long as possible (the time bracket ends at 2’40”), so that the C is sounding and the G is
not when the alto enters with E4 at 2’25”. The alto’s E4 is then sustained as the soprano and bass
enter on G (both relatively late within their respective time brackets), followed by the departure
of the C. Varia’s interpretation maximizes the duration of each step in the progression, but it
must all be coordinated within a relatively short time interval, as the (identical) time brackets
containing the alto’s E4 and the bass’s G2 last only 25 seconds, between 2’25” and 2’50”. The
intricacy of this timing reflects the C-major triad’s relative fragility, compounded by the mere
15-second potential overlap between the tenor’s C4 and the alto’s E4. This instability is
especially vivid in Figure 2.3 above, which depicts the low prevalence and short duration of the
C-major triad relative to the D-minor and A-major triads in the simulations.
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Example 2.12. Expanded Intervallic Progression About Each Triad (Varia)

The final triad—A major—can also be made to fit Varia’s pattern, as the first constituent
tone is A3 in the tenor (appearing just after 4’00”), which Varia follows with D♭4 in the alto as
soon as the time bracket begins at 4’30”, followed by the bass’s E3, whose own starting bracket
ends at 5’00”. Once the triad has sounded, Varia directs the tenors holding the A3 to stop
singing, and the D♭–E dyad between the alto and bass continues to sound, completing the sc (04)
– sc (037) – sc (03) pattern. While Varia’s progression from sc (04) to sc (03) around each of the
triads was informed by tendencies revealed through the simulations, she decided to take the
intervallic compression a step farther, following each of the triadic progressions with sc (02).
Example 2.12 illustrates the expanded progressions.
For D minor, this next step occurs between the alto’s D and the tenor’s C; for C major,
she engineered sc (02) between the soprano’s G and the bass’s A. For A major, a verticality
between the tenor’s D and the bass’s E (around 5’15”) is not possible, but a listener could be
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guided to link them, especially considering their registral proximity (shown with a doubleheaded dotted arrow in Example 2.12). The C-C♯ dyad between the tenor and bass at the very end
of the piece form sc (01), which completes a large-scale progression from ic4 to ic1, evincing a
compelling tripartite pattern of set classes 04–03–02, 04–03–02, 04–03–(“02”)–01 about the
triads.

Example 2.13. I6-related Trichords (Varia)

At the end of piece, Varia ensures the presence of two instances of sc (014), D♭–E–F and
D♭–D–F, whose internal ic1s anticipate the final ic1 between the bass’s C and the tenor’s C♯. As
Example 2.13 shows, these two sets are related by I6, as are the sc (037) trichords D minor and A
major, producing a microcosmic reflection of the large-scale inversional relationship of the first
and last triads, which also happen to share a tonic-dominant relationship. The deployment of sc
(014), which can be construed as a simultaneous minor and major third, echoes the 04–037–03
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progressions in its juxtaposition of major- and minor-mode signifiers, albeit on an abstract level.
As a final note, the D minor triadic fragment between about 3’00” and 4’30” cannot conform to
the pattern (among other reasons, the triad as a simultaneity is not possible), and Varia
accordingly deemphasizes the root (in the tenor around 3’20”) and surrounds it with destabilizing
silences—the only silences in this interpretation.

Metera’s Interpretation of Four2

Example 2.14. Metera’s Interpretation of Four2

Metera prioritizes orderly, symmetrical structures of duration and harmony. She seeks
balance in her interpretations, avoiding what she considers to be dramatic or overwrought
climaxes or abrupt shifts in texture. A transcription and audio realization of her interpretation are
given in Example 2.14 and Audio Example 2.4.
Metera’s approach to the triads is generally to emphasize them as harmonic markers
throughout the piece, but she takes care to integrate them into a parallel symmetrical structure
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that takes registral contours into account. The D-minor opening of her interpretation unfolds
from the center outwards, with the voices entering in registral order of 3–2–4–1. This registral
order is reversed for entrances of the last four sounds, resulting in a pattern of 1–4–2–3 for the
soprano’s F5, the tenor’s C♯3, the alto’s D♭4 and the bass’s C4. These patterns are highlighted in
Example 2.15. The harmony at the end is, of course, quite different, but abstract thinking (and
hearing) is essential in such a landscape.

Example 2.15. Registral Order of First and Last Four Sounds (Metera)

Metera’s symmetrical framing may suggest to the listener the possibility of an explicitly
defined center point, and Metera has indeed articulated the center through the D4 in the tenor,
which enters just after 3’00”. This pitch recalls the root of the opening chord, but Metera makes
sure to draw our attention by preceding it with the only silence of the piece. Additionally, the
descent to A3 via the bass (subsequently taken up by the tenor) inverts ascent at the opening
from the tenor A to the alto D in both pitch and register. Metera’s interpretation bridges the space
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between the first and third triads by agogically accenting the A3 in the tenor that is shared by
both chords. This choice also serves to defuse the potentially “teleological” shape of the piece (in
favor of a symmetrical structure) through continuity of both pitch and register.
Throughout the piece, additional nearly triadic moments are emphasized, such as the Fmajor near-triad between the bass and tenor around 1’35”, and the D-minor near-triad from about
3’00” to 4’30” (indicated by thick, dotted boxes in Example 2.16). Where triads are not possible
(as in these moments and others), Metera still emphasizes relatively consonant intervallic subsets
of triads, such as thirds, fourths, fifths, and octaves.

Example 2.16. Near-Triads and Arpeggiations (Metera)

Metera integrates the D-minor near-triad even further by relating it to the second triad—
the C-major chord—through the contours of her registral entrance structure. The C-major chord
is arpeggiated in ascending registral order (with the exception of the bass’s G, which duplicates
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the soprano), and moments later the D-minor near-triad is arpeggiated in descending registral
order, albeit without a full triadic verticality.

Example 2.17. Quasi-Cadential Figure (Metera)

The most distinctive feature of Metera’s interpretation is the quasi-cadential figure from
about 5’05” to 5’35” highlighted in Example 2.17. The tenor’s sustained A3 is joined by D♭4 in
the alto and the bass’s E3, which enter in unison to form the A-major triad—the dominant of D
minor. The tenor’s A then stops while the D♭and E sustain and, around 5’10”, they exchange,
again simultaneously, with the soprano and tenor on F5 and D4, respectively. While a cadential
gesture would hardly be worth mentioning in and of itself in many contexts, it is remarkable that
such a gesture could be accommodated here. As Rob Haskins notes in a discussion of Two2,
composed the year before Four2, “[a]s in all Cage’s works where pitch is specified,
pitch…functions in a variety of ways that intersect, though uneasily, with music where pitch
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structures suggest or literally instantiate patterns of coherence.”21 Cage would surely not approve
of a performance of Four2 in which the quasi-cadential figure above was emphasized (much less
Metera’s synchronized voice exchange between the parts at 5’10”). However, such a figure is
entirely permissible within the system of time brackets that Cage established, which underscores
the importance of those aspects of performance and interpretation that remain unspecified in the
score.

Real-World Performances of Four2
Having produced possible performances of Four2 by design and by computational
simulation, I will now compare the results of these approaches with existing performances of the
composition.

Example 2.18. Transcription of Houston Chamber Choir (ECM New Series)

21

Haskins, “An Anarchic Society of Sounds,” 218.
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Example 2.19. Transcription of Ars Nova Copenhagen, Version 1 (Mode)

Example 2.20. Transcription of Ars Nova Copenhagen, Version 2 (Mode)

Examples 2.18, 2.19, and 2.20 are the author’s transcriptions of three commercially
available recordings of Four2: the Houston Chamber Choir conducted by Robert Simpson for
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ECM New Series in 2015, and two recordings (labeled “Version 1” and “Version 2” in the CD
booklet) by Ars Nova Copenhagen for Mode Records in 1999.22 These recordings are Audio
Examples 2.5, 2.6, and 2.7, respectively. In addition, I reviewed four recordings available on
YouTube—all of which appear to be live recordings—and one other commercially available
recording.23 Of the four YouTube recordings, three include both audio and video documentation
of the performances, which is helpful in ascertaining some aspects of the performance practice,
as will be discussed below.
In the three transcriptions, the opening D-minor triad is sustained for at least thirty
seconds, but the other triads discussed above appear with less frequency. The C-major triad
appears in both Ars Nova recordings, but not in the Houston Chamber Choir recording; the Amajor triad is only heard briefly in the second Ars Nova recording and the Houston Chamber
Choir recording. I will return to a discussion of harmonic considerations later, but first I will
examine the distribution of densities in these recordings.
Table 2.3 compares the distribution of densities (by number of active vocal parts) in the
three commercial recordings of Four2 transcribed above to the four fictional conductors’
imagined performances and the statistical mean, maximum and minimum values obtained from
the random simulations. (The extrema obtained from the simulation data do not reflect
mathematical limits; additional simulations would likely slightly expand the ranges.)

22

My transcriptions reflect the elapsed time of the recordings, but because each recording is less than seven minutes
in duration, it is possible that the starting point of a given recording does not correspond to 0’00” of Cage’s timebracket structure. Because of this uncertainty, these transcriptions cannot be compared directly with Cage’s sevenminute time-bracket structure (as illustrated in Example 2.2). In any case, they do provide a general sketch of the
succession of musical relationships, and the uncertainty does not affect the distributions given in Table 2.3.
23
These recordings are listed in the discography.
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Table 2.3. Comparison of Distribution of Densities (by Number of Vocal Parts) in the Monte
Carlo Simulations, Fictional Conductors’ Interpretations, and Selected Recordings of Four2

It is immediately clear from the data in Table 2.3 that the recordings deviate from the
distributions that might be expected based on the random simulations. All three recordings
exceed the proportion of three- and four-voice textures typical of the simulations; likewise, they
all fall below the average amount of silence and single-voice textures. This apparent preference
for fuller textures is exemplified by Ars Nova’s performances in particular. In their second
version, the proportion of three-voice textures easily exceeds that of any individual simulation,
while their first version exceeds all but one of the simulations in its proportion of three-voice
textures.
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Figure 2.6. Comparison of Distribution of Densities (by Number of Vocal Parts) in the Monte
Carlo Simulations, Fictional Conductors’ Interpretations, and Selected Recordings of Four2
Figure 2.6 recasts the information in Table 2.3 graphically using line segments to link and
juxtapose the prevalence of each cardinality—measured in total time on the vertical axis—
amongst the recordings, the imagined conductors’ interpretations, and the simulation average.
Each line represents what I will refer to as the density profile of a given performance. The gray
shadow represents the area between the highest and lowest durations obtained for each
cardinality amongst the simulations. Points on the density-profile lines that fall outside of the
gray area—such as the prevalence of two-voice textures for the fictional conductor Acuta and the
prevalence of one-voice textures for all three recordings—reflect values that were not once
encountered in over one thousand random virtual simulations and, based on an expectation of a
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completely random determination of the time brackets, can be understood as statistically unlikely
outliers.24
Figure 2.6 illustrates the difference in prevalence between the randomly generated
simulation data, for which one- and two-voice textures are most common, and the commercial
recordings, which skew towards two- and three-voice textures. It bears emphasizing that in a
typical performance of Four2, the distribution of density is not directly selected by performers; it
is contingent upon the confluence of choices made by performers in determining their own vocal
parts, and choices made by the other performers in determining theirs independently.
Furthermore, as the interpretations of the fictional conductors Metera, Soportia and Varia make
manifest, performances with similar distributions of density can be constituted in strikingly
different ways.
Each density profile in Figure 2.6 has a single peak, indicating the most prevalent density
level over the course of a given performance. Although there is considerable variation among the
versions, no performance has silence or a four-voice texture as the most prevalent density level.
Furthermore, the peak for each density profile represents the line’s only change in direction (i.e.
from increasing to decreasing prevalence values). This results in a generally concave
(downward) bell shape—a shape emphasized by the use of lines in this figure, rather than bars or
points.
The consistent bell shape of the density profiles reflects the unlikeliness of simultaneous
changes between two or more voices, a characteristic feature of Cage’s time brackets in general.
In Four2, this is ensured by a variety of factors, including the independence of each time bracket

24

Because the fictional conductors’ interpretations were generated by hand specifically for the purposes of this
study, my analysis here focuses on comparing the recordings and the simulation data, which were conceived
independently of one another. I will note, however, that I analyzed the density distributions of the fictional
conductors’ interpretations only after they were complete, and did not subsequently alter or revise them.
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and the fact that each contains a single sound. Assuming the brackets are determined randomly,
one-voice textures typically move through two-voice textures to reach three-voice textures, and
so forth. Therefore, as Figure 2.6 demonstrates, the prevalence of a given cardinality will
typically be closer to the prevalence of adjacent cardinalities than to more distant cardinalities.
This is especially true regarding the peak cardinalities for each density profile. This suggests that
the density profile of a performance of Four2 may be shifted left or right, but the bell shape of
the line will persist.
Popoff asserts that while Cage’s time-bracket structure “[allows] flexibility in its
realization, it guarantees an overall regular behavior” when considered statistically, and indeed it
would be logical to conclude that the random determination of a certain configuration of time
brackets and sounds would produce consistent results over many trials.25 The consistency of the
bell shape of the density profiles and the statistical preference for one- and two-voice textures
obtained from the simulation data can be regarded as deep properties of Four2, although in
practice, these aspects are clearly far from guaranteed.
Another method of characterizing the density of Four2 is to consider the average change
in cardinality over time within a performance. Figure 2.7 illustrates the average density of voices
in the simulations over time, with a blue line indicating the running mean and a black line
indicating the mode (the cardinality that appears most often) for each second of the work. The
dark gray area indicates values that fall within the first standard deviation (± 1σ, which according
to a common rule of thumb for normally distributed data, accounts for about 68% of the data);
the lighter gray area indicates values that fall within the second standard deviation (± 2σ, which
accounts for about 95%).

25

Popoff, “Indeterminate Music and Probability Spaces,” 227.
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Figure 2.7. Average Density of Voices in Simulations of Four2 Over Time
A technical statistical analysis is beyond the scope of the present study, but the inclusion
of the average, mode, and standard deviation is intended to provide a more nuanced account of
how likely various cardinalities might be throughout the piece. For instance, between about
1’10” and 2’15”, the most common density in the simulations is a two-voice texture, but the
running average suggests a decrease in the number of voices likely to be heard over time, with
two- and three-voice textures taken together as most common at the beginning of this passage,
and two- and one-voice textures more common at the end. Points at which the gray region is
widest suggest the broadest variety of cardinalities, while narrower points suggest a focus around
a particular cardinality.
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Figure 2.8. Prevalence of Density of Voices Over Time in All Simulations

While Figure 2.7 provides a useful summary of general changes in density over the
course of a performance of Four2, its reliance on the average cardinality at any given time
obscures the relationships between the discrete cardinalities of the individual simulations. Figure
2.8 depicts the relative prevalence of each cardinality over time amongst the simulations in the
line graph above, while the gray graph below indicates the number of time brackets available.
Time brackets that overlap within a single part are counted as a single bracket, since only one
can sound at a time.
Figure 2.8 shows that the most prevalent cardinality at any given moment is always
overtaken by the line of an adjacent cardinality. For example, throughout the first minute of the
piece the texture expands stepwise via a progression from silence as the most prevalent texture to
a one-voice texture, a two-voice texture, and a three-voice texture. The various lines’
complementary peaks and troughs in response to one another are evident. A comparison with the
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full time-bracket structure depicted in Example 2.2 demonstrates that the lines become especially
volatile when time brackets are shorter, or when multiple time brackets’ edges correspond (such
as the moment around 2’30”–2’40”). Interestingly, the relationship between density and the
number of time brackets available is not so clear-cut. Although there is a time bracket available
for each part for most of the piece, four-voice textures are never the most prevalent density level,
reaching only second place around 1’00” and 6’15”.
Although several writers have remarked on the importance of silence in the Number
Pieces, the scarcity of silence amongst the recordings is notable.26 Remarkably, among the eight
recordings reviewed, only the YouTube recording of the Ensemble de Exploración Vocal de los
Andes contains an internal silence (i.e., a silence anywhere between the first and last sound of
the piece). Although there are a limited number of recordings available for evaluation, the lack of
internal silences is unusual considering that over 98% of the random simulations contain internal
silences. Furthermore, the aggregated simulation data in Figure 2.8 indicates a clear statistical
preference for silence over all other possible sonorities around 3’40”.
Representing the density data obtained from the simulations as a series of histograms
facilitates a more nuanced comparison with the distribution of density of the recordings and the
fictional conductors’ interpretations. Figure 2.9 comprises five histograms, each of which depicts
the percentage of the simulations that exhibit each of the five possible cardinalities for a given
number of seconds. Superimposed onto these results are the values from Example 2.28 for each
of the recordings and the four imagined performances by the fictional conductors.27

26

For example, see Clemens Gresser, “Structured Silence as a Compositional Idea in Some of Cage’s Number
Pieces,” Contemporary Music Review 33 nos. 5/6 (2014), 580–96; and Haskins, “An Anarchic Society of Sounds,”
10.
27
The histograms in Figure 2.9 can also be thought of as vertical cross sections of the data in Figure 2.6, with
vertical relationships between the different density profiles from bottom to top now expressed from left to right.
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(a) Prevalence of Silent Textures

(b) Prevalence of One-Voice Textures

(c) Prevalence of Two-Voice Textures

(d) Prevalence of Three-Voice Textures

(e) Prevalence of Four-Voice Textures
Figure 2.9. Histograms of the Prevalence of Cardinalities in Simulations,
with Recordings and Fictional Conductors’ Interpretations Superimposed
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The histograms in Figure 2.9 further illustrate the bias towards fuller textures in the
recordings discussed above. Ars Nova’s second version, for instance, contains 33 seconds of
four-voice textures—the fewest among the three transcribed performances—but Figure 2.9(e)
makes clear that this is still a surprisingly high value. Over half of the simulations include less
than 20 seconds of four-voice textures, and about 17% have no four-voice textures at all.
All five distributions in Figure 2.9 exhibit a disproportionately long tail to the right of the
center of the data, a phenomenon called a positive skew.28 The distribution for four-voice
textures, given in Figure 2.9(e), is especially skewed compared to the others, while cardinalities
of 1 and 2, given in Figure 2.9(b) and Figure 2.9(c), are the least skewed. The extent to which a
distribution is skewed with a longer tail to the right corresponds to an expectation that in future
performances, more outlier values will be encountered above the mean rather than below it. This
is reflected in Figure 2.7 above by the relationship of the gray area to the simulation mean (the
black line): the gray area is larger above than below it.
Figure 2.9(e), the histogram depicting the distribution of four-voice textures, has the most
unusual shape of the five, owing to the large proportion of simulations without any four-voice
textures (represented by the leftmost vertical bar). According to the data in Table 2.3, four-voice
textures are the least prevalent density level in the simulations; the average simulation has just
twenty seconds of four-voice textures.

28

These observations were verified using the statistical computing software R (https://www.r-project.org/).
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Figure 2.10. Prevalence of (037)-Related Sets and Non-(037)-Related Sets
in the Simulations Over Time

Using averages obtained from the simulation data allows one to evaluate areas of higher
and lower density in a typical performance of Four2. The same methodology can be used to
ascertain the contour of other musical qualities, such as dissonance. The variety of measures of
dissonance available to analysts underscores the importance of choosing a contextually
appropriate metric; here I have chosen to contrast the prevalence of triadic and non-triadic
harmonies. Figure 2.10 displays the average composite prevalence over time in the simulations
of sc (037) and its subsets—sc (03), sc (04), sc (05) and sc (037)—in blue, and all other sets in
red. The prevalence of silence and sc (0) are omitted since the concept of vertical consonance
and dissonance is predicated on the relation of at least two different pitches.29

29

This method is a useful heuristic, but is obviously not without flaws. Inevitably included with the category of sc
(037)-related set classes (and thus treated as equivalent) are pitch class sets that are not subsets of the three triads
discussed above, such as the major third between the soprano’s final F and the alto’s final D♭, which might be
perceived as relatively more dissonant in the context of this work than subsets of the familiar harmonies elsewhere.
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Figure 2.10 makes clear that there are four moments in which non-(037) sets are more
prevalent than (037)-related sets: from 1’37”–2’06”, 2’48”–3’02”, 5’16”–5’29”, and 6’04”–
7’00” (the end of the piece). The first dissonant moment can be attributed to the potential sc (02)
dyads between the soprano’s G and the bass’s F or the tenor’s A, or between the tenor’s C and
the alto’s D. The second dissonant moment results from the bass’s A and the G of the soprano.
The third and fourth moments result from a variety of potential dissonances, including half-steps
between the bass’s E and the soprano’s F, and the D♭, D, and C♯, and C in the alto, tenor, and
bass, respectively.

Example 2.21. Soportia’s Interpretive Response to Dissonant Moments

The three recordings offer little contrast with respect to these dissonant moments; while
there is variation in the duration of the dissonances, no recording avoids any of them entirely. By
returning to the fictional conductors’ interpretations, I hope to illustrate the variety of possible
responses to these moments more vividly. Example 2.21 uses dotted boxes to draw attention to
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the ways in which Soportia navigates these moments. In the first, second and third moments, she
responds to the dissonance-favoring conditions by thinning out the texture, in each case to a
single sustained pitch for at least part of the time interval—but not all the way to silence, which
would contravene her musical preferences. In the minute or so preceding the fourth moment,
faced with a strong prevalence of dissonant combinations, Soportia sustains one note for
continuity (the soprano’s F5), and cues the other sounds against it, one by one. After 6’00”, she
sustains the alto’s D♭4 and the tenor’s C♯3 together.30 Metera similarly sustains one harmony
and sounds tones against it one by one at this point in the piece, though she does so in a different
order (see Example 2.14 above).

Example 2.22. Acuta’s Interpretive Response to Dissonant Moments

30

As discussed above, the 5-second overlap between the bass’s C and the alto’s D♭at 6’10” is unavoidable due to
the time-bracket structure.
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By contrast, Example 2.22 demonstrates that Acuta responds to these moments by
balancing individual dissonances with silence, reflecting her preference for sparse textures. For
instance, the first dissonant moment contains three different tones, including a sustained sc (02)
between the tenor’s C and the alto’s D, while the second moment is completely silent. The third
moment sets two highly dissonant semitonal dyads, E–F in the bass and soprano and D♭–D in the
alto and tenor, against one another. The final moment combines silence and only two pitches: C♯
in the tenor and C in the bass, which sound together and individually. Varia’s interpretation
shares many of these semitone-based sonorities in the final two minutes (see Example 2.10
above), though in service of somewhat different musical priorities.
As noted above, the most striking harmonic incursion is the C♯/D♭in the alto and tenor
from 4’30” to the end of the piece. Even though this tone forms the third of the A-major
harmony (and thus has a normative harmonic function within D minor), it is jarring both for
residing outside of the diatonic white-note pitch collection heard so far, and also for its potential
juxtaposition with D or C, emphasizing the dissonant interval of the semitone.31 Metera and
Soportia share an interest in deemphasizing the potential dissonance here, though for Soportia,
the overlap of C and C♯ in the last minute is unavoidable in achieving the motivic perfect fourth
between the soprano’s F and the bass’s C.

Performance Practice of Four2
Just as the computational simulations and the fictional conductors’ interpretations
generated by hand produced an array of diverse results, there are many factors that might

31

The pc set [012] is not possible as a simultaneity, but it comes tantalizingly close, as the tenor’s time bracket for D
ends at 5’40”, just five seconds before the bass’s time bracket for C begins at 5’45”, and assuming that the alto is
sustaining D♭throughout.
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produce differences between real-world performances. In this section, I discuss the performance
practice of Four2 and the Number Pieces in general, in order to appropriately contextualize the
analytical methodology and interpret the differences between the performances.
Cage’s ideal performance practice is not entirely clear, as a number of writers have
noted.32 Broadly speaking, however, his intention in employing the time-bracket notation seems
to have been to ensure spontaneous decision-making that maintains the independence of each
part.33 Cage’s Number Pieces, like his other works that combine techniques of chance and
indeterminacy, allow both the composer and the performer to access a multiplicity of unfamiliar
possibilities—to turn one’s mind “in the direction of no matter what eventuality,” in Cage’s
famous phrase.34
Popoff notes that Cage’s time brackets frame duration as an abstraction to be accessed by
the performer only indirectly, contingent upon the performer’s choice of starting and ending
points in the moment: “in the framework of a time-bracket, a sound is defined by its starting and
ending time and all the perceptual qualities of the sound such as duration or repartition in time
are defined a posteriori.”35 Unlike what Popoff refers to as the “discrete time of classical music
measured in beats,” in which the beginning of a sound is often synchronized with the end of the
previous sound, the starting and ending points of sounds within time brackets exist independently
of one another as time values elapsed from the beginning of the composition.36 In this way,
conventional expressive gestures related to duration such as rubato and metric accents are
rendered meaningless.
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Despite the unique qualities of the time-bracket notation, the realization of Cage’s
priorities of spontaneity, independence of the parts, and non-intention are greatly shaped by
choices made by the performers.37 An article on Cage’s choral music by Emily John intended for
prospective performers observes that the piece is often performed without a conductor, and that
section leaders may cue the changes.38 As with many of Cage’s works, the use of a timekeeping
device—whether stopwatches synchronized throughout the ensemble or a digital display visible
to all—is typical.39
The video recordings of performances of Four2 on YouTube, in contrast with John’s
observation above, all involve conductors, yet suggest a variety of approaches regarding the
conductor’s role. In some cases, such as Carlos López Puccio conducting the Estudio Coral de
Buenos Aires, conductors are clearly cueing the performers. In other instances, such as the
Soundstreams performance conducted by Kaspars Putniņš, the conductor seems to merely be
indicating the passage of time, presumably leaving the decisions to the section leaders.
Occasionally, the conductor’s cue seems to cause multiple parts to begin, end or change sounds
simultaneously, such as in Puccio’s performance at 2:37. This kind of coordination suggests a
predetermined interpretive strategy. In other performances, two successive sounds within a
single part are often audible simultaneously, suggesting that the performers are transitioning
from one sound to another independently, rather than as a section. This seems to occur at 1:11 in
the performance by the Latvian Radio Choir conducted by Sigvards Klava, when the sopranos’
second sound, G4, begins but the sopranos’ first sound, F4, is still clearly audible. This
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performance technique in particular seems to contravene Cage’s prefatory instruction in the score
that each sound should have a single beginning and a single end.
Mark Steighner, who as choral director of the Hood River Valley High School
commissioned Four2 from Cage, indicated that in performances he conducted he acted as a
timekeeper and allowed section leaders to cue the beginnings and ends of each bracket
independently.40 As conductor, Steighner would indicate intervals of fifteen seconds while each
section leader cued their section—arranged in a circle—with eye contact or a head nod.41 This
practice seems to resonate with Cage’s desire for the sections to determine their parts
independently, yet in Cage’s correspondence with Steighner, he suggested that the conductor
“may specify the beginnings and ends of tones but hopefully without gestures visible to the
audience.”42 In the same letter, Cage advises that “touch may be useful between section members
for cues.”
Thomas Kiørbye, the manager of Ars Nova Copenhagen, drew a clear distinction
between preparing for a live performance of Four2 and preparing the Mode recording. According
to Kiørbye, Ars Nova Copenhagen has performed the piece live many times, and for those
performances the time brackets are determined spontaneously by the individual sections. He
acknowledges, however, that even though they did not agree to a plan in advance, through many
rehearsals and performances “we may have developed a route through the piece which we found
worked well so that the performances may not have been all that different.”43 Brent Baldwin,
who conducted a performance of Four2 as the artistic director of Austin-based Panoramic
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Voices, similarly reported that there were “certain elements/sequences that we fell into
throughout the rehearsal process.”44
For the Ars Nova Copenhagen recording, in order to “make a point of demonstrating how
the piece can end up sounding differently depending on the choices made by the performers,”
according to Kiørbye the ensemble “pre-designed two versions meant to be as different from
each other as possible” within Cage’s constraints. In our correspondence, Mark Steighner
confirmed my observation that few performances of Four2 seem to take advantage of the
possibility of internal silences. Based on his experiences preparing the work for performance,
Steighner observed that one of the most difficult aspects of this piece for singers is audiating
pitches after long silences. It is certainly plausible that this particular obstacle might have
discouraged performers from including silences in their interpretations. Steighner’s
interpretations, as he recalls, typically included internal silences but, unfortunately, were not
recorded.
The full textures and lack of silences in real-world performances of Four2 may simply
reflect some performers’ aesthetic preferences for full textures or, more generally, an inclination
to fill the sonic space. Cage asked performers to accept silence as part of his compositions, but if
these recordings are any indication, performers may be hesitant to sing too little or enter too late
in a bracket. In an interview with Mark Gresham, Cage observed that the things he asks of the
performers in Four2, such as sustaining very long sounds and making choices about when to
begin and end within the time brackets, “might have been difficult for their minds, but not for
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their capacities.”45 Elsewhere, regarding another of the Number Pieces, Cage acknowledged that
“it is very difficult for performers to do so little.”46
Even if performers approached the piece with the intention of producing unfamiliar or
random results, it is well established that humans are poor random number generators.47
Furthermore, because musically salient qualities of performance such as duration, density, and
harmony are accessed only indirectly by performers through their choice of when to begin and
end each sound in their own part only, performers’ ability to intentionally shape these qualities is
limited, whether in pursuit of familiar or unfamiliar outcomes. For example, although Kiørbye
indicated that the two Ars Nova recordings were intended to be “as different from each other as
possible,” the analysis above suggests that in many respects they are remarkably similar.
The difficulties imposed by the Number Pieces have occasionally inspired performers to
invent novel performance paradigms. For a 2000 recording of 103 with the Janacek Philharmonic
Orchestra, conductor Petr Kotík, who often worked with Cage, flipped coins to randomly
determine the starting points of each of the 103 performers’ time brackets, and then generated
parts based on the pre-determined starting points, leaving the ending points to the discretion of
the performers.48 Other writers have recognized the potential for technology to mediate
performance of Cage’s music of this period.49 In one instance, a recording of several of Cage’s
Number Pieces was produced by having a single performer record multiple parts to be
overdubbed in the studio.50 This approach would certainly eliminate any possibility of
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performers listening to one another and interacting musically, which Cage opposed to the extent
that performers listening to one another and determining their time brackets in coordination
might introduce intentional and familiar musical patterns.51 While both approaches lack
spontaneity, the (partially) random method used in the recording of 103 has the additional merit
of embodying non-intentionality not only in the aggregation of the parts, but also at the level of
each individual part. Furthermore, in contrast with the overdubbed recording, it is a viable
strategy for live performance.
As Popoff notes, achieving the fullest multiplicity of results from the Number Pieces
without recourse to special accommodations (such as those described above) seems contingent
upon the actions of an “ideal performer” whose choices would be “purely random and devoid of
any bias,” or in Cage’s words, exhibit non-intention.52 He goes on to observe that human
performers are “very unlikely to act completely at random,” offering as an example the
possibility that a “performer might choose to play the sounds so as to achieve a specific
harmonic result with other performers.”53
One can easily imagine a performance in which performers project their expectations of
what Cage’s music should sound like through their interpretive choices, or, as Kiørbye noted
above, a performance in which the ensemble has become accustomed to taking a particular route
through the piece. In addition to maligning what he considered to be undisciplined or incorrect
performances, like many composers Cage actively disseminated his tastes and preferences by
corresponding with performers, attending rehearsals, supervising recording sessions of his music
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and participating in performances himself.54 The difficulties in achieving a performance without
any sort of bias have led to the consensus view summarized by Elizabeth Ann Lindau: “the
freedoms of indeterminate music are often described as deceptive, or as tests of a performer’s
discipline and seriousness.”55
In both theory and practice, Cage’s “ideal performer” remains elusive. Like Lindau and
other scholars who are reassessing the fundamental terms of Cage’s project, performers of
Cage’s works, often embroiled in what Lindau (after Lipsitz) terms “creative
misunderstandings,” consistently challenge the descriptions of non-intention provided by Cage
and his collaborators, both intentionally and inadvertently.56 The versions of Four2 I have
assembled for this analysis represent a spectrum of interpretive intentionalities by design: from
the lack of intention in the random computational simulations to the highly intentional fictional
conductors’ interpretations. In juxtaposing such different versions of the piece, my hope is to
reconcile the multiplicity of performance practices in circulation with the multiplicity of musical
results obtained.
Appendix A gives an original software program with which readers can edit and play
back their own interpretations of Four2, generate random interpretations, or access and
manipulate one of the fictional interpretations. This software is intended to provide an additional
venue in which to explore the multiplicity of possible musical results of the piece. It is a
standalone application developed in Max/MSP compatible with both Mac OS and Windows.
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Conclusion
As the epigraph to this chapter attests, Cage famously theorized the radical independence
of the acts of composing, performing, and listening from one another. Many writers have seized
on this partitioning as fundamental to understanding Cage’s work, with some insisting that it
precludes any kind of analysis that goes beyond a mere description of the compositional process.
William Brooks, for instance, asserts that “when we impose an analysis—we violate Cage’s
intention; we make his work conventional.”57 Brooks goes on to acknowledge that “the result
might be entertaining, beautiful, or illuminating, but we put it there, not the creator.”58
I submit that while analysis is ultimately an intentional act, the clear patterns, tendencies,
and relationships in Four2 suggest that Cage had specific musical results in mind, even if these
results constitute a range of possibilities more than any single realization. As Pritchett has
observed, “[t]he frameworks for Cage’s chance systems were crafted with an ear towards what
sorts of results they would produce, so that the questions he asked form the basis of his own
distinctive musical style.”59 Other writers have gone further, identifying the ways that Cage
“tinkered with his chance-determined structures to achieve [certain sounds].”60 Benedict Weisser
suggests that each Number Piece “deliberately aspires to be different” and describes Cage’s
“growing interest in hearing a ‘result’ within certain boundaries” as he was composing the
Number Pieces.61
By analyzing this composition, I have merely sought to identify some of these
“boundaries.” The analysis of an indeterminate work is a unique opportunity to discover both
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what is possible, and what else is possible—in other words, what typically results from the
situation that Cage delineates, and how widely the results might vary in outlier performances. By
acknowledging Cage’s musical preferences, and the fact that he upheld them in ways that
seemed to contradict his stated methods and goals, we productively denude his work of its aura
of impenetrability and encounter, as if for the first time, its architecture and its moving parts.
In the course of defending the analysis of Cage’s works, Rob Haskins acknowledges that
“any analytical description of his music can never account for the multiplicity of connections that
exist, in part because those connections did not originate with the composer himself.”62 Yet a
rigorous analysis of a work like Four2 uncovers a wealth of potential connections that, as
Hünermann reminds us, “are subject to Cage’s compositional decisions, even if the details
emerge from chance operations.”63 By returning to the two primary objections to the analysis of
Cage’s compositions—the works’ inherent multiplicity and Cage’s compositional principle of
non-intention—we may untangle these seemingly contradictory observations.
Cage’s scores each set in motion a unique network of sounds, relationships, and decisions
to be made that, while not always predictable in their results, are often aurally recognizable as a
given composition, and in practice are treated as such. As Popoff has argued, the statistical
approach is uniquely well suited to explicating the multiplicity of Cage’s Number Pieces because
it treats the differences among multiple performances as complementary statistical
probabilities.64 By describing these possibilities in terms of the language of tonal harmony (or
any other system), we do “impose an analysis,” but we do so in a way that is productive and
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consistent with contemporary music-theoretical scholarship, in which proof of a composer’s
intention is not typically required to legitimize an empirical observation.
In any case, Cage’s music offers a singular opportunity for performers to make musical
decisions they would not be presented with in other works. By considering Four2 from the
perspective of the performer in this study—in the guise of existing recordings, computersimulated performances, and the interpretations of four invented conductors—I hope to have
dramatized the multiplicity of the composition. However, as Hünermann argues, “[c]hance,” like
multiplicity, “does not just happen; it can only exist within a system, a surrounding order that is
always produced by the composer.”65 Even though each performance of Four2 comprises dozens
of individual determinations, each decision point is axiomatically contextualized by the
composition. Indeterminate works like Four2 may admit a wider range of musical results than
other compositions, but even these results’ latitude can be evaluated and understood in a broader
musical context.
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CHAPTER THREE
(Per)forming Open Form: Earle Brown’s Novara1
Earle Brown’s open form compositions invite the conductor to arrange a palette of
composed gestures called events into a musical performance. The possibilities, it seems, are both
limitless and highly constrained: even if every pitch, dynamic, and articulation within each event
is determined, there is an entire universe of possible formal trajectories and juxtapositions.
Brown was adamant that each of his compositions maintains a distinctive and immutable identity
through the notated events, no matter their disposition in performance.2 This perspective is
echoed through many accounts and analyses of Brown’s works that bypass performance
altogether, instead striving to illuminate an underlying compositional unity and coherence by
focusing on the salient qualities of individual events (or event groupings).3
What remains to be addressed are the specific ways these compositions are organized in
the time of performance: the “form” of open form. In this chapter, I demonstrate that Brown’s
open form works exhibit extensive formal continuities and function in performance, using the
composition Novara (1962) as a case study. These continuities are the result of conscious and
unconscious aesthetic decisions made during the performance by the conductor, whose
collaborative role as a creative agent (alongside the composer) has rarely been explored in detail.
This type of exploration in an indeterminate context requires getting away from the score to
some extent, in tandem with what Judy Lochhead describes as “an analytical reliance on
performance.”4 Accordingly, my analysis stems from listening to three recordings of
1
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performances of Novara conducted by Brown: two with the Virtuoso Ensemble in 1966 and one
with a group of Dutch musicians in 1974.5
Each recording depicts the conductor shaping the time of the performance by engaging
with a range of musical parameters to project patterns of tension and release on multiple time
scales. I identify two principal (and often overlapping) strategies employed by Brown as
conductor: (1) shaping the most flexible (or entirely indeterminate) parameters of each sound,
such as loudness, tempo, and duration; and (2) bringing out connections between notated
material through choices regarding alignment, juxtaposition, and texture. I argue that both
strategies embody an indeterminate adaptation of what Kramer calls “multiply-directed linear
time,” in which linear musical processes are present, but frequently interrupted or reordered.6 In
Brown’s open form works, it is as though the conductor must choose from between many
different possible linear processes. In this sense, the performances reveal not only the
multiplicity of possible forms for a single open form work, but also the range of functions that a
single event can enact in different contexts.

The Form of Open Form
Each of the four pages of Novara’s score contains five events.7 These twenty events
comprise the material from which a given performance is constructed, varying in instrumentation
from solos to the full ensemble of eight (flute, trumpet, bass clarinet, piano, two violins, viola,
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and cello). Over the course of the performance, the conductor cues the beginning and ending of
each event. The event number is designated by the conductor’s left hand, while the page from
which the event is drawn is indicated by a placard turned towards the ensemble with a moveable
arrow. The conductor’s right hand is used not only to give the cue, but can also shape each event
with respect to dynamics, tempo, and other parameters.8
Discussions of the actual “form” of Brown’s open form works are few and far between.9
To begin with, open form is often conflated with works whose methods of composition and
performance variously include chance, aleatory, and indeterminacy. Painted with such a broad
brush, it is unsurprising that many have reached dim conclusions regarding the viability of such
works as subjects for analysis.10 Where form is addressed, writers tend to be more responsive to
the fragmentary way the material has been presented in the score than to the content or shape of
any particular performance. However, as form in these works emerges in real time, it is the
performance—and not the score—that must be central to the analysis. Following Lochhead, if
the score is the “essence of the work that transcends its performances,” analysis of the
performance of an open form work must turn away from the score to some extent, and rely on
“analytical formulations [that] are conceived through these differences [between
performances].”11
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As the conductor Joseph Klein points out, “[c]ontrary to what some people may think, it’s
not the kind of music that you can easily throw together—it really requires a lot of exploration
and sensitivity to pull off.”12 The conductor Stephen Drury likewise warns that “[w]hile the
dialectic between the identity of the individual events and the score as a whole should be made
clear, this can too easily disintegrate into isolated gestures—‘one damn thing after another.’”13
Nonetheless, Kramer describes “mobile” (and by extension, open) works as extreme versions of
moment form almost axiomatically, giving Brown’s Available Forms I (1961) as a critical
example.14 Building on Stockhausen’s conception, Kramer characterizes moment form as
comprising maximally undirected—and even “arbitrary”—constellations of discontinuous, selfcontained fragments.15
Brown, however, anticipates this perception, writing in the performance notes to Novara
that “the first impression derived from the score will be one of many sporadic fragments,” but
ultimately argues that a successful performance is one that emphasizes continuity:
With these procedures [of open form] clearly understood by the conductor and the musicians it is
possible to achieve smooth transitions and long lines of connected material of extreme
complexity and frequent modification… [The] wealth of fragments shows the numerous formal
possibilities inherent in the work, and it is this realization, not the fragmentations, that must
become the dominant characteristic of performance.16

Kramer’s reading certainly seems to be at odds with Brown’s. In fact, the centering of the
score (and thus composer) inherent in Kramer’s analytical approach recapitulates precisely the
12
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hierarchical composer-performer dynamic that Brown sought to avoid in practice.17 However,
even upon recognizing the score as fundamentally nonlinear, Kramer insists that other aspects of
the notation perform a compensatory function, writing, “[w]hat such pieces lack in linear logic
they regain in a nonlinear logic of consistency (for example, similarity of texture or timbre) that
makes the moments seem to belong to the same piece rather than being just a jumble of unrelated
excerpts.”18 By redirecting the analytical lens towards performance, it becomes clear that there is
no lack of linear logic; it has simply become the purview of the conductor, rather than the
composer.

Figure 3.1. Transcriptions of Three Performances of Novara (by page):
(a) 1966, Take 1, (b) 1966, Take 2, and (c) 1974
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Figure 3.1 gives a transcription of the three performances of Novara indicating the page
of the score from which events are taken, juxtapositions of material from multiple pages
(indicated by a box with a thick outline), and all conducted silences. Complete transcriptions are
given in Appendix B. The distribution of material by page quickly suggests formal implications.
For instance, in Figure 3.1(a) (1966, Take 1), Brown frames the performance with events from
page two, suggesting a possible relationship of exposition and recapitulation. In fact, when taken
with the overall progression of pages from two to three to four and back, there is even the
implication of an arch form (albeit with an unrepeated exploration of page one in the first half).
Generally speaking, the page seems to be a fundamental structural unit for conductors in
conceiving the form of a performance. Stephen Drury describes the repetition of a page
throughout a performance as akin to an “internal rhyme” with important formal implications,
explaining that one can repeat material “a couple [of] times and make everybody think it’s a
refrain or a rondo and then…go ahead and mess with them and never go back again.”19 Another
conductor, Joseph Klein, reaffirmed this conception in his description of performing Novara:
At the beginning of a given performance, I often stayed on one page for a while, then
moved to another and stayed there for a while…once we were a few minutes into the
piece, however, I would start rapidly shifting from one page to another. For one, I found
it musically interesting to establish each of the pages before mixing things up; for
another, I liked the dramatic effect of becoming increasingly more frenetic in the use of
material as the performance progressed.20
According to the score, typical performances of Novara last from six to twelve minutes.
Brown’s two takes with the Virtuoso Ensemble (1966) last 7:56 and 9:09; his Selected Works
performance (1974) exceeds the suggested timeframe, lasting exactly 13:00. In these
performances, as is typical, the conductor often lingers on the material from a single page for an
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extended period of time. Across these three performances, the average time spent on a single
visit to a page is about 1:17, which is very close to the average obtained for the Selected Works
performance, 1:18. For 1966, Take 1 the average is much higher (1:38), while for 1966, Take 2,
the average is much lower (1:01).
As Figure 3.1 demonstrates, combining events from multiple pages is relatively rare and
tends to occur only when the conductor is in the process of transitioning from one page to
another. From a practical perspective, continually adjusting the placard to cue different events
from different pages potentially introduces confusion, and requires experienced performers and a
robust conducting technique. The events on each page are also scored in complementary
instrumental subsets, in many cases allowing the conductor to more easily combine events within
a page than between them.

The First Strategy: Shaping Sounds
The examples that follow underline how the conductor’s choices in a given performance
suggest certain patterns of phrasing and pacing that have immediate functional and formal
implications. In turn, these local-level patterns often play a role in the segmentation and
differentiation of larger structural blocks. Before turning to specific examples, it is worth
emphasizing that in open form works, these patterns are often articulated through nonpitch
parameters, rather than more conventional functional forces, such as harmony. This is not to say
that the sense of function is necessarily diminished; on the contrary, as Berry succinctly
observes, structural functions emerge from the “dissonances and resolutions within all of music’s
parameters.”21 Pertinent here is Kramer’s assertion, with reference to early post tonal music, that
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even where structure is at least partially determined by pitch class relationships, “nonpitch
parameters…were made to act more structurally, more independently, more prominently, more
as a means of articulation, in order to compensate for the loss of tonality’s unequivocal goal
definition.”22
Just as the composers of the second Viennese School, to whom Kramer refers above, did
not have recourse to clear goal-oriented pitch structures during the process of composition, the
conductor of an open form work has limited recourse to goal-oriented pitch structures during the
process of performance. The conductor’s possible responses to this situation, executed in real
time, can be construed as occupying a continuum between two nominally opposed strategies. On
the one hand, the conductor may impose goal-oriented processes through changes to parameters
such as loudness, tempo, and duration more or less independently of what is notated. Conversely,
the conductor may, through specific choices regarding texture, juxtaposition, and alignment,
select for notated sounds that, through their organization in time, suggest function and linear
processes that would otherwise be ambiguous, imperceptible, or nonexistent. As will be shown
below, these may concern pitch or nonpitch parameters.

Figure 3.2. Two Strategies for the Conductor’s Interventions
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Kramer, The Time of Music, 33. See also Meyer, Music, the Arts, and Ideas, 242-243 and 299-301.
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Figure 3.2 gives the two strategies described above as the opposite poles of a continuum.
In practice, most of the conductor’s actions will partake of both strategies to varying extents.
However, this opposition is a useful heuristic for evaluating the conductor’s interventions
throughout the performances. Each of the two poles can be enacted in multiple ways. For
example, sound-shaping involves both the transformation of notated material and the imposition
of unnotated qualities (i.e. any event that is cued will have a volume, even if no dynamics are
notated in the score). Similarly, continuities can be revealed in and between events strictly as
they are notated, or through juxtapositions and vertical realignments, as will be discussed below.
The first strategy is perhaps most vividly illustrated by focusing on the different ways in
which a single event can be shaped. Audio Example 3.1 gives three instances—(a) Passage 1, (b)
Passage 2, and (c) Passage 3—of a single event (scored for the entire ensemble) taken from
amongst the performances. Each passage is composed of material from the same event, but
greatly varied in terms of loudness, tempo, and continuity over time. For instance, the first
passage, Audio Example 3.1(a), seems to find the music already in progress, with a multiplicity
of shifting pulses. Although the texture is carefully balanced and blended, individual sounds
occasionally surface and draw attention to a particular instrumental color. It quickly becomes
clear that many pitches are shared between different instruments. Even though the order of the
pitches varies, the melodic fragments suggest an almost canon-like imitation between some of
the musicians, particularly the high notes exchanged between the flute, piano, and violin. Around
eight seconds elapsed, the texture swells in volume and tempo, and new colors, such as those of
the trumpet and bass clarinet, become more prominent. By about twenty seconds elapsed, the
texture has settled back into a sustained sonority. As the pitch patterns are relatively static, it
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becomes clear that the changes in volume and tempo are most significant in describing how the
music changes through—and thus articulates—time.

Example 3.1. Novara, Event 2-1
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The notation for this event, which I will call event 2-1 by convention (as it is the first
numbered event on page two of the score), is given in Example 3.1.23 As may have been evident
from the passages above, each performer has six or seven pitches to play in a looping pattern
(looping events are indicated by the simile mark and fermata). Each sound’s relative duration is
indicated by Brown’s proportional notation, though the vertical synchronization of parts is
variable. In the performance notes, Brown encourages the conductor to actively “[i]ntroduce
fermata, stops, starts, vary tempi and loudness, etc.”24 These are, in turn, precisely the parameters
missing from the notation; their absence can be understood as a way of directing the conductor’s
attention and musical expressivity to precisely these areas. In other words, they imply
interventions that will partake of the first strategy.

Figure 3.3. Tempo and Loudness Over Time for
(a) Passage 1, (b) Passage 2, and (c) Passage 3

23
24

The trumpet and bass clarinet are transposed in all examples taken directly from the score.
Brown, Novara. See also Drury, “Then and Now,” 233-234.
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Figure 3.3 gives a transcription of the tempo (red) and loudness (blue) for each passage
from Audio Example 3.1 within bounding rectangles representing continuous sound.25 Passages
1 (3.4(a)) and 2 (3.4(b)) are continuous, and thus contained within a single rectangle; passage 3
(3.4(c)) is interspersed with silences, and thus divided into multiple rectangles. Despite being
derived from the same event in the score, each passage suggests a different formal function. The
rise-and-fall symmetry of the first passage outlines a complete musical statement. Even if the
volume and tempo do not return precisely to their original levels, more compelling, in my
hearing, is the complementary ebb and flow of each. The second passage exhibits a similar
overall dynamic trajectory to the first, but as the volume decreases, the tempo does not. The
divergence between these two trajectories is a source of musical tension: both parameters have
undergone a transformation, but only one has seemingly returned. This discrepancy makes the
ending of the passage feel unexpected and abrupt. To the extent that the listener holds on to the
unmaterialized possibility of a complete return—and therefore closure—passage 2 is an
incomplete statement.
The third passage comprises several similar figures, each of which is characterized by a
period of motion followed by a sustained sound. The concatenation of these individual figures, in
turn, suggests a more complex statement. The first figure begins with a gradual build in tempo
and loudness over about fifteen seconds before reaching the sustained sound. Subsequent figures
are presented more rapidly, while the second and fourth figures are followed by ensemble
silence. The overall contour becomes clear as the volume and tempo reach a peak in the fifth
figure (as though continuing the rising trend set in motion from the first), before resolving to a
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Because there is neither a single ensemble pulse nor a steady pulse within any individual part what I refer to as
tempo corresponds to a subjective perception of the rate of succession of individual sounds. Loudness is also highly
subjective (especially comparisons between different recordings). I compared the passages on multiple playback
devices and used digital loudness metering tools to clarify and confirm my hearing.
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final sustained sound. In addition to the completion of a rising and falling contour of volume and
tempo, the final figure also suggests closure through its longer duration, which reverses the trend
of diminution of successive previous figures, and the final sustained sound, which is the longest
of the entire passage. Even though each sustained sound is composed of different pitches from
each instrument’s looped pattern, the overwhelming sense of motion is derived from the
variation in parameters directly under the conductor’s control. Accordingly, despite its interior
complexity, the third passage evinces a single complete statement, albeit at a higher hierarchical
level than the previous passages, given its length and composition.

The Second Strategy: Revealing Continuities
The three passages above illustrate how the conductor’s different choices to shape the
qualities of a single event suggest diverse formal and functional possibilities. Because event 2-1
is a relatively unitary looping texture, it is more susceptible to sound-shaping transformations
than, for example, an event whose qualities change drastically over its duration. The soundshaping approach stands in contrast with the second strategy, in which, instead of consciously
shaping the sound of individual events, the conductor focuses more on the ways in which the
sounds as notated can be arranged to emphasize latent continuities or musical processes.
Example 3.2 gives two events from page three. Event 3-4 is scored for flute, trumpet, and
bass clarinet (top to bottom), and event 3-5 is scored for string quartet. Both events are
heterogeneous with respect to their constituent sounds, comprising key clicks, air sounds,
harmonic glissandi, bowing behind and on the bridge, and graphics indicating pitch contours
instead of discrete pitches. Several linear processes can be discerned: the winds move from
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sustained sounds to percussive sounds, the first violin and cello generally rise in register, and the
second violin and viola change from sustained sounds to plucked sounds.

Example 3.2. Novara, Events 3-4 and 3-5

Because the qualities of sound change over time in each event, these events are especially
suited to functioning as bridges between contrasting material—for instance, between a passage
of sustained sounds and a passage of rhythmic and percussive sounds. Audio Example 3.2 gives
a forty-second passage from the middle of the Selected Works recording (8:34-9:14), while
Example 3.6 gives a transcription of the passage. The boxed labels indicate where the conductor
cues each event. The passage begins with two tutti sustained chords (events 3-3 and 3-2), but the
strings break off from 3-2 to begin 3-5, even as the winds continue to sustain the chord. As the
strings continue 3-5, the winds end 3-2 and begin 3-4 staggered with the strings. The composite
effect is that of a gradual transformation from sustained sounds with determined pitches to a
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highly disjointed, coloristic, and rhythmically complex texture in which many sounds have
indeterminate pitch content. As a comparison between Examples 3.2 and 3.3 makes manifest,
this is achieved not through shaping the individual sounds, but rather by precisely ordering and
staggering a series of events whose qualities, through their similarities, intensify one another.

Example 3.3. Transcription of Audio Example 3.2

At thirty-four seconds elapsed, after a short silence, the conductor cues event 4-2, which
is characterized by strummed triple and quadruple stops in the strings that loop aperiodically.
The arrival of event 4-2—the first material from page four after a section derived from material
on page three—can be heard as the realization of a goal that has been carefully prepared over the
course of the passage. The process of revealing the linear transformation of musical parameters
by marshaling distinct musical events recalls Jonathan Kramer’s description of what he calls
“multiply-directed time.” Kramer uses this term to describe music that is goal-directed but not
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straightforwardly linear; music in which “more than one goal is implied and/or more than one
route to the goal(s) is suggested.”26 In a later article, Kramer expands on this framework, arguing
that the experience of multiply-directed time is contingent on an understanding of music’s
parameters as independent and separable from one another—a “parametric concept” that derives
in part from mid-century total serialism.27
Multiply-directed time is characterized by the reordering of otherwise linear musical
processes—transformations of individual parameters of sound that are both gradual and
discontinuous. As Kramer writes, “[t]o have truly multiply-directed time, linear processes need
to be interrupted and completed later (or earlier!).”28 The multiplicity of this temporal mode
arises from the fact that any given musical passage has multiple qualities—and thus multiple
potential axes of transformation—as in the following hypothetical:
Passage A grows softer. Passage B, which is pianissimo, can function as the goal of
passage A even if B does not follow A immediately. Suppose furthermore that A is also
becoming more dense texturally. Then either passage B (soft and, let us assume, sparse)
or some passage C (loud and dense) can serve as a goal of A. Passage A progresses in two
directions at once, either of which may or may not lead immediately to a goal.29
In the fully notated works that Kramer is discussing, engagement with the multiplicity of
possible directions is primarily analytical and interpretive. The passages can be heard in different
ways by a listener, musician, or theorist, and the performer can, to varying extents, choose to
emphasize one process over another. In an open form work, however, it is morphological: the
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Kramer, The Time of Music, 46.
Kramer, “Postmodern Concepts of Musical Time,” Indiana Theory Review 17, no. 2 (1996), 24.
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Kramer, The Time of Music, 47.
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Ibid., 46. In this instance “two directions at once” likely refers not to forward and backward motion in time
(though Kramer does discuss this possibility elsewhere), but rather movement through a “multidimensional vector
space”—an abstract musical space in which the parameters of sound are represented as dimensions (ibid.). This
metaphor resonates with some of Brown’s descriptions of his own work (Earle Brown, cited in Elena Dubinets
“Between Mobility and Stability: Earle Brown’s Compositional Process,” Contemporary Music Review 26, nos. 3/4
[June/August 2007], 424-5).
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conductor can literally rearrange the form of the composition so as to emphasize or frustrate
various trajectories, and even generate new ones through placement and shaping. One might
therefore imagine that the most successful open form works would be composed with a surfeit of
latent trajectories for the conductor to draw upon. Although Kramer entertains this possibility in
passing (attributing the idea to Stockhausen), he seems to have found the available examples
unconvincing, as will be discussed below.30

Organizing the Time of Performance
Several considerations for the conductor in organizing the time of performance have
already emerged from the material above. The first is creating a general sense of continuity, a
notion that Brown explicitly prioritizes in his note to the conductor discussed above, and one that
seems to be a central concern for conductors who have performed the piece. As Stephen Drury
writes, “[f]or the performer, the struggle to create a continuity lies at the heart of the challenge of
Brown’s scores.”31 Continuity, however, can be achieved in many different ways: through
smooth transitions, certainly, but also through a consistency of musical rhetoric, a proportionality
of sectional segmentation, and repetition.
Many analyses of indeterminate music identify the use of silence as a primary strategy of
formal segmentation.32 Although Figure 3.1 illustrates that there are conducted silences
throughout all performances, Brown conspicuously avoids silences between pages, deploying
only one in each performance. From a conducting standpoint, it would be logistically easier to
observe brief silences while switching pages, so Brown’s eschewal is almost certainly
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Kramer, “New Temporalities in Music,” Critical Inquiry 7, no. 3 (1981), 547-548.
Drury, “Then and Now,” 238.
32
See, for example, Lochhead’s proposed analytical approach to parsing performances of Cage’s indeterminate
music (“Performance Practice in the Indeterminate Works of John Cage,” 239).
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intentional, and likely reflects his aforementioned preference for “smooth transitions and long
lines of connected material.”

Example 3.4. Novara, Event 4-2

In these performances of Novara, conducted silences often occur in clusters within a
short temporal span, suggesting not a dramatic, cleaving pause with formal implications, but
rather a rhetorical device with primarily local effects. Audio Example 3.3 gives a thirty-second
excerpt from Take 1, 1966 (4:50-5:20), and Example 3.4 gives the notation for event 4-2, which
dominates the passage (there is also a solo flute playing a different event). Just as in Audio
Example 3.1(c), Brown (as conductor) varies the continuity of a single event in order to suggest a
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pattern of phrasing. However, in this example Brown relies on modifications of continuity
alone—the changes in dynamics and tempo are far subtler here than in the previous example.

Figure 3.4. Transcription of Audio Example 3.3

The first two statements (4:50-4:57 and 5:00-5:08, accompanied by the flute) establish a
normative duration for the event, as well as the pause in between. The pause after the second
statement is almost twice as long as the first pause, however—the first sign that something might
be amiss—and the third statement of the event is quite abrupt (less than two seconds long). A
shorter pause reminiscent of the first pause follows, followed by a longer statement. Figure 3.4
gives an annotated graphic transcription of this sequence of events from Audio Example 3.3 as a
pattern comprising a statement and a pause that is partially affirmed, subverted, and finally
reaffirmed. Here the conducted silences do not function as grand pauses, but rather as rhetorical
elements of a coherent phrase grouping imposed upon the composite texture of event 4-2.
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In order to avoid silences between events, the conductor must cue the next event before
the present event ends. Two notational features assist conductors in this effort: (1) the fermata
over the final sustained note; and (2) the fermata over the simile mark for looped events. These
two continuity indicators allow the conductor to cue certain events and then turn their attention
to other things, assured that the sound from the present event will continue until manually
stopped.

Example 3.5. Novara, Event 2-3

Audio Example 3.4 gives a passage from Take 2, 1966 (3:35-4:16), and Example 3.5
gives the notation for event 2-3, scored for the four strings and concluding with sustained notes
marked with a fermata. This passage occurs during the transition from a page two section to a
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page four section (see Figure 3.1). The instance of event 2-3 that opens the passage is the final
statement of any event from page two in this section, and is followed by material for the winds
and piano from page four.

Example 3.6. Transcription of Audio Example 3.4

Example 3.6 gives a simplified, annotated transcription of Audio Example 3.4 beginning
with the strings’ final pitches of event 2-3 (A). About fifteen seconds into the excerpt (B), the
winds and piano enter with new material (from page four), which is heard alongside the sonority
sustained by the strings. As the winds and piano cycle through arhythmic melodic cells, the
composite texture becomes more dynamic, and the harmony more complex. This texture is the
result of the strings sustaining the final pitches of 2-3 due to the notated fermata, and the simile
mark for the piano and winds’ melodic cells. About thirty seconds into the passage (C), as the
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new material swells and ebbs, the viola breaks off from the strings’ sonority and plays a low pair
of descending semitones with the bow—the start of a new event (a brief duet with the flute, also
from page four).
Less than ten seconds later, the duet has finished and the viola sustains G3 against the
flute’s F♯5 and the trumpet’s final note from the melodic cells, an octave below the flute. The
flute and trumpet quickly disappear from the texture, leaving the viola alongside the first and
second violins (D), the cello having since dropped out of the chord. The violins have been
sustaining these tones without modification for over thirty seconds at this point, but through the
introduction of new material (from a new page) and the reintroduction of the viola to the sonority
(on a new pitch), the quality is remarkably different. The viola recontextualizes the violins’
pitches into the third and fifth of a widely spaced triad that begins to feel more like a resonance
of the dense, dissonant textures of (B) and (C) than of 2-3, the event with which the violins’
tones originated. Shortly after this passage, the viola and flute repeat their duet and the winds reenter with more new material, asserting the arrival of the new page and the close of the
transitional material. The violins, having bridged the transition between the pages through a
single, sustained dyad, disappear quickly afterwards.
Brown (as composer) permits the experienced conductor additional types of interventions
that can lead to even more nuanced transitions between events. In the performance instructions,
under the heading “Further Modifications,” Brown writes:
After considerable rehearsal…it is possible for the conductor to use some of the
individual lines of the events as solos...or in other than scored juxtapositions. […].The
events, as scored, give the work a strong identity as NOVARA and the individual lines as
solos should be used only as variations on the identifiable events, as scored.33
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Brown, Novara.
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Brown’s instructions suggest that once an event has been played as scored, subsequent
repetitions may be quite flexible with respect to the vertical synchronization of the parts within
the event. He also suggests that individual lines may be treated as solos and juxtaposed
differently from how they appear in the score.

Example 3.11. Novara, Page 1
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Audio Example 3.5 gives a twenty-second excerpt (4:00-4:20) from the Selected Works
performance comprised entirely of material from page one, which is given in its entirety in
Example 3.11. However, instead of presenting the events as originally scored, Brown (as
conductor) has excerpted individual lines from these events as solos. Even where Brown has
cued multiple lines from the same event, they are staggered so as to escape the vertical alignment
depicted in the score.

Example 3.8. Transcription of Audio Example 3.5

Example 3.8 gives a transcription of the passage from Audio Example 3.5. The event
from which each instrument is playing is given in boxed text above each staff. The vertical
brackets across the flute and bass clarinet, piano, and violin II staves, respectively, indicate the
beginning or the end of an event. All parts are written as they sound (notation of harmonics has
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been simplified to sounding pitch). The lettered labels ([A-1], [B-2], [C], etc.) indicate points of
intervention by the conductor. The passage begins with material from only two events (1-1 and
1-3), but four independent lines already in progress. At the beginning, the flute is about threequarters of the way through event 1-1, while the bass clarinet is about a third of the way through.
The cello and viola both carry over sustained notes. The cello’s B4 harmonic—its first note of
event 1-3—starts just seconds before the passage begins, while the violin II’s harmonic is the
final note of 1-3, marked with a fermata and sustained until the conductor’s cue.
By allowing the violin II’s E6 to sustain, the conductor creates a pedal point that begins
to suggest a harmonic center. As the bass clarinet reaches a sustained A3 and the flute a
sustained E5 in their respective paths through event 1-1, the conductor intervenes by signaling
for both performers to sustain these pitches, rather than moving forward in the event. These
moments are labeled A-1 and A-2 in Example 3.12. The two pitches are sustained for several
seconds until the conductor appears to cue a decrescendo to silence (A-3). At the same time, the
cello swells on the pitch A4 (labeled B-1). This note is held longer than might be expected based
on Brown’s proportional notation; accordingly, I find it likely that the conductor actively cued
the cellist to sustain the note and ensure the voice-exchange effect with the bass clarinet’s pitch
A3 before allowing the cellist to continue to the end of the event (B-2).
The sound of the A-E perfect fifth is striking in that it is an unusually consonant interval
for a sustained sound in Novara (compare with the relatively dense, dissonant chords created by
sustaining the notes of 2-1, or of 3-2 and 3-3 discussed above), but it also recapitulates a similar
moment from earlier in the piece. Audio Example 3.6 gives a brief passage (2:26-2:48) from the
Selected Works recording also based around material from page one in which the same flute note
in the same event is sustained alongside the pitch A, this time supplied by the trumpet, rather
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than the bass clarinet (third note from right in the score, event 1-1). Just as in the previous
example, this sonority is followed by event 1-2, with the piano seeming to pick up the flute’s
pitch. Furthermore, both moments result not from the vertical alignment suggested in the score,
but rather from the conductor’s specific cueing, which itself appears to be motivated by the
availability of certain notes within the notation. It is an intensification of the second strategy, in
which a memorable musical moment that appears nowhere in the score has been intentionally
conjured at multiple points in the performance, by multiple means.

A New Concept of Continuity
The reappearance of material throughout the performance of an open form work—
whether entire pages, events, or brief moments as described above—suggests a variety of
potential relationships that can support an overall formal logic and coherence. That these links
point in multiple directions—both in terms of the musical parameters with which they engage
and their specific realizations—once again resonates strongly with Kramer’s formulation of
multiply-directed linear time. As Kramer observes,
In order for us to experience the reordered linearity that is the essence of multiple time,
we must be able to comprehend the function of a musical gesture even when it occurs in
the ‘wrong’ part of a composition. Thus in multiple time we encounter such intriguing
anomalies as an ending in the middle of a piece, several different continuations of a
particular passage, transitions that are broken off, and so on.34
By outlining a trajectory from sustained chords to percussive rhythms in Audio Example
3.2 by cueing events 3-4 and 3-5, the conductor suggests a normative function for these two
events. Yet both events also occur outside of this transitional context—even immediately
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Kramer, “New Temporalities in Music,” 545. By way of example, Kramer points to the trio of Mozart’s Jupiter
Symphony, in which a cadential formula comes at the beginning of the phrase, and the “profoundly altered
progressions” of the first movement Beethoven’s String Quartet in F major, Op. 135 (ibid.)
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following 4-2, rather than preceding it as in Audio Example 3.2 (this example will be discussed
below). The sense of multiple time is contingent upon the conductor’s ability to establish the
function(s) of the event or event chain, after which point it may be heard “multiply” in other
contexts—including, perhaps, in other performances—its implicit resolution(s) no less clear, but
drastically reordered.
Similarly, event 1-1 is played several times throughout the Selected Works performance,
yet in most instances it proceeds straight through, without either the perfect fifth described
above, or the subsequent transition to event 1-2 (Audio Examples 3.5 and 3.6). This moment is
not a function of any single event as notated in the score, but through the conductor’s repeated
interventions comes to be perceived as the goal of the preceding material. The multipledirectedness of the performance emerges through the listener’s experience of either resolution or
frustration as the conductor continually reframes the same musical event in different ways.
Audio Example 3.7 gives the final eighteen seconds of the Selected Works performance (12:4213:00), which concludes with event 1-1 (given above as part of Example 3.11). In this
presentation of the event, the conductor ends the event early as before, but this time on different
notes: the flute is on E4 (four notes before the E5 in the earlier examples), the trumpet is on
concert A♭4 (one note before the concert A4), and the bass clarinet is on a concert D3 (two notes
after the concert A3). After hearing the same material resolve twice to the A-E perfect fifth
earlier in the piece, the resolution of the pointillism of event 1-1 into these particular sustained
tones sounds “wrong” to me (and not just because it sounds like a dominant-seventh chord). I
hear the resolution elsewhere, even though the piece has ended.
The conductor’s power to shape the listener’s experience of time in this way concretizes
what is unique about open form compositions, and bolsters Brown’s assertion that the differences
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between performances of the same piece reflect the definite contribution of the conductor’s
musical intuition and personality into an intentionally ambiguous musical situation.35 In this
light, it is surprising that Kramer would downplay the potential confluence of multiply-directed
music and open (or “mobile”) forms:
One might expect to find mobile forms in multiply-directed time as well as in moment
time, since the linearity underlying multiply-directed music should be susceptible to
various reorderings. Although Stockhausen did hint that such music is possible, I have
had trouble locating unequivocal examples.36
Indeed, the analysis above demonstrates that the events of Novara can be reordered in
many different ways to suggest multiple linearities, falling (as Kramer’s framework does)
somewhere between complete linearity and complete discontinuity. Again, Drury seems to have
grasped this intuitively from his experience as a conductor, writing that “this music invites us to
invent a truly new concept of continuity, neither smoothly flowing nor lurching and jagged,
neither conventionally dramatic nor meditative, but flowering with juxtaposition and
discovery.”37

Beginnings (and Endings)
I will now turn from individual musical moments to the larger-scale continuities of
beginning and ending functions. Audio Example 3.8 gives the first 37 seconds of Take 1 of the
1966 performance. (If it sounds familiar, that’s because the first 26 seconds of this example were
used for Audio Example 3.1(a).)38 Figure 3.5 gives an annotated transcription. As before, the
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ensemble swells and then gradually decreases in volume over several seconds to the quiet,
sustained chord around 0:20. At 0:26, event 2-4, a pointillistic piano solo, begins over the
sustained sonority. In addition to being comprised entirely of very short sounds, the solo is
highly fragmented in terms of register and unpredictable with respect to pitch. Towards the end
of the solo, the flute briefly joins the piano before Brown cues the entire ensemble in a conducted
pause.

Figure 3.5. Transcription of Audio Example 3.8

Does it feel like a beginning? Or, to put it another way, to what extent do the ways in
which Brown, as conductor, has shaped the material conform to a normative “beginning”
function? In his influential “The Creation of Audible Time,” Lewis Rowell concludes that one of
the most important functions for the beginning of a composition is to establish “the boundaries
within which the game is to be played,” as well as the proportions and scale of reference against
which the listener may perceive connections and make predictions.39 This is especially important
in indeterminate works. As Lochhead notes, since the music cannot be subdivided into regular
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time units in indeterminate music, “durational spans are thrown into comparisons of durational
quality,” which are closely linked with formal and phrasal structures.40 Whether approached
consciously or not, Brown’s conducting achieves this remarkably well. In these opening seconds
the conductor ensures that the listener experiences extremes of texture (ensemble v. soloists),
register (2-4 includes pitches from the highest to the lowest octave of the piano), dynamics (the
swell), and duration of sound (pointillism of 2-4 versus the chord derived from 2-1 sustained for
14 seconds).
Rowell describes the beginning of a piece of music as an “inception process” with
discrete steps that typically culminates in “the articulation of the first structural units.”41 As
discussed above with respect to Audio Example 3.1(a), the first part of this opening seems to
constitute a complete statement or phrase. The soft sustained chord at 0:20 could be heard as the
goal or resolution of the dynamic swell around 0:08—the conclusion of a symmetrical wave of
rising and falling action. In this reading, the arrival of the piano at 0:26 is ambiguous: is it still
part of the process of beginning, or does it signal the start of something new?
This is, of course, the central conundrum of multiply-directed time as well. To reiterate
Kramer’s observation cited earlier, “in multiple time we encounter such intriguing anomalies as
an ending in the middle of a piece, several different continuations of a particular passage,
transitions that are broken off, and so on.”42 One could argue that this conundrum is common to
all music that partakes of devices that play on expectations like false recapitulations and
deceptive cadences. In fact, Kramer sees the distinction as culturally contingent, rather than
inherent, writing that “in earlier, less chaotic eras what I am calling temporal reorderings were
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probably heard as intriguing foils of expectation. But the significant fact is that we today,
conditioned by new definitions of temporality in our time-obsessed culture, can find
appropriately multiple meanings in this music.”43
In open form works, the possibility of multiple meanings is heightened by virtue of the
fact that the events within the score suggest multiple and often divergent functional or processual
implications. Furthermore, the ways in which the conductor shapes or arranges events can
intensify these latent qualities and even induce new ones that do not appear in the score (such as
the perfect fifth in Audio Examples 3.5 and 3.6). Given the range of possibilities, it may be
impossible to say what the piano’s entrance means without hearing the rest of the performance.
This conclusion, it seems, would only underline the presence of a multiply-directed temporality:
in the time of performance, the sound’s direction remains ambiguous—for the performer,
composer, and listener.
In this context, it is useful to reframe the question of function explicitly in terms of
agency in performance. Stephen Drury explained that once the piece begins, for him it is the
search for a “good ending” that often guides the rest of the performance, a strategy adapted from
other improvisatory practices, such as jazz.44 In other words, the best ending may be that which
is most responsive to the qualities of the opening moment. For instance, the conductor might
identify what tensions—or more broadly, imbalances—have been accumulated so far that seem
to require resolution.45 The composer and improviser George Lewis seems to acknowledge a
similar impulse when he explains that “part of the interest in listening to improvised music is in
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seeing and hearing the players work out solutions to ‘errors,’ rather than ascertaining
responsibility [i.e. for those errors].”46 Lewis summarizes the attitude of such listeners towards
the performers as, “let’s see how they get out of this corner they’ve painted themselves into.”47

Figure 3.6. Transcription of Audio Example 3.9

In these opening seconds of the performance, the piano solo could certainly be heard as
an imbalance contrasting with the ensemble texture of event 2-1. By listening further, it is
possible to evaluate the extent to which the conductor attempts to resolve the imbalance and thus,
in retrospect, ascertain its function in context. Audio Example 3.9 gives the complete opening
section of Take 1, 1966 from 0:00-1:32, drawn entirely from material on page two. Figure 3.6
gives an annotated transcription of the passage and, below, a contour of rising and falling action
in gray.
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After a brief silence, the conductor chooses to repeat the piano solo and then follow it up
with new material, finally culminating in a return to the 2-1 material at the end of the section. I
hear the repetition of 2-4 as an effort to present the piano solo as a musical subject of its own
instead of as an interruption to the opening material. Accordingly, instead of further heightening
the need for resolution, the repetition actually stabilizes the musical texture, indicated by the
dotted contour of falling action below the transcription.
The introduction of new material (2-3, scored for string quartet, and 2-5, scored for the
two violins) immediately afterwards suggests an opening section comprising two distinct halves
(Part A, 0:00-0:43 and Part B, 0:44-1:32). This segmentation is also supported by parallel
patterns of rising and falling action, indicating by the solid gray contours. Just as Part A begins
with an ensemble swell, Brown conducts a swell on the final sustained note of event 2-3 in Part
B around 1:00 (points a and b). Both swells settle to sustained sounds (point c), which in turn
function as pedal points against which new material emerges: the piano solo at 0:27 in Part A,
and the violins playing event 2-5 at 1:04 in Part B. Although the material is carefully chosen,
these parallel shapes are mostly achieved through the sound-shaping strategy.
Neither Part A nor Part B feels particularly settled upon conclusion, as the sustained
tones at 𝑐𝑑 are interrupted by new material in both cases. The effect is more pronounced in Part
B, where at point d the return to event 2-1 (1:21) is much louder and faster than any previous
instance, concluding with an abrupt cutoff. It feels viscerally incomplete and unresolved,
especially compared with the gentle descent of the previous swells. By ending the section with
an interrupted gesture, the conductor ensures that the listener’s desire for resolution will carry
them through the form of the piece. In fact, no material from page two is heard until almost
seven minutes later, just over a minute before the end of the performance.
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Endings (and Beginnings)

Figure 3.7. Transcription of Audio Example 3.10

Audio Example 3.10 gives the final section of 1966, Take 1 (7:55-9:09) characterized by
the return of the material from page two. A transcription is given in Figure 3.7. This concluding
section begins with the piano solo (2-4)—a callback to the opening palette of sounds. Here the
piano solo is repeated four times, each time faster (the first two are nine seconds long, the third
seven seconds, and the fourth six seconds) and with less time between repetitions (twelve
seconds between the first and second, eight seconds between the second and third, and four
seconds between the third and fourth). The transformation is especially obvious given that the
first and last statements of 2-4 are played solo.
The intensification of this single gesture reestablishes the sense of rising action set in
motion by the energetic and abrupt rendition of 2-1 that concluded the opening section of Take 1
(at 1:21). The repetition also suggests, as Kramer describes, a process of liquidation “from the
particulars of one piece to the generalities of ending.”48 By reiterating event 2-4, Brown (as
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conductor) begins to draw attention away from the material itself and towards the act of
repetition. Repetition, in turn, is a species of the cessation of progress that characterizes many
closing strategies, accompanied by a slowing harmonic rhythm, increasingly sustained sonorities,
and rhythmic separation and discontinuity.
Immediately after the final (and most energetic) statement of 2-4, 2-1 returns in the final
seconds of the piece, played twice and interspersed with a long silence. The first time, it returns
at a moderate tempo and volume that recalls the very beginning; the second time, the ensemble
quickly softens in volume and slows to a sustained chord to end the piece. Here the two
strategies are deployed in tandem to complete the model of rising and falling action left
unfulfilled in the opening section: a contour of rising and falling action is imposed using the
sound-shaping strategy, while the succession of events from the opening is reversed to suggest
event 2-1 as a final goal for all of the page two material.
Of course, not all of Brown’s performances share the obvious formal symmetry of this
rendition. In 1966, Take 2, for example, the performance begins and ends with material from
different pages (see Figure 3.1 above). Audio Example 3.11 gives the final seconds of this
performance (7:18-7:56), characterized by several statements of event 3-5, juxtaposed at the
beginning with material from page one, and at the end with event 3-4, scored for flute, trumpet,
and bass clarinet (both 3-4 and 3-5 are given in Example 3.2). As above, the repetition of a
particular event points towards a slowing of progress, and thus a normative ending function.
However, the closing events are from an entirely different page than the event that opened the
performance.
Audio Example 3.12 gives the opening 1:14 of the same performance. The passage
begins with the looped and strummed texture of event 4-2 (given above in Example 3.4).
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Although the repetition of the cells quickly becomes perceptible (especially in the piano part),
the feeling is of a process—albeit a hermetic one—already in progress. The conductor does not
so much guide the listener into the time of the piece as simply assert it.49 As the winds supply
abstract, coloristic sounds (event 3-4) and the strings switch from event 4-2 to 3-5 individually to
fill out the texture, there are no clearly emergent “structural units.”50 By around 0:56 elapsed, the
entire ensemble is playing material from the page three; only the piano remains on the original
event 4-2. After the piano’s final sound, a single tone sustained by the cello gives way to a
swelling full-ensemble texture (event 3-1) that provides a decisive moment of arrival after the
disorder of the first minute.
In this hearing, the tutti sonority at 1:01 (3-1) enacts the beginning function—the end
product of a process set in motion by the conductor by which the chaotic, multifarious texture of
4-2 is gradually discarded and overcome. The material from page three (3-4 and 3-5) is deployed
in order to lead into this sonority, at which point the piece can get started. This is confirmed by
the conclusion, in which the page three material is revisited and promptly liquidated. That the
“beginning” of a piece might not be concomitant with the first sounds of the performance—a
phenomenon by no means unique to open form compositions—only underscores the conductor’s
pivotal role.51 If, as Stephen Drury suggested above, it is the search for an ending that guides the
conductor, the function of beginning is perhaps more contingent upon the ending selected than
anything else—even its absolute temporal placement.
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Interpreting the 3-1 sonority as a beginning also reveals it to be the focal point of multiple
processes, both continuous and not. For instance, while the opening process from harmonic and
rhythmic fragmentation to stability is heard in order, hearing 3-1 as the point of departure from
which the rhetoric of the conclusion derives its meaning as a closing function demands a
sensitivity to the reordered, interrupted, and otherwise discontinuous linear processes
characteristic of a multiply-directed temporality. Kramer’s suggestion that contemporary
listening practices increasingly facilitate such hearings resonates with Brown’s emphasis on the
elevated role of the listener in finding meaning in his work through their subjective interpretive
intervention.52 In this light, the conductor may be conceived as a kind of model listener, whose
ability to shape meaning in real time exemplifies Kramer’s assertion that multiple time does not
inhere in works so much as emerge through the experience of performance.53
In the present study I have highlighted instances in which the conductor’s choices in the
performance of an open form work stage recognizable musical patterns, functions, and formal
schemes that can be meaningful to the listener. The analytical focus on the conductor’s choices
does not foreclose other hearings; on the contrary, it emphasizes how musical meaning is
constructed differentially: both between multiple performances of the same open form work, and
within the same performance through the listener’s recognition of multiply-directed processes. In
other words, in approaching this music from Lochhead’s analytical stance—in which works are
regarded as a “set of possibilities,” rather than “idealized and ‘fixed’ structures”—new
possibilities for musical meaning must be recognized through both the conductor’s and the
listener’s intervention.54 By shifting the focus from the time of composition (structure) to the
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time of performance (possibilities), this methodological turn allows for the emergence of new
musical agents, situating composer, conductor, and listener in context.
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CHAPTER FOUR
Earle Brown and the Minimalist Dialectic1
Along with John Cage and the other members of the New York School, Earle Brown is
often characterized as part of the avant-garde landscape against which minimalism emerged in
the 1960s.2 In Keith Potter’s Four Musical Minimalists, Brown’s name appears only once, in the
introduction, as an example of what minimalism expressly is not. Yet in the early part of the
decade, before the term “minimal” had been applied to art—let alone music—Brown was active
in the same artistic circles as many future minimalists, including the composers La Monte
Young, Terry Riley, and Terry Jennings, and the visual artist Robert Morris. Commonly cited as
a direct precursor to minimalism, this Fluxus-adjacent milieu was a staging ground for many
short-lived experiments and ideas, but also some tenacious ones.3
Among the ideas in circulation at the time was a dynamic or dialectic that the art historian
Branden W. Joseph summarizes as “the conflict between transcendent ideal and contingent
performance.”4 Joseph characterizes this conflict, which I will refer to as the minimalist dialectic,
as an aesthetic conceit that animated minimalist and proto-minimalist works across artistic
disciplines in the early 1960s, including La Monte Young’s text-based sound and performance
art compositions, and Robert Morris’s geometrical sculptures.5 In this chapter, I argue that
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Brown’s compositions in the 1960s and 1970s embody this dialectic as well, albeit transformed
through the exigencies of the performance practice of art music.
While comparisons between minimalist visual artists and composers like Philip Glass,
Steve Reich, and Terry Riley have become almost perfunctory, Ross Cole argues that
musicological accounts of minimalism tend to proceed from the assumption of coherent stylistic
tendencies.6 Taking after Cole, the present study is responsive not to existing genre
categorizations, but rather details of Brown’s life and work that suggest a link with a particular
aesthetic dynamic associated with minimalism. Like his New York School colleagues, Brown
was emphatic about the aesthetic connections between his music and the work of visual artists he
admired, particularly Jackson Pollock and Alexander Calder.7 While the quality of these
particular connections has been explained by Brown and thoroughly covered in the literature,
Brown’s allusions to other artists have not been given the same attention. For instance, in a
prefatory note to Modules I and II (1965-6) published on the Earle Brown Music Foundation
website, Brown writes, “I continue to believe very much in the interrelatedness of all the arts and
these first two MODULES were very much influenced by recent American painting and
sculpture by artists such as Frank Stella, Al Held, Elsworth [sic] Kelly and Bob Morris; a kind of
art called, ‘minimal.’”8

study I find them to be representative and particularly revealing as foils for Brown. For more on the circulation and
broader implications of this dialectic, see Joseph, Beyond the Dream Syndicate, 109-51; Kotz, “Post-Cagean
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Despite the directness of the claim, I have found no further explanation by Brown in the
depth and detail he provides with respect to Pollock and Calder. Accordingly, I turn to the
notation and performance practice of several compositions by Brown to elucidate the precise
nature of the “minimal” influence, drawing substantially on Joseph’s formulation of the
minimalist dialectic and Morris’s important texts on minimalist art. Far from being merely
speculative, the reading (or hearing) proposed in this study also provides a way of accounting for
several undertheorized tendencies in Brown’s music, including the use of increasingly unitary
sounds, the exploration of the subjectivity of performers and listeners, and an expanded
combinatorial potential amongst sounds, instruments and events.
It bears emphasizing that the selective path this chapter weaves through Brown’s music is
deliberate. As the narrative of Brown’s work and career becomes increasingly stable in the
literature, the thread of the minimalist dialectic provides an opportunity to reassess several
compositions and sound installations from later in Brown’s career that have been largely ignored
or dismissed as novelties or curiosities. These include Modules and New Piece (1971), which I
present as culminations of Brown’s engagement with this dialectic. Furthermore, considering
Brown in the context of figures like Morris and Young brings newly into focus Brown’s scantly
discussed participation within the downtown proto-minimalist scene of the early 1960s in which
the minimalist dialectic was circulating.

Towards Open Form
It was John Cage and Merce Cunningham that first brought Brown and his wife Carolyn
to New York in 1952. Carolyn, a dancer, would quickly become indispensable to Cunningham as
a company member, while Earle was invited by Cage to work on the Project for Music for
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Magnetic Tape, funded by the architect Paul Williams.9 Many of Brown’s best-known works,
including December 1952, were composed in a burst of creative activity that coincided with his
arrival on the East Coast. It was during this time that Brown became close to Morton Feldman,
Christian Wolff, and David Tudor, later described collectively, with Cage, as the New York
School. Yet Brown’s musical activities and interests were by no means restricted to this circle: as
a recording engineer he supervised jazz recordings for Capitol Records—as well as a handful of
sessions with Edgard Varèse and several jazz musicians at the Greenwich House Music
School—while also pursuing a string of European performances and commissions that began to
accumulate after his first visit in December 1956.10
By 1958, Brown found himself at a crossroads, torn between a burgeoning European
career and his activities in New York.11 Initially a source of encouragement and support for
Brown, Cage now seemed to harbor misgivings about the younger composer’s musical direction,
expressed most pointedly through the critique of Brown’s work in his now-infamous lectures at
Darmstadt.12 Around the same time, Tudor opined in a letter to Brown that, “I sometimes feel
that your scores are not always the best examples of the ideas that you profess.”13 Brown held
Tudor in high esteem as an interpreter, and the sharp swerves between compositional techniques
during this period suggest Brown’s uncertainty about how to proceed artistically: from
indeterminate time notation in Four More (1956) to fully determined twelve-tone composition in
Pentathis (1958), and back to graphic notation in Hodograph I (1959).
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In this light, Brown’s 1961 composition Available Forms I, the first of his large-scale
open form works, was a major breakthrough. Scored for eighteen musicians and conductor,
Available Forms I set Brown on a trajectory that would sustain him throughout his entire career
by intensifying and reinvigorating techniques Brown had developed throughout the 1950s. It also
represented a step towards European musical priorities—a “‘meeting point’ with the European
avant-garde,” as Richard Toop has written—in its scale, textures, and primacy of the
conductor.14 Premiered by Bruno Maderna and commissioned by the City of Darmstadt,
Available Forms I was followed by Available Forms II the next year, commissioned by the RAI
Orchestra for the Venice Biennale and again conducted by Maderna, who would become a close
friend to Brown.15 Yet for all of the energy and time directed towards Europe, when back in New
York, Brown was also a participant in the downtown scene from which Fluxus—and later,
minimalism—would emerge.
Brown’s ties to the downtown milieu of artists and musicians around 1960 have long
been overlooked in the musicological literature16. Brown served as a substitute instructor in John
Cage’s experimental composition courses at the New School for Social Research from 19561960, which was attended by soon-to-be Fluxus artists including Jackson Mac Low, George
Brecht, and Dick Higgins.17 Brown also gave private instruction to Joe Jones, who later realized
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a mechanical version of December 1952.18 In 1961, Brown’s music was presented at the AG
Gallery as part of Fluxus founder George Maciunas’s Musica Antiqua et Nova series on the same
program as Mac Low, David Johnson, and Robert Morris.19 The following year, Brown
conducted a performance of December 1952 at the Living Theater to raise money for An
Anthology of Chance Operations, to which he was also a contributor. Published in 1963, An
Anthology was the defining document of the proto-Fluxus milieu, and was taken as a model by
Maciunas for later Fluxus publications.20 In addition to three pages of sketches, performance
notes, and musings, Brown’s contribution comprised excerpts from Twenty-Five Pages and
Folio, and a short essay on Nam June Paik entitled “Planned Panichood.” Mac Low, who
performed December 1952 at the fundraiser, wrote that “my participation in this performance of
a work by Brown…profoundly reinforced a tendency already active in my work...what I came to
call ‘improvisation from a field,’” suggesting that Brown’s works sit comfortably on the pages of
An Anthology.21
My purpose in presenting these associations is not to assert that Brown should be
regarded as a Fluxus composer—whatever meaning such a label might have—but rather to point
towards his creative involvement with these musicians and artists during his transition from the
uncertainty of the late 1950s to the prolific creative output of the early 1960s. By naming
something called the minimalist dialectic, I am proposing a lens through which to read
tendencies in Brown’s work since that time that appear to have been, to gloss Brown,
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“energized” by his participation in the downtown scene.22 The term is a way of centering a
particular aesthetic conceit that has manifested in divergent ways as it has circulated through
several different aesthetic movements—Fluxus and minimalism among them—that are difficult
to disentangle. While Brown is not rightly considered a minimalist composer either, I propose
that his work from the early 1960s onward does engage with ideas that would be remarkably at
home in the work of Young, Morris, and others from this period, and which animated their later
more overtly minimalist practices.
Branden Joseph offers up some of Young’s Compositions 1960 as prototypical examples
of the minimalist dialectic.23 Young recognized that any sound becomes difficult to sustain for a
long period of time, and became interested in drawing attention to the instabilities and
irregularities that inevitably occur in even very simple sounds.24 For example, Young’s
Composition 1960 #7 comprises a B3-F♯4 dyad on a treble-clef staff and the verbal instruction,
“to be held a long time.” For even the most disciplined performer, inconsistencies are virtually
guaranteed over time. For the listener, as Keith Potter notes, the two tones of Composition 1960
#7 open up “the world of psycho-acoustic events behind a simple acoustic phenomenon:
combination tones, for instance, and the possibility of hearing the balance of partials within each
note of the interval quite differently in different parts of the room.”25 In this way, Young’s
composition stages a dialectical conflict between an idealized sound—in this case, a musical
interval—and its unpredictable realization in performance.
Brown seems to have been intrigued by this notion as well. Although Brown’s open form
works with larger ensembles and conductors otherwise suggest an aesthetic shift towards Europe,
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Brown actually quotes Young’s dyad in Available Forms II.26 The pitches B and F♯ form the
basis for event 3 on page 3 in the Orchestra II part (the orchestra is divided into two ensembles,
each led by a separate conductor). A section of the page is given in Example 4.1 (events are
denoted by the large blue numbers). However, it is not just the notes that recall Young’s work.

Example 4.1. Earle Brown, Available Forms II (1962), Detail of Page 3B

Brown orchestrates Young’s perfect fifth over several octaves for the entirety of
Orchestra II, but writes for the string players in a particularly challenging way, using a variety of
natural and artificial harmonics. In the performance notes, Brown makes special note of the
difficulty, writing “when fingered as written, [the string harmonics] will produce only these two
pitches, although they will, to different degrees, be noisy and in and out of tune. (This, however,
is intended).” This instruction, unique to this event, appears to be Brown’s attempt to recreate the
deceptive instability of Young’s Composition 1960 #7 by choosing sound production techniques
that ensure variations in intonation and timbre.
While the trope of a sustained sound periodically distorted by noise or pitch fluctuation
was by no means unheard-of amongst avant-garde composers of the period, this example can be
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distinguished by the fact that the inconsistencies, as in Young’s score, are not notated, but
implicit. Although there will inevitably be a discrepancy between any sound and its notated
representation, here Brown seem to be dramatizing, through the performers’ bodies, a dialectic
between an idealized sound (represented by the notation) and the sounds the performers succeed
in producing. Crucially, because the inconsistencies are not notated, this dialectic becomes
evident only in performance. By way of comparison, the opening of Brown’s 1963 composition
Times Five, which comprises looping passages centered around F ♯ 4 with occasional
interjections of pitches a half- or whole-step away, certainly produces a similar effect for the
audience. However, the experience for the performers, who are executing notated imperfections,
rather than trying to correct unnotated ones, is much different.27
Anna Dezeuze has argued that Young’s turn to verbal instructions in pieces like
Composition 1960 #7 was informed by the same interest in activating the subjectivity of the
performer that led Brown to develop his proportional time notation.28 Along similar lines, Joseph
writes that Young’s Compositions 1960 are distinguished from traditional works of art—such as
musical compositions—in that each “is never complete in itself and does not refer back to the
composer as the sole or even primary source or repository of meaning.”29 The possibility of
meaning emerging from the performer’s dialectical relationship to an idealized sound both
resonates with and extends Brown’s description of his indeterminate notation as a site for
productive ambiguity and the “inclusion of unnotatable detail.”30 Admittedly, in Available Forms
II the dialectic is carefully integrated into the musical textures of the European avant-garde, and
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therefore relatively minor in impact in comparison with the composer’s role in determining
meaning. Yet by the mid-1960s Brown’s compositional language would expand drastically,
opening up spaces for further exploration through more radically malleable materials.

“Columns of Sound”
In an interview from later in his career, Brown reflected on how his musical language
changed during the 1960s, seizing upon an observation by an unnamed writer that his music
contained “columns of sound”:
[H]e mentioned that very often my orchestral music has columns of sound. It’s true. I like
that. I started talking about this on the basis of From Here which is when I first began to
get away from a lot of nervous kind of instrumental activity, horizontal intricacy,
although there is that in that piece. But since that time, more and more of the music tends
to want to settle into a kind of a rather static sonic mold. It moves, but it doesn’t move in
the hysterical sense of Boulez’s Marteau sans Maître or something.31
Brown proposes From Here, composed in 1963, as a starting point for this new impulse,
and indeed Brown does seem to have become increasingly occupied with sustained sounds from
this time onwards, especially in works for large ensemble.32 More pertinent is Brown’s
description of using sustained sounds to turn away from, or react against, the “nervous” and
intricate textures he associates with Boulez and, more broadly, European serialism. This theme
of Brown actively navigating diverse aesthetic impulses as a composer, and often working
against earlier tendencies, occurs again and again in his later writings. In the prefatory note to
Cross Sections and Color Fields (1975), Brown writes “[s]ince approximately 1966 there has
been an aspect of my work which is a kind of reaction against the sometimes violent and/or very
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busy kind of activity in much contemporary music; my own included.” In a 1986 interview with
Richard Dufallo, Brown elaborates, “[a]fter a certain point…I tried to strip away and to simplify
the tremendous complexity of Available Forms II into simple chordal structures. Modules I and
II are like that. Time Spans and New Piece: Loops are like that. Cross Sections is like that.”33
Brown’s interest in replacing the complexity of post-serial music with “simple chordal
structures” has a remarkable resonance with the oppositional position from which minimalist
music originated. As Bernard writes, minimalist composers sought “to create a viable alternative
to (what they came to see as) the needless and overly intellectual complexities of serialism.”34
However, unlike Reich and Glass, whose alternative was a kind of motoric repetition, Brown
began to pursue sustained sounds, suggesting a further textural similarity with Young’s work.
Concurrent with this shift towards sustained sounds, Brown’s music for conducted
ensembles from the mid-1960s onward also became more radically indeterminate in
performance. Consequently, more aspects of the musical result were determined by the
performers, as opposed to the composer. However, unlike Cagean indeterminacy, which was
oriented towards the production of unfamiliar sounds independent of the performers’ intentions,
Brown sought to engage with the performers’ subjectivities by allowing for musical results that,
while still perhaps unpredictable, were reflections of the performers’ own musical intuitions and
preferences. This distinction also signals a divergence from Young’s particular implementation
of the minimalist dialectic.
Although the examples discussed above illustrate that both Brown and Young were
interested in the instabilities inherent in unitary sustained sounds, Joseph emphasizes that
through his works, Young intended to direct the performer towards an increasingly accurate
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approximation of the ideal. Young introduced difficulty into his works in order to discipline and
train the body of the performer “toward more and more precise tunings [and] an ever more
exacting stability of tones.”35 Brown’s suggestion that inconsistencies of timbre and intonation in
Available Forms II were “intended”—the artifacts of the encounter between human beings,
musical instruments, and difficult notation—is difficult to reconcile with Young’s ultimate aims,
even if the dialectic staged between idealized sound and contingent performance is virtually
identical.
Of course, Young was only one of several participants in the early-1960s downtown
scene who engaged with the minimalist dialectic. Brown’s efforts to heighten his works’
indeterminacy in performance through a sweeping simplification of material call to mind the
work of the visual artist Robert Morris. Morris's sculptures in the early and mid-1960s take the
form of simple polyhedrons such as cubes, columns, and beams—uniform shapes that can be
easily visualized and mentally completed by the viewer, “even if seen from a single
viewpoint.”36 This simplification of shape was intended to create a recognizable, unitary
whole—an ideal form, or gestalt—that would overwhelm any inconsistencies or subdivisions
within it. Consequently, in viewing this work, the principal interest shifts from the internal
relationships that animate most art towards the viewer’s subjective and constantly shifting
experience of a single, recognizable form. Several of Morris’s sculptures from this period are
given in Figure 4.1.
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Figure 4.1. Robert Morris, Exhibition at the Green Gallery, New York (1964)

By deemphasizing aesthetic interest in the object itself, Morris sought to draw attention to
an “expanded situation,” inclusive of both the physical artwork and the circumstances in which
the artwork is perceived.37 These circumstances include ambient lighting, the position of the
object within the space, and the viewer’s perspective or “field of vision” as determined by their
position relative to the object.38 Morris characterized the experience of his works as an
interaction that is both indeterminate and, critically, performed in time: the play between the
ideal form of the object that persists in the viewer’s mind and its transcendence of the
unpredictable conditions of the work's public presentation. Like Brown—and unlike Young—
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Morris was concerned with the free exploration of the “phenomenological conditions of
subjectivity,” given a minimally prescribed starting point.39
By increasingly focusing on the ways in which “simple” materials could be assembled
and combined during the performance, instead of developing the sounds musically (or
“compositionally”) with notated variations and transitions prior to the performance, with his
underdetermined scores Brown enacts a dynamic analogous to Morris’s minimal sculptures.
Brown’s work, like Morris’s, increasingly had to be activated in time to be fully experienced,
while also distributing agency between the composer, the conductor, and the audience’s
subjective experience. Furthermore, by disassembling the intricate gestures of earlier works into
elemental “columns of sound,” Brown approaches an austerity in later works like the Modules
that echoes the raw, unrefined surfaces of Morris’s sculptures. Brown’s acknowledgement of
Morris as an influence in his notes regarding the Modules, cited above, suggests Brown’s
awareness of this similarity.
Of course, the conventions of art music impose tensions that are necessarily distinct from
those that shaped Morris’s work. As Brown himself often acknowledged, making comparisons
across artistic disciplines is never straightforward.40 Yet the operation of the minimalist dialectic
can be read in works in various media by Young and Morris from the early 1960s. For example,
Young’s Composition 1960 #10 to Bob Morris (October 1960), itself dedicated to Morris, also
depicts the conflict between ideal and contingent performance. Through its deceptively simple
instructions—“draw a straight line and follow it”—the composition lays bare the distance
between an ideal or gestalt, in this case one's semantic understanding of a line, and its inevitably
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imperfect realization in performance. As Joseph observes, “the primary interest…[lies] in the
inadvertent and thus indeterminate differences” between the gestalt of the line and any given
realization.41 The viewer's apprehension of these differences is a function of their ability to
imagine the “line” as an abstract, ideal form against which they may measure the realization.
Joseph identifies this dialectic as the through line which links the work of Young and
Morris, writing that “it is as though Young’s two-dimensional line became Morris’s threedimensional cube.”42 In Young’s catalog of Compositions 1960, the preceding composition, #9,
comprises an index card with a horizontal line that Young realized musically as a single
sustained sound, further cementing the conceptual link.43 Many of Young's contemporaries—
especially artists closely associated with the Fluxus movement, including George Maciunas,
Yoko Ono and Nam June Paik—seized upon Composition 1960 #10 in particular and generated
individually-inflected responses, variations and (affectionate) negations.44 One of Brown’s
former students at the Peabody Conservatory of Music, William Bland, recalls Brown leading a
performance of Composition 1960 #10 at the Mansion House in Baltimore that lasted about an
hour.45
Despite Brown’s clear interest in Young’s work, the examples so far indicate that Brown
deployed the minimalist dialectic to access a multiplicity of indeterminate results, rather than an
increasingly precise approximation of a single outcome. Thus while Available Forms II
undoubtedly finds Brown engaging with Young conceptually, to the extent that Brown was
willing to acknowledge that there was legitimate aesthetic interest in failing to achieve what was
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notated, and that a “perfect” performance was not necessarily desirable, he seems to have aligned
himself more with Morris. In pursuing this comparison further, however, it will be necessary to
elaborate on the ontology of the ideal or gestalt form in Brown’s music.

The Abstract Sonic Object
Brown’s idea that simple materials could yield interesting results was a guiding principle
for Morris as well, who famously wrote that, “simplicity of shape does not necessarily equate
with simplicity of experience.”46 As will be discussed below, however, the process of
simplification greatly limited the parameters through which Brown could express himself as a
composer. One of Brown’s buttresses against the inevitable loss of authorial expression in
simpler and more indeterminate works was what he referred to as the “abstract sonic object.”
Brown used this term to describe the sonic qualities that persevere through multiple
performances of an open form work, giving each composition a fixed musical character through
different arrangements of its material. As Brown explained in an interview with William
Duckworth:
The entity is the abstract sonic object that I want to make, and the identity is the
conditions that I compose into each open form or non-open form work, in which, for
example, if you hear five different performances of Available Forms I, you will recognize
them all as Available Forms I, even though the form of those…elements will never be the
same twice.47
Surely, given a finite amount of material, a composition will still be recognizable no
matter the order of that material. Here Brown argues that there is also, however, the potential for
deeper, “abstract” musical qualities that are composed into a work, but that may not be as readily
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apparent. For example, John P. Welsh identifies in the minimally notated Modules I and II
certain invariant properties—primarily intervallic patterns—that ensure a consistent harmonic
language and musical quality on each page of the work.48 According to Welsh, “each page,
regardless of the reassembling principles, contains a sonic identity or ‘fingerprint.’ The mobility
of elements…does not erase these ‘fingerprints,’ which are invariant and remain behind in all
realizations of the work.”49
I propose that in several compositions by Brown, the abstract sonic object—what Welsh
calls the ‘fingerprints’ or ‘sonic identity’—fulfills a role analogous to that of the ideal in works
by Young and Morris. That is to say, a unitary whole that is continuously approximated through
the contingencies of performance. As individual gestures within each work lose many of their
distinguishing features, deeper intervallic and harmonic properties become more important as an
organizing principle. In other words, the ontology of the abstract sonic object in Brown’s work is
entangled with the indeterminate structural qualities of the work itself. It must be sufficiently
abstract that it can persist through the various transformations enacted by different performers,
yet it must also have defined qualities on some level to be recognizable as an object.
Something like an abstract sonic object can be discerned in Brown’s open form works
with conductor even before the Modules; for instance, in From Here, the 1963 composition that
Brown identified as inaugurating his interest in sustained sounds. As Brown wrote in a note
published on the Earle Brown Music Foundation website, in From Here, “there are long
sustained ‘chords’ which later became a model for MODULES I & II, in which sustained
sonorities are the entire ‘subject’ and only ‘energy’ of (apparent) movement.” If Welsh’s
analysis, summarized above, points towards a relatively straightforward “abstract sonic object”
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in the Modules, by attending to an earlier, transitional example in From Here one can begin to
trace a trajectory through the Modules towards the even clearer examples that began to emerge in
Brown’s music in the early 1970s.

Example 4.2. Earle Brown, From Here (1963), Events 1 and 2, Page 2

From Here is scored for chamber orchestra with optional choir, whose part is notated
using graphic and verbal instructions only. Among the notated events for the orchestra, there are
four events comprised entirely of sustained sounds: events 1 and 2 on page 1, and events 1 and 2
on page 2. Events 1 and 2 on page 1 are each single chords scored for complementary halves of
the orchestra, while events 1 and 2 on page two each comprise a series of five sustained sounds,
each marked with a fermata, scored for (1) winds and brass, and (2) strings. The complementary
instrumentation allows for these two events, given in Example 4.2, to be played simultaneously
in order to access the harmonies produced by the combinations of any of the two chords. If the
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musicians within each group maintain their vertical relationships with one another, there are
twenty-five possible composite sonorities.
If the abstract sonic object by definition must persist through different realizations, it
must be common to each of these permutations. Since the dynamics and durations are
indeterminate in the example above, just as in the Modules, I will replicate Welsh’s focus on the
pitch content. Upon closer inspection, there are two pitches that are present in every possible
combination: B♭and F. These two pitches are also present in both of the larger chords on page 1.
Although this dyad might be difficult to hear in the purely instrumental texture, the choir, lacking
any notated pitches, would be likely—intuitively or intentionally—to match their pitches to
reference points in the instrumental parts. For instance, in the recording available on the Earle
Brown Music Foundation website, the conductor cues event 1 on page 1 at 1:06, in which the
oboe and harp sustain the tones F and B♭, respectively. At 1:16, the choir joins the texture,
entering on sustained tones that are rapidly shifting in pitch. Around 1:18, some of the voices
briefly settle on the pitch F and swell, with at least one of the voices matching the oboe’s precise
F5. Later in the recording, around 9:15, the conductor cues event 2 on page 1, followed by the
choir at about 9:23. The marimba rearticulates the notated B♭several times in the otherwise
sustained texture, and several choir members pick up both this note and the F from the piano as
they sustain through a crescendo.50
Whether through the instrumental parts themselves or choral reinforcement, because the
pitches are fixed in the notation by the composer, the B♭/F dyad will be especially prevalent
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through the multiplicity of possible performances. Crucially, this prevalence holds regardless of
the extent to which the performers are conscious of it: Brown’s “fingerprint” is baked in, if
somewhat faintly. Yet this subtlety can be at least partially explained by the fact that at this early
stage in Brown’s trajectory, there is still plenty of other expressive material that distinguishes
From Here from Brown’s other works. In other words, the need to resort to deep qualities here to
establish the identity of the work is minimal, compared with the greatly simplified events of later
compositions.
Nevertheless, the idea that the abstract sonic object might not be especially transparent,
or even audible on its own, suggests a further link with the process of perception in viewing
Morris’s minimalist sculptures. Morris wrote that in the viewer’s experience, “the constant shape
of the cube held in the mind, but which the viewer never literally experiences, is an actuality
against which the literal changing perspective views are related.”51 Analogously, one might
imagine the sustained B♭/F dyad to be an “actuality” never experienced in isolation from the
larger pitch collection of any given combination, yet persistent in at least some listeners’ aural
experience amongst the shifting sonorities.
In Morris’s terminology, the B♭/F dyad would be a “known constant” heard throughout
the “experienced variable” of the changing musical textures.52 By saturating an otherwise
indeterminate texture with fixed pitch material, Brown suggests a certain way of listening to the
piece, drawing the listener’s attention to a persistent sonic reference point. This experience is, of
course, a function of listeners’ ability to apprehend the given property as a gestalt. Morris
emphasized that “simpler forms” create “strong gestalt sensations,” and as will be seen below,
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Brown’s sustained sounds gradually become more transparent and harmonically simpler, as if
Brown understood this, consciously or intuitively.53

***

Just two years after completing From Here, Brown composed his first works based
entirely around sustained sounds and “simple chordal structures”: Modules I and II, composed in
1965-66.54 The Modules are performed by a large orchestra divided in two, each with its own
conductor, a configuration Brown repeated from Available Forms II and referred to as “orchestra,
four hands.” In performance, each half of the orchestra is assigned to one of the Modules. Each
of Modules I and II comprises four pages of material, with four or five events on each page.
Brown composed a third module in 1969 and had plans for more, but the first two Modules are
distinguished through the use of sustained sounds for all of the events, scored either for the entire
ensemble or a subset. On the first page of Module I, given in Example 4.3, the first four events
are scored for complementary subsets of the ensemble and the fifth event is tutti. This structure,
in which four chords for ensemble subsets are followed by a tutti chord on the same page, is
repeated on pages 1 and 4 of Modules I and II. By contrast, the events on pages 2 and 3 are all
tutti chords.
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Example 4.3. Earle Brown, Module I (1965-6), Page 1

If the abstract sonic object is only present through certain events in From Here, the
Modules series projects it into a robust strategy for organizing an entire composition. As there are
no dynamics, articulations, or indications of continuity, rhythm or duration for any of the events,
Brown’s only means of expression—his only “fingerprint”—is the pitch material. In other words,
it is not in spite of, but rather through his vision of synergistic collaboration between the
composer and conductor that Brown draws attention to this piece’s distinctive sonic identity.
197

In his analysis of the Modules, Welsh comments on a number of harmonic relationships
that seem to corroborate Brown’s commitment to defining within the Modules an abstract sonic
object. For example, the subset chords (events 1-4) on pages 1 and 4 in each Module, when
combined, result in a transposed version of the fifth (tutti) chord on the same page.55 In other
words, the subset chords can be combined to produce a gestalt-like whole, and this whole in turn
can be related to other harmonies in the piece. While some of the harmonic relationships may be
abstract, they can be consciously emphasized in performance through sequence and
juxtaposition. As Welsh observes elsewhere, since the conductor shapes the succession of these
harmonies in time, the audibility of harmonic relationships such as these varies with each
performance.56
If From Here offers an example of an abstract sonic object which comprises two notes
sustained throughout diverse sonorities, Module III (1969) exemplifies the inverse. In this piece,
the pitches G and G♯ never occur, producing a characteristic image based on absence, rather than
presence. However, since Module III is intended to be performed with one of the other Modules,
as above, the conductor plays an important role in determining the clarity of this harmonic
feature for the listener. Unlike the other Modules, in which each event spans the entire orchestra,
in Module III the five events on page 1 are divided by choir between the winds, brass, and
strings. This provides an additional level of interactional complexity, yet retains the harmonic
ideal of an abstract sonic object as each event within a choir contains the same pitch classes. This
ensures that each instrumental subgroup is aurally linked to a particular harmonic subset of the
larger chord, a dynamic Brown would explore in several works in the early 1970s, as will be
discussed shortly.
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Concomitant with Brown’s increased use of sustained sounds in his work is a desire to
make his events more flexible so that they could be juxtaposed in an ever-greater multiplicity of
combinations. As Brown describes it, he was concerned with allowing for “the maximum with a
simple amount of material, and to limit the material that I compose and still have the maximum
of interactional complexity. That’s a characteristic of a lot of recent scores.”57 In the Modules, for
example, the use of subdivisions with complementary instrumentation allows the conductor to
combine more events in different ways without double-booking an instrument. This new
approach contrasts with the events of earlier works, such as Available Forms I, in which there are
fewer instances of complementary instrumentation between events, and therefore fewer
possibilities for juxtaposition. Example 4.4 gives page 6 from the score of Available Forms I.
The difference in Brown’s thinking is evident even in the way the events are laid out on
the page. The Modules events are discrete units, visually separated by boxes with broken staves
so as to diminish the sense of linearity across the page. Indeed, the Modules are characteristic of
Brown’s later scores through their visual emphasis on the independence and modularity of each
event. By contrast, in Available Forms I, not only do many of the events appear to overlap with
one another, but they also seem to suggest a linear flow from left to right. While the conductor is
not required to proceed from event 1 to event 4 in order, they may be influenced to do so, as
distinguishing the instrumentation of the events at a glance in the middle of a performance in
order to cue a different order is much more difficult than in the Modules. Furthermore, although
some of the events within Available Forms I exhibit complementary instrumentation within a
page, there is nothing like the systematic approach observed in the Modules.
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Example 4.4. Earle Brown, Available Forms I (1961), Page 6
This systematic approach, employed in most of Brown’s works after Modules, is
ultimately what ensures the highest degree of “interactional complexity,” as it is easier and more
efficient for a conductor to combine events when there are fewer overlapping performers
between them. For example, consider a comparison between two works with similar forces:
Available Forms I, for eighteen musicians, and the later Event: Synergy II (1967-8) for nineteen
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musicians.58 Available Forms I has twenty-seven events for seventeen different, overlapping
combinations of performers, ranging from various trios to the full ensemble. In Event: Synergy
II, the performers are divided into four similarly-sized complementary subsets: two wind choirs
(A and B winds) and two string choirs (A and B strings).
Unlike the irregular groupings of Available Forms I, in Event: Synergy II, each of the
subsets is fixed throughout the piece, and each has four pages of uniformly distributed material:
page 1 has five contrapuntal events, page 2 has graphic notation, page 3 has five sustained chords
with fermatas, and page 4 has proportional notation indicating approximate pitch contours. The
material is not identical for each subset, but it is similar, allowing the conductor to more easily
improvise textures by drawing from any of the groups in combination. In Available Forms I, the
pages and events cannot be categorized according to a similarly predictable scheme. An
additional layer of flexibility in Event: Synergy II is Brown’s indication that, in addition to the
full ensemble, the piece can be performed in one of four like pairings of subsets: all As, all Bs,
all winds, or all strings. The fact that the piece can be performed by any of these smaller
combinations suggests that all of the instruments share material more equally than in earlier
works, in which the omission of certain instruments might threaten the integrity of the piece.
Another trend supporting interactional complexity in Brown’s work is the increasing
latitude afforded to conductors to shape the sound of individual events.59 The Modules are the
first compositions in Brown’s catalog in which duration and dynamics are left entirely to the
discretion of the conductor. However, as Brown indicates in the statement quoted above, these
instances of notational ambiguity and absence were not intended to reduce the degree of musical
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expression, but rather to ensure that these aspects would be determined by the performers in real
time. By limiting the amount of “composed” material, Brown makes space for the conductor to
improvise original musical patterns and trajectories out of “simple” material.
Additionally, while Brown would continue to compose events with inherent linearity,
such as a contrapuntal arrangement of multiple instruments or sequential cue points for the
conductor, from the Modules forward he increasingly adopted a more textural approach. Rather
than motives or through-composed passages, Brown’s events became flexible sonic layers that
could be started and stopped at any time, and could function at a foreground or background level.
This is emphasized by Brown’s expanded use of continuity indications at the end of events, such
as fermatas on the final sustained sound of an event, or a repeat sign to indicate that a passage
could be looped or “vamped.” On page 4 of Event: Synergy II, for example, Brown allows
performers to freely choose a starting place given several staves of material common to all
members of a subgroup. The shared material ensures an overall continuity of sound, while the
flexible movement through the staves allows performers to shape their gestures in response to the
time allotted in performance by the conductor.

New Piece
All of the factors supporting interactional complexity described above—modularity of
events, complementary instrumental divisions, simplified textures, and minimal notation—shift
aesthetic interest away from the score per se, and towards its indeterminate realization in
performance. The intensification of these factors in Brown’s works from the mid-1960s to the
early 1970s suggests, through an increased emphasis on the interaction between the musical
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personalities of performers and simple, malleable materials, a heightened engagement with the
minimalist dialectic. The culmination of this tendency occurred with the composition of New
Piece in 1971.
New Piece comprises four chords, each based on a distinct interval and scored for a
subset of a large chamber ensemble, each of which is positioned in one of the four corners of the
venue. As with Brown’s other open form works, the chords are freely cued, ordered and
juxtaposed by the conductor during the performance, only occasionally sounding together as the
composite sonority. More than any other work discussed so far, New Piece represents a
completely nonlinear structural concept; it also allows the conductor maximum latitude to
control the interaction of the sonic material. Unlike in the Modules, there are no predetermined
combinations or tutti sections—every grouping beyond the four subdivisions must be
consciously assembled by the conductor. Since the early 1960s, Brown had compared the
conductor’s role in his open form works to “that of a painter who has a canvas (time) and colors
(timbre) and the possibility of working with the medium,” yet the metaphor is realized much
more vividly and completely in New Piece.60 Compared with the composed gestures of previous
works, the unitary sounds of New Piece more closely resembles an artist’s palette than the
painted canvas—it reflects a certain audacity not unlike that of the sculptor who painstakingly
manufactures a featureless cube.
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Example 4.5. Earle Brown, New Piece (1971), “Aspen ’81” Version

The published score was assembled after Brown’s death and includes seven different
versions of New Piece (dating from 1971 to 1995). Example 4.5 gives one of these, marked
“Aspen ‘81” by the composer. There is no single, authoritative realization; Brown would
typically generate new versions ad hoc for a specific ensemble on a particular occasion, often
pragmatically borrowing an orchestration from another of his compositions if the two works
were scheduled to be played on the same program. The pitches and intervals, however, would
almost always remain the same. Thus, although the instrumentation between performances was
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flexible, within a single performance each instrument’s pitch assignment would be fixed. The
work is little-known and rarely performed—there appears to be only one commercial recording,
released in 2007 in audio and video formats by Mode Records with Christian Wolff conducting.
Brown’s sketches indicate several apparently unrealized alternative structures, including
one version with five groups, and another in which the performers are positioned at the cardinal
points of the performance space, instead of the corners. It follows that Brown's prefatory note to
New Piece seems to locate the work ontologically not in any of the individual realizations, but
through its elemental—almost conceptual—quality:
New Piece is related to the Modules series for large orchestra, but texturally much
simpler. Each of four groups of instruments is orchestrated on a single interval: 5ths,
octaves, minor 9ths, and 10ths. The conductor may combine, shape, and form them in
various ways. As in Modules, a simple sonic event.
The earliest sketch of New Piece, dated June 22, 1970, comprises a page of manuscript
paper that is completely blank apart from the instrumentation at the left margin and a short
description that seems to summarize his aim with the new work: “Single large chord, constantly
transforming by shifts of tones (Combs. 1-2-3-4-5), expanding and contracting in register and
degree of dissonance. Perhaps ‘leading tone’ graphic philigree [sic] into new tones.”
This description touches on several themes developed elsewhere in Brown’s music,
including the use of a “single large chord” as the basis for a composition, which Brown would
explore in 1972 in Time Spans, discussed below. Likewise, the idea of a chord “expanding and
contracting in register and degree of dissonance” evokes the gradual change in quality and
register of successive chords on certain pages of Modules and other works. Additionally,
Brown’s description of a “graphic [filigree] into new tones” calls to mind a number of Brown’s
works that employ graphic notation, and especially a one-page score titled To the Memory of
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Helga (1985) from Folio II, an unpublished collection of short pieces composed occasionally
between 1970-2000.61
In performance, time is filled with fragments of Brown’s frozen—almost photographic-image of sound. Each version of the score is handwritten and elegantly stylized to fit on a single
page--while devoid of any indication of time. The suggested duration of approximately six to
eleven minutes-- included in the notes in the published edition—is adapted from Brown’s
writings and performance practice and appears almost as an afterthought—one could imagine
these sounds continuing for quite a long time. As in Modules I and II, in every version of New
Piece there is a complete absence of dynamic indications provided by the composer.
A sense of opposition, or even competition, is often the intended effect of spatialized
works. However, this is something Brown explicitly sought to avoid in similar contexts. For
instance, Brown’s performance note to Modules requests that the two (independent) halves of the
orchestra be interspersed on stage to eliminate “the distraction of visual and/or sonic
competition, which is not the intention in this work.” This echoes a similar caution in the
performance notes for Available Forms II, in which Brown plainly states that “[t]he conception
of the work is not antiphonal.” It seems likely that this is the kind of thing Brown is warning
against in the published performance notes to New Piece when he advises, “don’t be impatient or
try to make it too ‘interesting.’”
Bernard argues that minimalist artists sought to project the sense of a “whole” with their
works by deemphasizing or reducing the number of constituent parts, and the four constituent
sounds of New Piece certainly mark a departure when compared with the numerous and varied
events of Brown’s earlier works.62 The possible relationships within the work are not only
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wholly determined in performance, but also greatly simplified. Even in Morris’s work, however,
there is precedent for such partitioning. Figure 4.2 gives Morris's Untitled (1965), in which four
identical sculptures are arranged in a square grid: an example of what Morris calls multiple unit
work. To sustain a strong gestalt sensation in a work with multiple objects, Morris argues that the
individual units must conform to a repetitive ordering scheme—preferably one that emanates
from the units’ own physicality.63

Figure 4.2. Robert Morris, Untitled (1965)
While Morris could, according to this logic, argue that a square grid emanates from the
“physicality” of a cube, he also recognized that, “any order [operates] beyond the physical
things,” and ultimately concedes that, “probably no art can completely resolve this.”64 The
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critical aspect, it seems, is a regularity of ordering that does not draw attention to any one unit:
Brown's four units are not identical, but he makes them equivalent by assigning to each a similar
number of instruments, a symmetrical position in space, and a single intervallic relationship. A
quality of interchangeability can also be ascertained from the fact that details of instrumentation
and registration also varied from performance to performance.
In any of its possible forms--whether or not one has viewed the score--over the course of
a performance I argue that the listener may begin to hear the four chords not as competing
entities, but as component parts of a single composite sound. I find this way of listening to be
intuitive, but it also jibes with Brown’s description of the piece as a “single large chord.” In this
interpretation, the swelling textures and shifts in harmony cease to be heard as variations or
directed, phrase-like patterns. Instead, they become markers of incompletion, evoking the
composite chord even its absence, like a protracted arpeggiation. This perception is reinforced by
the fixed correspondence not only of instrument and interval, but also the azimuth of the sound
source. The four instrumental groups positioned around the audience produce a quadrophonic
image, and it is only through the sounding of all four groups simultaneously that the image is
completed.
In Morris’s minimalist paradigm, it is critical that the gestalt be recognizable—and in a
sense, inevitable—as a gestalt is in effect precisely to the extent that it persists in the mind of the
perceiver throughout the experience of the work.65 Morris’s regular forms function as gestalts
precisely because they are so familiar and so easily imagined; even when standing so that one
can only see three sides of a cube, one exhibits a faith that the other sides are still there. Through
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the perceptual relationship of the four sounds to a composite whole, Brown seems to ask the
same of the listener.
Despite the minimal score, the performance notes in the published edition of New Piece
provide surprisingly detailed information about the qualities of what Brown would consider to be
a successful performance. Addressing the conductor, Brown insists, “You must not over-rehearse
it and lose the intensity of the musicians. It has to be gotten into and done as a low-key, highintensity meditation.” Several writers have identified a meditative or spiritual quality as a key
aspect of broader minimalist aesthetics; Bernard, for example, suggests that these qualities
emerge from two techniques clearly present in New Piece: the simplification of material and the
absence of time-structuring events or rhetoric.66 More generally, “meditation” suggests a
sustained state of reflection and return to something constant: an idea, a chant, a drone. Time
continues to pass, but is experienced differently through the play of Brown’s unitary intervals.
Morris sought to center not only the viewer’s perceptual faculties through his works, but
also their corporeal experience. Maurice Berger writes that Morris’s sculptures, constructed at a
human scale, assume a “provocative” and even “aggressive” stance in relation to the viewer’s
body.67 Through their size and shape, Morris’s sculptures ensure the experience of an “interaction
between the perceiving body and the world”—a spatial conception that contrasts sharply with the
clearly delimited frame of a painting.68 By placing his objects directly on the floor instead of
using a base or other support, Morris distinguishes the experience of his work from that of
previous sculpture as well. Through the spatialization of the simple intervals, Brown intensifies
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the listener’s experience of the incompleteness of each in relation to the sonic image, and
similarly takes his sounds out of the usual frame of art music.
The subdivision into four spatialized groups and concomitant variation in the acoustic
balance also makes the listener more acutely aware of their own physical position in space. The
emphasis on the bodily experience of the performance is consistent with Morris’s practice, but
also reaches back to Young, who in his “Lecture 1960” describes ideally experiencing long,
sustained sounds “through our own bodies” and ultimately “getting inside” them.69 Brown
connects New Piece to Young’s aesthetics explicitly in an unpublished passage in a 1976 letter to
Neil Rolnick from which the performance instructions for New Piece were taken. Here Brown
writes, “La Monte would do it all night but I usually go for about 6 to 10 mins,” presumably
comparing the “simple sonic event” of New Piece to Young’s increasingly lengthy drone-based
performances. Indeed, a quality of potential “endlessness” characterizes many minimalist
musical works.70

After New Piece
New Piece was immediately followed by a composition called New Piece Loops, a
special arrangement of New Piece for orchestra and choir composed for the Venice Biennale in
1972. Although the sound materials are similar to the original version, there are two major
differences in New Piece Loops: (1) the orchestra and choir each have their own conductor (as in
From Here), and (2) the sound materials are supplemented with a “time score” that indicates a
succession of sounds. The inclusion of the time score makes New Piece Loops an example of
what has become known as “linear open form,” in which the score prescribes a global ordering
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of events, even if many individual sections are open.71 Despite the foreclosure of the radical
indeterminacy of New Piece, Brown clearly saw New Piece Loops as part of the same trajectory
as evidenced in a prefatory note published on the Earle Brown Foundation website:
Since the STRING QUARTET (1965) and MODULES I+II (1966) I have been working
toward a simplification of the materials in the works. I have written graphic scores and
scores for collective improvisations and for all combinations of control, open form,
performer interpretation, etc. since 1952, and will continue to work with these conditions
in future works. However, now that these kinds of scores and performance practices have
become the cliches of today’s music (and extremely boring for the most part) I prefer to
move my work in another direction. Random sound, (as beautiful as it can be), is as
boring and academic in 1972 as neo-classicism was in 1952. NEW PIECE LOOPS is
based on 4 simple intervals. This of course may also be boring but for me it is more of a
challenge and a less over-indulged area for exploration.72
This remarkably candid statement reiterates the oppositional—even contrarian—position
that informed Brown’s compositional trajectory towards simplification. Just as in the years
before Available Forms I, in the early 1970s Brown seemed to find himself once again in a
transitional moment, in which a new, if uncertain, approach was preferable to an established one.
That almost all of the works composed during this period borrow from New Piece in one way or
another suggests that it represented a major discovery for Brown.
For example, in Time Spans, composed for large orchestra in 1972, every sound is a
constituent unit of a single, expansive harmony.73 Like New Piece, Time Spans directs the
listener to a single characteristic sonority that governs the harmony of the entire piece. This
chord, which comprises 86 individual sounds, is dispersed throughout the ensemble in
instrumental subsets. While the subsets change throughout the piece, the pitch and registration
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assigned to each individual instrument remains fixed, with the exception of the pianos and
percussion. In event 2 on page 1, given in Example 4.6, the ninth sonority in sequence constitutes
a full tutti rendition of the chord.

Example 4.6. Earle Brown, Time Spans (1972), Event 2, Page 1

The pairing of instrumental timbre and pitch material—a technique that can be traced
back to the Modules but is more rigorously realized here—contributes to a clearly defined sonic
image reminiscent of New Piece. In Time Spans, the parallel between the abstract sonic object
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and Morris’s minimalist dialectic is made lucidly manifest—a single gestalt chord the listener
experiences in time as a series of incomplete fragments, yet whose permanent configuration of
pitches and timbres has the potential to persist in the mind. This is evident even in accounts of
the work that do not expressly make the link with minimalism, as when Keith Potter describes
Time Spans as “based on the segmenting and orchestrating” of a single, “massive” chord.74
Brown approaches the abstract sonic object somewhat differently in Cross Sections and
Color Fields, another piece that is primarily composed of sustained sounds. Like New Piece
Loops—and unlike the Modules and Time Spans—Cross Sections, composed in 1972-75, is
another example of linear open form. In a recent study of the compositional process of Cross
Sections, Fredrick Gifford demonstrates that the musical textures derive from a handful of large,
aggregate sonorities.75 Throughout the piece, these sonorities are continually built up and
fragmented through the exchange and juxtaposition of harmonic subsets, and constantly shifting
orchestration. At the same time, many individual pitches and intervallic patterns are sustained
amongst changes in texture around them, just as in From Here. For instance, the pitch C4, which
functions as an inversional harmonic center for harmonies throughout the piece, sounds
continuously in the opening few minutes as it is passed between instruments, while the opening
aggregate gradually thickens and shifts in color.76 Thus in Cross Sections one encounters both of
the distinct approaches to articulating the abstract sonic object previously discussed: as a large,
unitary sonority continually varied through fragmentation (i.e. Modules, New Piece, Time Spans),
or as a static sound juxtaposed with changing textures (i.e. Available Forms II, From Here).
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As with New Piece Loops, the return to a linear formal concept in Cross Sections evinces
a turn away from the free interaction characteristic of the minimalist dialectic. However, Gifford
argues that even here Brown’s compositional priorities can be related to more open works: “Even
if the temporal ordering of elements were changed, the elements would not cease to be related,
since they have been composed as necessary components of the entity, not results of one
another.”77 In other words, the entire piece can be said to emanate from the same harmonic ideal,
frustrating expectations regarding a strictly linear, developmental trajectory. In Bernard’s
formulation, it is music that does not unfold through time, but instead foregrounds it, thus
maintaining a link with minimalist aesthetics.78

***

Around the same time as the composition of the works discussed above, two unique
performances organized by Brown at the Baltimore Museum of Art suggest that La Monte
Young’s music and ideas were still on his mind. From 1968-73, Brown served as Composer-inResidence at the Peabody Institute Conservatory of Music in Baltimore. In 1970 and 1973,
Brown organized performances of his own compositions and works by others at the Baltimore
Museum of Art featuring student musicians. While both events were billed as concerts, Brown’s
brief program note for the 1970 event suggests a marked departure from the norms of art music:
“[t]he audience may move about in some works the musicians will move about while playing,
producing a flexible ‘sound environment’ of transforming colors and densities.”79 The use of
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space was an important element of both performances: according to Brown’s handwritten notes,
the ensemble was to divide into subgroups and wander freely through four galleries while
sustaining the tones. It would seem that Brown’s search for a new aesthetic direction took him,
once again, into the domain of visual art.

Example 4.7. Earle Brown, Variations on La Monte Young
and La Monte Young, Composition 1960, #7
Young’s music featured prominently in both events. In the 1970 event, Brown led an
ensemble of over forty musicians in a performance of Composition 1960 #7, followed by
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Brown’s own arrangement—titled Variations—in which he orchestrates Young’s perfect fifth for
the entire range of the orchestra, similar to the event in Available Forms II. This arrangement,
along with Young’s composition in Brown’s hand, is given in Example 4.7.
Later in the performance, Brown performed excerpts from Available Forms II with the
ensemble divided into five groups (winds, brass, percussion, high strings, and low strings), each
with their own conductor. Although there is no recording of this performance, based on materials
in the BMA archive the excerpts appear to have been the chromatically-saturated pointillistic
material from page 3 for Orchestra I, which Brown describes as an “orchestral texture of points
(all frequencies written).” In later works with multiple conductors, Brown encouraged the
conductors to generally cue from the same page at the same time; in this light, this material could
be understood as a likely accompaniment to Brown’s presentation of Young’s B/F♯ dyad on page
3 of the Orchestra II score.
In the 1973 concert, Brown swapped the original Composition 1960 #7 with Young’s
Poem for Tables and Chairs (1962). Both programs concluded with a full ensemble
improvisation, guided by hand signals from Brown corresponding to specific musical textures.
By using simple material as the basis for improvisation, engaging with space, and increasing the
number of musical agents making decisions simultaneously, Brown extended the indeterminacy
of New Piece even further, while also foregrounding the contingency of the performance. Just as
the performers had greater latitude to shape the sound subjectively, the shifting spatial
distribution of performers and listeners would seem to highlight the individuality of each
audience member’s experience as well.
These events have not been mentioned in any accounts of Brown’s career, yet they are
significant insofar as they can be understood as an effort by Brown to not only provide a context
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for his work, but also a possible genealogy. In addition to the overt references to Young, the
second of the two concerts coincided with Contemporary Music Scores, an exhibition of recent
experimental scores at the museum that Brown helped curate. Although most of the scores on
display were selections from avant-garde and experimental composers like Cage, Feldman, and
Stockhausen, George Brecht’s collection of Fluxus event scores, Water Yam, was also on display.
Brown seems to have expressed particular interest in Brecht’s work during the curatorial process:
correspondence from the BMA archives reveals museum administrators inquiring about renting a
20-minute film of performances of Water Yam at Brown’s behest.
While Brown’s concert works around this time were certainly innovative, it seems that
the Baltimore events offered him a way to explore questions of agency, subjectivity, and
audience participation even more extensively. In reimagining his own works, Brown ramped up
the indeterminacy in almost every way: expanding from two conductors to five, simplifying the
source material, and distributing the performers and audience in space. Likewise, his adaptation
of Young’s Composition 1960 #7 under these unique conditions seems designed to intensify
listeners’ experience of a conflict between a sustained, unitary sound and its fluctuations in pitch,
timbre, and spatialization. Indeed, by centering the bodies of the performers and audience
members, Brown seems to be modeling an alternative mode of listening that he sought to bring
into concert hall through works like New Piece.

Engaging with the Audience
As Morris emphasizes, the presence of a perceptible dialectic between ideal form and
contingent realization correlates with the extent to which it is the viewer—rather than the
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creator—who is “establishing relationships.”80 It is hard to imagine Morris insisting that one
walk around the sculpture, for instance, clockwise at a certain pace; indeed, this would be
antithetical to his project. Brown generally saw audience members as co-creators of meaning in
his open form works, an elevated role that represented a significant departure from the priorities
of earlier art music, and his accounts of the subjectivities involved in performance almost always
include a reference to the audience, in addition to the composer and performers.
For example, Brown concluded “The Notation and Performance of New Music” by
asserting that the “fundamental motivation” for all of his notational and formal innovations was
“to produce a ‘multi-ordinal’ communicative activity between the composer, the work, and the
performer, and a similarly ‘open’ potential of experience for the listener.”81 Earlier in the article,
Brown argued that his compositions were constructed with the intention of preserving each
audience member’s “subjective experience” by permitting “this nature to be maintained and to be
most free in relation to experience.”82 Throughout, Brown emphasizes what the audience has to
contribute to the experience, observing that “[w]hen something is gained by listening to a piece
of music, it has more to do with the listener than with the composer. The recognition of this fact
is why artists have presented their audience with the most profound communication it is theirs to
give—collaboration in the life of the work.”83
There are several places where Brown suggests what this “collaboration” might sound
like in practice. For instance, in the published performance instructions to New Piece, Brown
writes, “You will get a feed-back from musicians and audience (and your gut) when [the piece]
has realized itself and the intensity is about to drop.” In other words, Brown is suggesting that
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certain qualities of the composition can only be ascertained in real time during the performance,
in the presence of the audience. In the minimalist dialectic, time is the dimension along which
the relationship between the ideal and its contingent realization is negotiated, whether a listener
is experiencing a musical performance of New Piece, or a visitor to a gallery is contemplating
one of Morris’s sculptures by walking around it. Indeed, Morris was adamant that the terms of
interaction in his art are “temporal as well as spatial”—that his sculptures, like New Piece, must
be activated in time to become meaningful.84
In his article “Transformations and Developments of a Radical Aesthetic,” Brown aligns
his work with a “general movement” in all of the arts “towards the presentation of an ‘actual’
event, rather than a remembered or ‘representational’ event.”85 For Brown, “[t]he presentation of
an ‘actual’ event attempts to bring the ‘audience’ and the work together in/at the same ‘time’—to
close the gap between art (reflection) and life (being…in the moment and not somewhere
else).”86 The meditative sounds of New Piece are one way of inviting the audience to “be in the
moment.” As discussed above, works like Modules and New Piece can also be read as attempts to
present sound as a physical phenomenon, rather than as themes or other representational
illusions. The conductor’s visible cues to start, stop, and manipulate the sounds actually
emphasize the elemental quality of the sounds further, suggesting they are raw materials that
must be polished and shaped.
Assuredly, Brown’s efforts to musically collaborate with the audience are limited in
comparison with contemporaneous efforts by composers like Pauline Oliveros or Cornelius
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Cardew, or even earlier experiments with which Brown may have been familiar from the Fluxus
milieu. Yet as Brown himself argued, more valuable than a direct translation between art forms is
for one medium to have an energizing effect on another.87 Thus, if the minimalist dialectic was a
way for Brown to reinvigorate his artistic project within the traditional performance practice of
art music, modifications to the dialectic along the way do not necessarily negate its functioning.
Brown’s open form can be said to partially recapture the agential arrangement of Morris’s
work—just as the observer chooses the path by which she or he walks around one of the
sculptures, the conductor chooses a path on behalf of the audience. Here the conductor’s ability
to shape sound deliberately is critical; Bernard, for instance, proposes but ultimately rejects a
reading of Reich’s process pieces along the lines of Morris’s gestalt forms precisely because the
arising complexity is unintentional.88
Yet in Brown’s works—unlike in Morris’s sculptures—the experience of the work
advances in time independent of the perceiver. The listener cannot choose to change their
position with respect to the sound sources, nor can they cannot summon or linger on a particular
sonority. The ideal must be inferred by the listener over the passage of time and concurrently
with the conductor’s manipulations. Yet the distinction between performer and perceiver in
Brown’s work, roles that are conflated in Morris’s work (the viewer “performs” the work in time
by walking around it), is not so rigid. In the aforementioned letter to Neil Rolnick, Brown
suggests that New Piece could be performed by “designating a conductor within each group” and
allowing the four groups to begin, end and shape sound independently. By contending with the
unpredictable activity of three other autonomous musical agents, like the listener each conductor
must respond to changes in sound over which they have no control.
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In a sense, thinking of Brown’s music in this way clarifies the model proposed by Morris.
The split between the performer, who determines how the ideal is realized, and the audience
members, who work from the realization towards a perception of the ideal, emphasizes the extent
to which the two roles are folded onto the viewer in Morris’s sculptures. To resolve this in
Brown’s works, the listener must experience the piece holistically—as a unitary whole—and let
go of the expectation that the piece operates as a linear succession of sounds whose order and
relationships determines its structure and in this way endows the experience with meaning.
Whether or not it was a conscious concern in New Piece, in 1979 Brown produced a
sound installation called Wikiup that seems to address this question of agency head-on. This
installation, commissioned by Independent Curators Incorporated, comprised six cassette
recorders playing on a loop while suspended above the space.89 The medium of the sound
installation and use of endless tape loops ensures a completely nonlinear sonic conception.
Visitors participated in the spatialization of the cassette players by tightening or loosening strings
running through a pulley system that cause them to change position. Additionally, a sketch by
Brown reproduced in the exhibition catalog indicates that the sounds on three of the cassette
players could be re-recorded by visitors imitating the original sounds.90 The sound sources are
prescribed by quality and production technique (e.g. blowing sounds, finger snaps) but
constantly renewed in their realization by visitors. If less overtly “minimal,” Wikiup does
foreground at least two aspects of the minimalist dialectic by allowing participants to reframe the
spatial relationships between the sound sources in real time and, to a lesser extent, by exploring
the dialectical relationship between a general category of sound and a particular realization.
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Wikiup was commissioned for an exhibition called Supershow! curated by Susan Sollins,
the executive director of ICI and Brown’s second wife. The exhibition included works by
nineteen artists, including Untitled, 1961 by Robert Morris.91 Sollins, in the introduction to the
exhibition catalogue, explains that the works on display are unified by the artists’ awareness of
the “perceptual consciousness of another person—the spectator.”92 She invites visitors to “touch,
walk through, play with, listen to, or experience” the works “as an actively engaged spectator,”
emphasizing the interactive features as “opportunities for viewer participation.”93 Although
Brown created only a handful of sound installations during his career, Wikiup in particular seems
to have afforded him an opportunity to explore novel paradigms for engaging with the audience
outside of the confines of the concert hall, and perhaps in creative dialogue with Morris’s work.

The Expanded Situation
Brown’s desire to engage with the audience in a more meaningful way more generally
parallels minimalist visual art’s break with abstract expressionism through its unique spatial and
temporal engagement with the viewer.94 Yet many writers have followed Brown’s lead in
emphasizing his works’ resonance with abstract expressionism. David Ryan, for instance,
identifies several qualities of abstract expressionist painting that seem to have direct analogues in
Brown’s work, including “the making of the piece as a field of operation” and “the emphasis on
the form of the piece ‘becoming’ or being ‘found’ through performance.”95
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Without a doubt, abstract expressionism was an important influence on Brown. However,
by the mid-1960s Brown recognized a crucial difference between capturing a highly subjective
process of creation in a static form (as in an action painting), and actually interacting with
different subjectivities in performance:
I used to envy the painters their direct and undivided contact with the ultimate existent
fact of their work; but now I feel that as a composer, having performers an integral
dimension of the work puts our art at the very center of the new total involvement in the
generation and experience of art which is essential today.96
Brown reformulated this statement in a 1985 interview, in which he compared the
possibility of endless renewal in his works to paintings by Willem de Kooning and Robert
Rauschenberg: “once they call it finished it’s sold or goes into a museum…and it becomes a
static thing.”97 For Brown, the indeterminacy of each performance, indelibly shaped by the
subjective preferences of different conductors and performers, was largely the point. In an
interview with Richard Dufallo, he advised that conductors should not dwell on finding the
“best” path through his open form compositions.98 Instead, he expressed the hope that a
conductor’s personality would emerge through their performance, and remarked that his own
works’ capacity to surprise him when conducted by others represented a “positive effect, rather
than a mistake.”99
Delegation, of course, also distances the composer from the final musical result, which
fact, to Brown’s apparent frustration, repeatedly caused his compositional technique to be
conflated with that of John Cage. Brown often pointed to his interest in engaging the performers
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of his work as co-creators acting in real time when distinguishing his work from that of Cage. As
he said in an interview, “[Cage’s] pure chance pieces are really total determination, and
theoretically once the chance operations flipping of coins has been done, then the piece [is] on
paper by chance and the piece of paper is read as accurately and as deterministically as Mozart or
anything else can be.”100
This observation resonates with critiques of Cage’s methods leveled by Morris as well.
Although Cage’s formulation of indeterminacy was an important early reference point for
Morris’s early 1960s multimedia experiments, Morris quickly found its prescriptions
constraining. In his 1970 essay “Some Notes on the Phenomenology of Making,” Morris linked
Cage’s music to a regressive “European Idealism” on the grounds that Cage’s chance-based
generative methods were imperceptible to audiences, and noted that Cage deployed his chance
operations at the time of composition, rather than the time of performance, permitting Cage to
retain control over his works akin to painterly expression.101 Interestingly, this critique is echoed
in later minimalisms; consider, for example, Steve Reich’s protest that in Cage’s music, “[t]he
compositional processes and the sounding music have no audible connection.”102
Even though Cage did subsequently embrace indeterminate methods, his implementation
was far removed from Brown’s. In “The Notation and Performance of New Music,” Brown
argues that the exigencies of the present moment had changed “the nature of the artist’s
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relationship to the work” such that the work can no longer be constrained by a “self-limiting
subjective condition.” He goes on to suggest that “[i]f philosophy and science teach us anything,
it is that all points of view are possible.”103 In the pursuit of work responsive to subjectivities
beyond his own, we find him at least partially aligned with Morris’s rejection of “the modernist
belief in creative genius and self-expression” as exemplified by “the egotism of Abstract
Expressionism’s heroic generation.”104
Of course, this stance recapitulates the challenge posed to abstract expressionism much
earlier by Cage. Consider Caroline A. Jones’ memorable account of a 1949 lecture presented by
Cage to an audience composed largely of abstract expressionist painters: “Against such epic
egotism, Cage reminded his listeners that the subjects being obsessed about were not trapped
within the subconscious, in need of extrication, or figured in the body of the artist; rather, they
were all around, to be discovered in simple, silent wonder at the world.”105 As Jones summarizes,
“[t]o that audience, obsessed with subjects, Cage offered subjectlessness.”106
If Cage’s rejoinder to abstract expressionism was to negate the subjective, Brown’s was
to multiply the subjects. In the program note to Cross Sections and Color Fields, Brown frames
his treatment of sustained sounds explicitly as a way of engaging multiple subjectivities, writing
that “[i]n this work…I would like to have sounds ‘just sit there’ sometimes, so that I can observe
the various intricate inner structures and relationships at my own tempo, and you at yours.” The
“you” here could just as easily be the conductor as it could be a member of the audience. Along
similar lines, a passage in Brown’s program note for the Modules seems to minimize even the
potential for expression beyond the abstract contemplation of sound: “the dominant poetic image
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is one of simple, powerful, intense sonic structures which relate, transform and surge through
time without the pressure of rhetorical purpose or anxiety, a simple orchestral event.” The logical
culmination of this tendency would have to be something like Morris’s sculptures, possessing, as
Barbara Haskell observes, “no meaning apart from the interaction.”107
Elsewhere, Brown argues that acknowledging an expanded field of subjects is an integral
part of the composer’s task, writing that one “must simultaneously conceive the image of his
work and all of the ramifications of its effect and life as it goes out into an infinitely complex
world of other people.”108 He continues, in terms reminiscent of Morris’s, that:
[T]he composer is attempting to bring all of these elements into an intense relationship of
oneness within the new conception of order and form, which is new in the sense that it is
spontaneously organic and fulfilled by virtue of its process concept. As ever, if the
composer has not foreseen the environment and process clearly and profoundly in terms
of his materials, the piece will not function well or come to life.109
Like Morris, who insisted that the “unfixed variables” of the “expanded situation”—
rather than “static images”—defined the major aesthetic terms of his sculptures, Brown
deliberately made his works amenable to increasingly indeterminate results through their
construction.110 By composing material that was flexible and undifferentiated, Brown ensures
that performances of compositions like Modules would differ dramatically. Yet whereas Cage
deployed indeterminacy to pursue results that were unfamiliar, unintentional, and uncoordinated,
Brown sought to create situations in which performers could use their musical training and
intuition to make conscious choices, akin to improvisation.111
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Conclusion
The extent to which the qualities of works like New Piece cannot be accounted for within
existing frameworks for understanding Brown’s music underlines the usefulness of an alternative
reading. Although many aspects of Brown’s musical practice that are aligned with the minimalist
dialectic can be understood as extensions of earlier compositional techniques, the later works
remain distinct. Consider Ryan’s description of musicians performing a graphic score like
December 1952 as working towards “a largely unforeseen whole.”112 Brown’s early graphic
scores may dramatize the relationship of the whole to its parts for the performers, but only at a
conceptual level. There is no equivalent to the massive, fixed sonorities of Modules and Time
Spans or the quadrophonic image of New Piece, all of which persist in dialectical conflict with
the performers’ indeterminate realizations thereof in the ear of the listener. Likewise, just as the
sustained and simplified sounds of these later works point towards different performance
practices, they also point towards different listening practices.
Brown clearly felt that New Piece in particular would challenge the expectations of those
familiar with his work—its novelty is emphasized by the title itself—in turn suggesting that he
understood that he was grappling with a new aesthetic. In describing the impetus for New Piece
in an interview, Brown admitted that “[e]very once in a while I get tired of the complexity of
most of my music...I want just plain sonic space.”113 He goes on to describe the work as a
“simple piece” and even, in an undoubtedly informal use of the term, a “very minimalist kind of
thing.”114 He also, tellingly, uses quotation marks when referring to the piece as a “composition”
in the performance notes to the score.
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His self-effacing descriptions seem to anticipate a dismissive attitude on the part of the
performers and audience—a community presumably accustomed to the dense, contrapuntal
textures of Brown's earlier works. Even if Brown’s experimentations with Wikiup and the BMA
events tapped into an interactive paradigm already mainstream in the art world, a work like New
Piece—created using musical notation and intended for performance by professionals in
conventional music venues—would have embodied the fringe of the more conservative practice
of art music. After one 1972 performance of New Piece, Brown recalled collecting the parts and
noting that one had been defaced by a musician with the description “Earle Brown's short history
of music,” presumably a reference to the historical progression from chant (octaves) to organum
(fifths) to tonality (tenths, i.e. thirds) to post tonal music (minor ninths) amongst the constituent
intervals of New Piece.115
By reevaluating certain of Brown’s compositions through the lens of the minimalist
dialectic, I hope to have, at the very least, gestured towards a revised portrait of the composer,
and a fertile area for future scholarship. It is difficult to say exactly why Brown was so effusive
about artists like Pollock and Calder in comparison with Morris and Young, but ultimately, the
extent to which Brown himself was aware of a parallel is immaterial. Hearing works like the
Modules and New Piece through the minimalist dialectic represents a single interpretation, and
can be counted as analogous to a given performance of the composition: one amongst the many
possible. More significant than proof of influence or intention is the model for listening proposed
here—an alternate hearing, speaking directly to the multiplicity and individual-centric practice
that made open form so attractive to Brown in the first place.
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CONCLUSION
The Limits of Indeterminacy
In 1965, the composer Roger Reynolds wrote that indeterminate and chance methods
allowed composers to pursue, perhaps above all, “the possibility of unforeseen but excellent
results.”1 This sense of possibility is pervasive in writing about indeterminate music, even where
many possibilities have been definitively foreclosed by the composer. Yet as I hope to have
shown, drawing attention to the limits of indeterminate compositions—alongside their
possibilities—can often be productive. Limits are a way of measuring change: as chapter one
illustrates, the limits of Cagean indeterminacy shifted as subsequent generations of artists
adapted, reconfigured, and reacted against them. Limits are also a way of understanding aesthetic
priorities: where the language of possibility evades, limits can describe and refine. Whatever it
was that indeterminate music made newly possible was commensurately limited by many things:
by notations, written and unwritten norms of performance practice, musical preferences, subject
positions, conscious and unconscious assumptions, cultural investments, and historical
contingencies. If through such a lens indeterminate music increasingly comes to resemble other
musics, more has been gained than lost. As Georgina Born has written, music may be the
“paradigmatic multiply-mediated, immaterial and material, fluid quasi-object, in which subjects
and objects collide and intermingle.”2 The peculiarities of indeterminate music have directed
greater attention to some of these collisions, interminglings, and mediations, but attending to
others—especially those that are unforeseen, unacknowledged, or undertheorized—mutually
inflects understandings of this music and the activity of music more generally.
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The variety of methods employed in this study have suggested numerous connotations to
the notion of limits. The first chapter established indeterminate music as, above all, historically
contingent—a seemingly obvious premise that has been obscured by the discourse surrounding it
both through composers’ assertions of radical novelty and commentators’ dubious, or at least
overstated, claims of historical rupture. Chapter two suggested the limits—and possibilities—of
a single indeterminate composition, but also points to other liminal spaces, such as the extent to
which works employing Cagean indeterminacy are truly unpredictable, and how effectively
Cage’s preferred performance practice allows musicians to achieve his desired results. Chapters
three and four explored the limits of a post-Cagean understanding of indeterminate music. Where
many accounts assume fragmentation, undirected musical rhetoric, and a lack of subjectivity in
works by composers close to Cage, the compositions by Brown exhibit quite the opposite in
performance as they are shaped by the conductor. The fourth chapter also suggested the limits of
Cage’s influence upon Brown in particular, unearthing alternative priorities, organizational
schemes, and textural surfaces that more directly reflect developments amongst Fluxus and
proto-minimalist composers.
Although Cage has been a constant companion throughout these pages, I hope that by
attending to undertheorized aspects of his music his presence serves to sharpen—rather than
overwhelm—contours of difference with Brown and other composers. As Brown once wrote:
“Being in the musical avant-garde presents contradictions to all of us sooner or later.”3 While
indeterminate music was—and, through evolving inflections, remains—a space of great
invention and possibility, like many endeavors it may be more readily understood through its
limits than through its center.
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APPENDIX A
CAGE-FOUR2 Software
Appendix A gives an original software program with which readers can edit and play
back their own interpretations of Four2, generate random interpretations, or access and
manipulate one of the fictional interpretations. This software is intended to supplement the
analysis in chapter two by providing an additional venue in which to explore the multiplicity of
possible musical results of the piece.
The software is a standalone application developed in Max/MSP which can be
downloaded for Mac OS or Windows from https://archive.org/details/drakeandersensoftware or
drakeandersen.com/dissertation. These web pages contain the latest versions of the software,
instructions for downloading and installing the software, and minimum system requirements.
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APPENDIX B
Transcriptions of Three Performances of Earle Brown’s Novara

Appendix B, comprising three transcriptions of performances of Earle Brown’s
composition Novara, is intended to accompany the analysis presented in chapter three. While in
the chapter short excerpts of the three recordings are discussed and diagrammed, this appendix
gives a complete representation of all of the events in each recording. The left column gives the
timing of each transcribed element from the recording. Elements transcribed include the
beginning and ending of events, changes in instrumentation, and changes in texture. The
transcriptions should be read from left to right. Timings that line up with an event number
indicate the beginning of the event. Timings that line up with a › symbol indicate a change in
texture or instrumentation in an ongoing event; other timings indicate the end of an event. The
instrumentation of each event is given in the next column. For efficiency of space, each
instrument is represented by a single character as follows:

f = flute | t = trumpet | b = bass clarinet | p = piano | 1 = violin I | 2 = violin II | v = viola | c = cello

If an instrument is part of an event as notated but does not play, it is indicated in
parentheses with a – sign. For example, ft (-b) indicates that the event is scored for ftb, but only f
and t are playing. If instruments are playing the same event simultaneously in different ways, the
+ symbol is used. For instance, in the first transcription at 0:30, the flute continues to loop
through the event while the others sustain, so the instrumentation is given as f+tb12vc.
Explanatory notes are also provided at each timing. The right column and thick lines indicate the
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sections used as Audio Examples in the body of the article. Where Audio Examples use
overlapping passages, dotted lines are used for clarity.
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Transcription 1: Novara 1966, Take 1 (9:09)
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Transcription 2: Novara 1966, Take 2 (7:56)
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Transcription 3: Novara 1974 (13:00)
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